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SUMMARY
The present thesis Investigates electron capture reactions resulting

from sLow collisions (v « 1 a.u.) between mtflfclpJy charged tons (A^ ) and neutral
gas targets (B), whi£h lead to electron emission, JLe. reactions of the type

B + A(c!-k)+ + Bi+ + (i-k)e".

The energy spectra of the emitted electrons are measured; detection
angle is 50". Mainly, autoionMng double capture resulting from collisions with
two-electron targets (He, H2) is studied; then, the emitted electrons stem from
doubly excited projectile states. Such states may as well be reached by single
capture reactions involving an excited metastable projectile state.The projectiles
used are bare C6+, the H-like and He-like ions of C, N and 0, He-like Ne8+ and
Ne-like Ar°+. Excited metastable projectiles used are c5+ (2s), He-HJce projectiles
Aq+(ls2s%) and Ar (...2p53s). All systems are measured at a collision velocity of
about 0.35 a.u.; in addition, for some projectiles (N5+ , O ° + and C-^) the collision
velocity is varied in the range 0.15 < v < 0.55 a-u.

In first instance, the electron spectra are used to determine, which
autoionMng states are populated by the capture reaction. Comparison is made
with the predictions of a recently proposed extended classical barrier model, that
was developed in connection with the work described in this thesis. This model
assumes sequential capture of the electrons (two-step* process); it predicts the
realized binding energies of the captured electrons - which may be directly
determined from the autoionization spectra - using only the projectile charge, the
ionization potentials of the target and the collision velocity as parameters. No
adjastable parameter enters into the calculations. Good agreement is found; only
for some He-like projectiLes and for the system C^+-He additional contributions
show up in the electron spectra, which may be due to a 'one-step' process, further
it is demonstrated, that the capture reaction does not change the spin of the
captured electrons.The observed cross sections for electron emission are found to
be of the order of 10 -* cm . For most systems involving Hp as target, the cross
sections are about a factor of two larger than would be suspected from comple-
mentary experimental results.

Secondly, the term energies and decay modes of the highly excited
product ions themselves are studied. Generally, the autoionizing decay of these
states is found to proceed preferentially to the directly adjacent lower singly
excited state. Experimental evidence is presented, that triply excited states decay
by successive emission of two electrons, whenever this is energetically possible.

Special attention is given to the Li-like core-excited states (ls2jinV).
It is shown, that no electrons are emitted from Li-like ions in quartet states
(Is2jm'£') with n1 > 3, which means, that these states have a fluorescence yield
close to 100^. For the autoionizing doublet states (Is2&n'fc') with n'=2,3 accurate
term energies are derived from the spectra of C IV, N V and 0 VX Using the fact,
that the capture reaction preserves the spin of the captured electrons, an
unambiguous identification of these doublet states is possible. Comparison with
atomic structure calculations shows, that the term energies from available
relativistic multicorifigurational Dirac-Fock calculations disagree with the
experimental values, whereas other methods (variattonal, 1/Z-expansion) yield
generally good agreement.

Finally, the L-M M decay in few-electron systems is considered. For
C^+C3A3AT) theoretical term energies and lifetimes as calculated by the complex-
coordinate rotation method are found to reproduce the experimental spectrum
quite well A simple and straightforward method is described how to derive term
energies of Li-like (Is3*3£') and Be-like (1S23A3JI') states. This procedure predicts
electron energies, which are in good agreement with the experimental spectra.
Even better agreement is achieved, Jf one additionally corrects for lifetime
effects, assuming that the different (1S23A34') Be-Eke and (133430 IA-like states
have lifetimes -.jlose to the values of the corresponding (313s,') He-like states.



chapter I

Mbroductton

Charge exchange In collisions between multiply charged ions and neutral particles
Is currently a very active field of research. The field has seen a rapid development
since sources for intense beams of multiply charged ions (Geller and Jacquot 1983,
Arianer 1985) became available (see the review articles by Janev and Presnyakow
1981, Janev and Winter 1985).

There is strong interest in the subject from the side of appUed_physics in
first Instance, multiply charged ions, present in a plasma even in small amounts,
influence strongly all lands of plasma properties such as charge- and excitation
state distributions, energy balance, radiative losses etc.; this is due to the
enormous cross sections (up to 10 cm') of their collision processes, which - in
turn - reflect the strong perturbation which the electronic structure of the target
ion experiences in the long range Coulomb field of the ion. Concerninglaboratory
plasmas, there Is still a considerable demand for accurate data on collisions
Involving multiply charged ions In thermonuclaar fusion research (an extensive and
critical list of the data needed has heen compiled some years ago, see Drawin and
Katsonis 1981). The data are required for plasma diagnostics (see Suckewer 1981,
Duval et aL 1985, IsLer 19R5, Carolan et aL 1987, Donne and de Heer 1987) and for
a judgement on the feasibility of fast neutral beam heating in large Tokamak-
machines (Raimbault and Glrard 1981, Post et aL 1983). Similarly, plasm models
used in astrophysics, both for hot plasmas Qike the sun) and cold plasmas (such as
planetary nebulae photolonized by central objects) depend critically on the cross
sections for charge exchange and on the decay rates for excited Ions (Dalgamo
and ButLer 1978, Dalgamo 1985). Another practical motivation has been the search
for systems which would be suited for the construction of extreme ultraviolet
(F.UV) and soft X-ray lasers; here, recom birring collisions are expected to produce
level Inversions which can be used for lasant schemes ( see, e.g. Peacock and
Summer 1987). Two lasant schemes have been successfully realized (Dixon and
Elton 1977, Suckewer et aL 1985; Matthews et aL 1985) and work on other
proposals (Helman et aL 1983, Bruch et aL 1984; Elton and Dlxon 1983)is stUlin
progress.
Finally, in accelerator technology, and especially In the design of storage and



cooler rings, charge exchange reactions are an important design aspect (see e.g.
Barany et aL 1Q87, Bosch 1987 and references included).

Research on the more fundamental aspects of atomic physics, on the
other hand, has gained - as Rarany and nanared (1987) put it - a "new dimension"
by the almost free availability of ions of different charge state. Through the
natural parameter "charge" one may follow ^ejectrord^se^uenpe^and study the
evolution of different physical properties in different regimes. In spectroscopy,
e.g. one may test the predictions of quantum electrodynamics in long

isolelectronic sequences of few-electron ions (Mohr 1985, Gould 1985, McClelland
1985); In collision physics, the possibility to vary - for a fixed electronic
configuration of the projectile - not only the collision energy but also the
projectile charge over nearly two orders of magnitude (fast (960 MeV/amu) U^2+

has been observed by Gould et aL 1984, slow(0.25 keV/amu) I 1+ by Tawara et aL
1985) will considerably improve the knowledge on atomic interactions, especially
what concerns the complex couplings such a collision produces between the
discrete and the continuous part of the spectrum.

While capture processes in slow (Le. v « 1 a.u., 1 a.u. = 2.2 10 m/s)
multiply charged ion - atom collisions with only one active electron (Le. single
capture reactions) have received much attention during the last decade and seem
to be well understood (see e.g. Janev and Winter 19^5), the situation is different
for double and multlr-electron capture. These processes which are the subject of
the present investigation, can by no means be regarded as second order effects,
but often take place with comparable probabilities as single electron capture.

L2 Method

The large recombination energy of multiply charged ions (e.g. about 1 keV for a
charge change from the hydrogen-like oxygen ion 0 ' + to Be-like 0 ) allows
multiple lonlzatlon of the neutral target, even at zero collision energy.
Experimentally, one finds, that more electrons are removed from the target than
are finally picked up by the multiply charged proj=ctILe: 1 e., - generally- a
collision between a multiply charged ion A^* and a neutral target B other than
atomic hydrogen leads to electron emission:

Aq+ + B + A(q-k)+ + Bi+ + (i-k) e~ (L1)

Two experimental methods are suited for the Investigation of multi-electron



capture reactions like (1.1): energy-gain spectroscopy (the process Is exothermic)
of the projectile ion (see L3) and electron spectroscopy. The present thesis deals
with the spectroscopy of electrons emitted in processes like (1.1).

For collision velocities below 1 a.u. direct ionizatfon is negligible (c<\
example the experimental and theoretical cross sections for direct ionization of H
in collisions with multiply charged ions shown In Shipsey et aL 1981: the threshold
for this process Is above v = 2 a.u.). f̂ or electron emission from autoionlzlng
states, there are - In general - three possibilities:
- projsctile autoionizatlon:

(i) electrons are transferred to Â "1" and (i-k) electrons are emitted by
autoionlsation of the multiply excited projsctiLe ion. In this case, the emitted
electrons will show a kinematical shift in their energy, because they are
emitted by the fast moving projectile. If one varies the projectile energy, the
corresponding electron peaks measured at a well defined detection angle will
move on the (laboratory fram e) energy scale according to this shift.

- target autoionizatfon:
(k) electrons are transferred to the projsctHe; the target B remains In a
highly excited state, which leads to emission of (i-k) electrons by (atomic)
target autoionizatfon. The corresponding electron peak shows no kinematical
shift.

- molecular autotonizatdon:
the electrons are emitted from highly excited states of the quasimolficiile
(A-By3+ before the two collision partners separate, i.e. the lifetime of such
highly excited states is shorter than the collision time. Pue to the short
lifetime, there results a dramatic broadening of peaks (see e.g. Oerber and
Niehaus 1976); a nearly continuous electron spectrum is observed, which
shows kinematical shifts.

The resulting final charge states of the target and the pro£ctfLe ion may be
brought about as well by a combination of the described processes. Mote that the
three processes can be distinguished experimentally by a measurement of the
electron spectrum at different projectHe energies.

The right hand side of (1.1) Is the result of two steps: transfer of the
target electrons to excited states (either in the projectile ion or in the target) and
subsequent autolonizlng decay of these states. Interpretation of the electron
spectra in terms of the described three autoionization processes will allow an
identification of the transfer step: how the electrons are first removed from the
target and then redistributed to the collision partners.



autoionizing decay
KVI 3724

(q-2)+**

(q-2)n

Fig. 1.1 Autoiorrizing decay of the doubly excited state i in the ion
to the singly excited state f in A^"1^1"*. (PR, IP denote binding energies with
respect to the groundstate of A^+.) An electron of energy e is emitted.

Generally, such an interpretation will be impossible, unless one measures
the spectra, in coincidence with the final charge states of the collision partners.
This means, one has to perform a triple coincidence experiment: final projectile
and target charge state measuired In coincidence with an electron of certain
energy. Only in the case that one uses two-electron targets the situation is
simpler: both electrons have to be captured in order to form a doubly exited
projectile state, and cross sections for such a capture process are much larger (at
least two orders of magnitude) than the cross sections for target excitation to
autoionizing target states. Thus, in the case of two-electron targets we have only



to deal with projectile autoionization and m olecular autolordzatlon. The latter is
found to be negligible, at least for collision velocities v > 0.15 a.u.

Prom the - non-coincident - electron spectra measured so far from
collisions involving multi-electron targets Hke Ar, Kr, or Xe (Mack et aL 1985,
Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL 1987, Mann and Schulte 1987) one can Infer, that
projgctiLe autoionization Is by far the ciqmlnant process. This is in .agreement with
theoretical predictions from classical models of the capture reaction (Niehaus
1986, Laurent et aL 19871. Target autoionlzation peaks - if present at all - are
weak and are - in the non-colivddent spectra - masked by projectile lines of much
higher Intensity. No Indication for molecular autoionlzation has been found so far
at coUiston velocities v > 0.15 a.u. .

The process of autoionization Is schem atAcaUy shown in fig. 1.1 : a doubly
or multiply excited state of the ion A^"2^1" which lies above the ionization limit
of this ion, Is coupled to a continuum state, made up Dy a free electron of energy
e and a (possibly excited) state of the ion A W"1^; we denote the binding energy of
this ion state by IPf and the binding energy of the Initial state by BEj. Simple
energy conservation then requires, that the energy e of the emitted electron
equals the difference of both binding energies, i, e.

e =BE1-IP f (1.2)

Thus, a measurement of the electron energy yields information both on the Initial
states of the autoionlzation and on the final states. Autoionlzation 1 as to conserve
parity and total angular momentum J; for states for which LS-coupling applies,
AL = 0 and AS = 0 must hold. Typical lifetimes for 'allowed' autoionizing
transitions brought about by Coulom b interaction only are short (10 ...10~1-' s);
Configuration interaction and spin-(other)~orbit, spin-spin Interactions may lead to
autojonizatdon of states, which are otherwise - by the above-m enttoned selection
rules - forbidden to autoionize. lifetim es of such transitions m ay range up to
10 s. Radiative lifetimes for the systems we consider In the present work
(Z <= 18) are typically In the order of 10~9 s.

The information, which can be derived from an electron energy spectrum
of process (1.1) may be grouped along three lines. Ihformatton on the Initial states
of the autoionization, Le. the states directly populated in the capture reaction,
information on the final states of the autofonlzlng decay, and Information on the
lifetimes of the autoionizing decay. The lifetimes (T) can be determined by the sc-



called post-collision interaction (P CD-effect: an electron which is emitted in the
field of the partner ion, will be slowed down due to the attraction it experiences
by this field. Becaase the two ions separate with the collision velocity v, the
distance between the ions and hence the size of this electric field depends on the
time at which the electron is released. Dependent on v and x the corresponding
electron peak Is shifted towards lower electron energies and the peak width (IA)
is increased by a factor of about (1/v) (v In a.u.) above its natural value (1/T).

Thus, measurements at different velocities yield directly a value fort.

The population of the Initial states gives information on the dynamics of
the electron capture reaction, Le. on the transfer step in (1.1). IF we describe the
initial states by their binding energy, the experiment yields an Intensity
distribution of realized binding energies. It is plausible to assum e, that - as is
found in single capture reactions (see e.g. Janev and Winter 1985) - the basic
parameters governing the electron transfer are the projectile charge q, the
ionization potentials of the target and the collision velocity v. Thus, the
experimental results from electron spectroscopy of different systems measured at
different collision velocities should enabls us to develop a model which uses only
these three parameters for a description of process (1.1). A striking feature of the
considered processes, already seen in single capture, Is that only binding energies
Inside a small range of energies, the so-called Reaction window', are realized. A
capture model should predict such reaction windows and their dependence on the
collision system and the collision velocity.

Experimentally, one finds, taken the center of such a reaction window,
that only a fraction of the available recombination energy is used to bind the
electrons. (E.g. the binding energy of two electrons captured by C from H2 Is
about 10% of the recombination energy C * C .) This means, that In many
systems the realized Initial state is thus highly excited, that there is more than
one final state available for the autoionizing decay. Then it becomes worthwhile
to study the distribution of final states of the autoionizing decay.

There Is general Interest in the decay modes (branching In autoionizing
and radiative decay, final states, lifetimes) of such ion states not only from a
fundamental point of view, but as well from the side of plasma physics, because
such states result as well from elgctron-ion collisions. Ihnep-ehell excitation of an
ion Aq+ by electron impact may create autoionizing states Aq + ' ' ; the
autoionlzlng decay of these states will enhance the electron-impact ionization
cross section at all energies above the excitation threshold (jsee e.g. Orandall
1981, Crandall et aL 1986). Inner shell excitation of Aq+ whereby a radlatlonless



capture of the exciting electron occurs, leads to an autoionizing state A^~ ' '";
If this state actually autotonlzes to a singly excited state Aq+ , a resonance
occurs in the electron-impact excitation cross section; such resonance
contributions may considerably enhance the total excitation cross section (cf. e.g.
Hayes and Seaton 1978, Pradhan et aL198l). IT the considered state A "̂"1^1"** does
not decay by autoionlzation but by a radiative transition to a singly excited
fl(q-l)+* state, the result of the electron impact Is actually a recombination: the
so-called W^eptrqnte^rec^ojibJjiattonV'Por dielectronic recombination processes
related to the present work see e.g. Datz et aL 1987.) The latter is the dominant
recombination mechanism in a high temperature plasma Cwhich still contains at
least H-like ions) (Burgess 19fi5, Oabriel 1972). The corresponding X-ray lines are
known as 'dielectronic satellite lines' and are extensively used in plasma
diagnostics. Clearly, reliable plasma models require accurate rate coefficients for
all three processes and especually on the fluorescence .yield1 of a state, i.e. the
ratio of radiative decay rate and total decay rate.

Flectron spectroscopy gives information about the position of the
scattering resonances In electron-impact excitation cross sections and - if
lifetimes are measured - on their widths; concerning fluorescence yield, the
strength of the autoionizing decay may in many cases be estimated from the
electron spectra. What concerns the final states, the results of the present thesis
show, that the decay of an autoionizing state preferentially proceeds to the
dlrectJy adjacent lower singly excited state. Because the realized binding energies
are small, this means In most cases that the final ion state will he excited and will
subsequently decay by radiative transitions. The emitted photon may even carry
away the largest fraction of deexcitation energy. Note, that electron spectroscopy
enables one to determine the electronic configuration of the final state of
autoionization. This point has some application in laser technology: because the
autoionizing decay Is so much faster than the radiative decay of the populated
level, level inversion Is suspected to be seen in strong recombining plasmas (DIxon
and raton 1977, Rlton and Dixon 1983)- Whether such an Inversion is suited for a
lasant scheme, depends strongly on the electronic configuration of the Inverted
leveL

Very little Is known about the decay of multiply (e.g. triply) excited
states resulting ft-om multi-electron capture; it has for some systems been
suggested, that a N-fold excited state releases (N-l) electrons In autoionizing
cascades (Nielsen 1983, Mack 1987). In that case, only one electron would finely
stay with the projectile, but the target would he N-fold ionized. Such autoionizing



cascades can be traced in coincident electron spectra. Clearly, this point has
important consequences for any kind of charge balance in plasmas and for charge
conservation of beams stored in cooler-rings.

Finally, from the point of view of atomic structure calculations for few-
electron systems, the spectroscopy of the initial states (including lifetimes) is of
interest. Accurate experimental term energies in few-electron systems allow e.g.
a judgement, whether the interplay between correlation effects and relativistlc
effects is properly described by the theoretical models. The results for
autoionMng levels observed in electron spectroscopy complement the results
obtained in X-ray spectroscopy (e.g. Perry 19B3, Martinson and KDis 19^).
Another example is the highly correlated movement of two electrons In a Fe-llke
ion: here, measurements of electron spectra resulting from double capture to bare
ions at different collision velocities provide a unique possibility to follow the
isoelectronlc trend both in lifetimes and term energies; the isoelectronlc trend in
the lifetimes is expected to reflect quite directly the changes in correlation
structure, which are predicted to occur with increasing nuclear charge (see Ezra
and Berry 1983).

L3 Related work:

In principle, the same information on the distribution of realized binding energies
as obtained from electron spectroscopy can be determined if one measures the
amount of kinetic energy the projectiLe ion gains in the collisioa Usually, the
energy gain is obtained by a measurement of the kinetic energy of the projectiLes
which have been scattered to zero degree. This method ("energy-gain"-
spectroscopy or 'translational -energy (TF)'1- spectroscopy) has been used
extensively to determine the realized capture states in single capture reactions
(see Okuno et aL 1983, Huber 1983,1987; Tawara et aL 198S: Hvelplund et aL
1985; Wdde et aL 1986, Oilbody 1987; Giese et aL 1986). An advantage of this
method if applied to double capture reactions is, that botlx double capture to
bound and double capture to autoionizing states are measured. However, despite
considerable improvements were achieved what concerns the resolution of the
single capture signal (e.g. Huber 1983,1987), resolution of the double capture part
of the spectrum Is in most cases still not sufficient for the assignement of single
final electronic states. Moreover, TB-spectroscopy yields information only on the
initial states; final states of the autotonizing decay and related lifetimes can only
be measured by electron spectroscopy or - for states with high flnorescenec yield



- by beam-foil spectrcscopy (see e.g. Blanke et aL 1985).
On the other hand, In a recent extension of TR-epectroscopy (Roncln et

aL 1986 c), doubly differential cross sections (differential In energy gain and
scattering angle of the projectile) have been measured (Roncln et aL 1986 a,b,
Roncln et aL1987, Laurent et aL 1987). Such a doubly-differential measurement
provides unique information on the question whether double capture proceeds in
one step or as a subsequent capture of two electrons (the latter was found to be
the case for all systems considered so far). rTVds land of Information can be
obtained from electron spectroscopy only in a more indirect manner.

Absolute cross sections have been determined for single capture by a
measurement of emission cross sections in UV-spectroscopy, see e.g. Dijkkamp et
aL 1985. Combined with absolute cross sections for the charge-changing reaction
Â  + A^ ', On (q-1) > these cross sections provide a consistency check on the
cross sections for electron emission measured in autoionizing double capture
reactions with two-electron targets: both single capture and the final state of the
autoionization contribute to the final (q-1) charge state. Up to now, the
consistency of these three sets of data: c^ q_]_, age (the cross section for single
capture) and OA^Q (the cross section for autoionizing double capture) Is quite
unsatisfactory.

Electron spectroscopy on slow collisions Involving multiply charged ions
started not until by the end of 1982 Intense beams of multiply charged Ions
became available from so-called "Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance (ECRVlon
sources (Geller and Jaquot 1983). In 1984, the group of Bordenave-Montesquieu et
aL (1984, 1985a) reported the first electron spectra; the experiments were done
with He and H2 as target and nitrogen ions in charge state q=5, 6 and 7 as

Q • Oi

projsctHes, Later, Ne and Ar were used as well, the latter in collisions with
different targets (Boudjgma et aL 1986, Bordenave-^ontesquieu et aL 1987). In
1986, Stolterfoht et al. reported measurements with He-Uke projectiles on He and
H2. They focused attention on the population of so-called Coster-Kronlg states
(decay Is22pn'4' + Is22s). Mann and Schulte (1987) measured spectra resulting
from collisions of 0 with different targets and stressed as well the point of the
Coster-Kronlg states. In spring 1987, a group at the University of Giessen (West
Germany) started electron spectroscopy with He-Uke ions and mutei-^Qectron
targets (Kesten 1987). The different groups, using different types of
spectrometers, perform measurements at different detection angles: In the
measurements by Bordenave-Montesquleu et aL the detection angle Is about 10°,
whereby some spectra were measured at various angles (Bordenave-Montesquieu



1985b). Stolterfoht et aL and Mann and Schulte use 0"-6pectroscopy, whereas the
present experiments are taken under 50° with respect to the beam axis. (The
Giessen group uses about 40°). A comparison of electron spectra taken by the
different groups showed, that the Intensity of the Coster-Kronlg lines depends
strongly on the observation angle (it Is much stronger at 0 °); as far as co m parlsons
are possible and from the results of Bordenave-Montesquieu (19Bcib) one would
assume that the angular dependence of other lines Is - at least - weaker. Still, a
direct detailed comparison seems to be prohibitive; for the gross features, fair
agreement Is found.

Tonally, in order to link up to chapter H, which describes the experim ental
set>-up, it Is worthwhile to give an estimate of the typical experimental conditions
encountered. Assume that one wants to accumulate for a spectrum with
reasonable statistics ICK counts within, say, ten hours; this amounts to a countrate
of less than 3/s. Then, a typical Interaction length is about 1 mm. Taking Into
account the enormous cross sections for charge exchange, one has to limit the
target density In order to prevent successive capture events. If one does not use a
gas cell, one has to care most about the flight path upstream the reaction center.
This will be at least of the order of the focal length of a typical switching magnet
used to select the charge state, which is about 300 m m. A reasonable limit for the
exclusion of successive capture events would be 3 %, i-e. not more than 3 % of the
beam which enters the reaction center has undergone a charge changing reaction.
Assume a charge changing cross section of 50 10 cm , of 10 10 cm for
double capture and a flight path between the reaction center and the magnet
upstream of 500 mm. Then one arrives at an estimate for the target thickness (Le.
the product of cross section, Interaction length and target density) of
Typical electron spectrometers are able to detect solid angle fractions of 5
the duty cycle of energy scanning Instruments Is typically 5 10~3. Tnls leads to an
estimate for the beam current in the reaction center of 1-2 nA particles, which
e.g. for q=6 corresponds to about 10 nA electrical current. Taken the good
coBLmation to small beam diameters (about lmm and 10 mrad) required for most
electron spectrometers, one would finally estimate, that the ion source one uses
should deliver 1 pA electrical current of the considered Ions. This figure
illustrates, why electron spectroscopy with multiply charged Ions had to await the
arrival of the EC R-source.
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CHAPTER It

Experiro ental set>-up

IL1 General set-up

The work reported in this thesis arose from an attempt to build up a
triple coincidence experiment as described in the Introduction: energy selected
electrons In coincidence with both ions. A short; description of the whole
coincidence setKip is therefore given.

The basic idea of the experiment is as follows: a well coHimated beam of
multiply charged ions crosses an effusive gas target; in coincidence with an
emitted electron both the charge states of the projectile and the target ion are
determined by measuring their time of flight (TOP) In electrical fields (charge
determination by magnetic fields has to be ruled out because the possible stray
fields would endanger the spectroscopy of low energy electrons'). The energy of
the electrons Is determined with an electrostatic spectrometer; the arrival of an
electron serves as a time start for the TOP-measurement of the projectile ion.
After a double coincidence has been detected, the target ion is extracted from the
reaction volume by an accelerating pulse; time start for the target ion TOP is the
onset of the accelerating pulse. Electron energy and both flight times are stored
on-line; off-line evaluation of these data then yields electron spectra labeled by
(q,k,i), with q the primary ion charge, (q-k) and i the charge of the projectile and
target Ion respectively.

It is a characteristic feature of the electron transfer processes we want
to investigate, that they take place at large impact parameters. As a
consequence, the exchange of momentum is small* the projectile ions are nearly
undeflected and wUl move with the Initial velocity in forward direction; the target
Ions will get only little impulse from the collision and the resulting very small
velocities will be oriented nearly radially around the beam axis. We exploit this in
the realization of the set-up: the projectile ions are collected under zero degree
which will result in nearly full collection efficiency; the target Ions are
accelerated by a field parallel to the beam axis with a radial component to get
them away from the axis. This will help to minimize the time spread in the target
TOP measurement which is brought about by different starting conditions
(velocity,posUfcion) of the Ions. Thus, both ion channels preserve the natural
rotational sym metry of the collision around the beam axis. As one wants the

11
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electron channel to keep to thjs symmetry as well, one is led to choose a
cylindrical electrostatic mirror analyzer (GEM A) as electron spectrometer. This
type of a spectrometer (for a review and comparison with other spectrometers see
e.g. Steckelmacher 1973, Wannberg et aL 1974) consists of two concentric
cylinders, centered around the beam axis; the outer cylinder is kept at a negative
potential with respect to the Inner one. Electrons emitted from the reaction
center under an appropriate angle with respect to the beam axis pass through a
ring slit In the Inner cylinder to the electric field between the cylinders, are
deflected and may - If they have the appropriate energy - leave the field through
an exit ring slit in the Inner cylinder, where they are finally detected. A CEM A
has a high detection efficiency, because nearly the full azlmuthal angle of 2ir
belonging to the polar acceptance angle is admitted.

Pig. 2.1 shows a schematic view of the realized set-up. The A^-+ beam
enters the reaction center through a collimator. Electrons pass through the
cylindrical mirror analyzer and are accelerated to a channelplate detector. The
projectile Ion spectrometer is housed In the inner cylinder of the CEM A; the ions
are decelerated by a set of lenses. After deceleration by the voltage difference
UD the primary ion 43+ which had the energy F will be slower (energy Rq+ = Eq -
q«eUD) than the projectile ions A^q^+ (energy E(q_k)+ = R - q*eUD + kxeUD)
and can be removed by a transverse electric field. The A^~k^" Ions are only
slightly deflected and can reach the channelplate detector. The target Ion
spectrometer is placed opposite to the CEM A and centered around the beam
collimator. After extraction from the axis, the target ions B1+ are accelerated In
backward direction and follow fountain-like trajectories to a ring shaped
channelplate detector. Apart from the transmission factors of meshes used in the
target spectrometer, both ion channels have full collection efficiency. Thus the
triple coincidence rate In a successful colncMence experiment wfllbe of the same
order of magnitude as the electron countrate.

The experimental set-up which had been built up in Utrecht, was
transferred to the Kemfysisch VersnelLerIhstltuut (KVI) at Groningenin summer
1984. It was Installed at the Ion beamUne connected to the Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR)-6ource of the KVL Due to an extension of the beamline (Prentje
1985) the apparatus had to be moved to a different position after one year. The
situation after this extension is shown in fig 2.2.

13



TABLE 2.1

Typical output currents (electrical \i\) at 12 kV extraction voltage

Ne-like:

Li-like:

He-like:

H -like:

bare ions:

Ar 8 +

4+

C6+

40

20

3.
0.

0

3

Kr l 6 +

N5+

Nb+

N 7 +

0.

42

25
4.

< 0.

16

0

15

O5+

ob+

07+

50

30

2.

< 0.

5
10

Ne 7 +

Ne 8 +

Ne?+

8

3
0

.0

.3

.1

KVI 8017A

Utrecht
Transfer

Jonlzolion
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Surface
Physics 90°verl. ' '

llCmogn.

KVI
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3meler

Fig. 2.2Layout of the KVI-ECR-ion source (ECRIS) and accompanying beam

lines. Ihe parts used in the present experiments are indicated in black.

QT = magnetic quadrupole triplet, Sm = switching magnet.



II .2 Multiply charged Ion beam

Multiply charged ions are extracted from an Electron Cyclotron Resonance
ion source (BORIS) of the so-called 'minimafios'-type (Geller et a l .
1981, 1983, 1985, 1986; Drentje 1983, 1985) with accelerating voltages
ranging from 1 kV to 20 kV., The source is operated with helium as mix
gas (Mack et a l . 1986), i .e . not only the gas containing the desired ion
species is admitted to the source (e.g. CO for production of carbon
ions) but helium as well. Gas mixing improved the beam intensity and
beam quality considerably; typical mix ratios (helium flow vs. total gas
flow) range from 0.65 up to 0.95. A 110° magnet (see fig. 2.2) selects
the ions according to their q/m values (resolution about 1%). Typical
beam currents measured at the exit of the 110° magnet are shown in table
2.1.

The figures indicate, that a limit in charge state q for this machine is
reached, when the maximum in cross section for electron impact ionization of

A(q-1)+ jg a t a n electron energy higher than 2 keV and/or the cross section te
below 10~20 cm2 (cf. Tawara and Kato 1987).

The output current decreases with decreasing extraction voltage roughly
as V1*5: at 5kV about 30?!, at 2 kV about 6% and at 1 kV less than 2% of the
values given in table 2.1 are obtained. Beam emittance at 12 kV is typically it*80
mm * mrad.

The beam is deflected two times to reach the atomic physics beamline
(fig 2=2), which ends in a 30° switching magnet, at the right branch of which our
apparatus is Installed. Magnetic quadrupole triplets are placed before each
deflecting magnet to provide proper beam transport. The beam enters - after a
total flight path of about l l m - our apparatus with a diameter of about 20 m m
and a corresponding small divergence of some mrad. An isolated diaphragm -used
to measure the incoming current - transmits the central part (U m m diameter) to a
beam steering unit. This unit contains - after an einzeQlens for proper beam
transport - x- and y- deflecting plates (two pairs for each coordinate to allow for
a displacement of the beam without deflection) which center the beam to the
spectrometer axis. A subsequent set of two three aperture zoom lenses (Hartlng
and Read 1976) provide proper beam transport to the coUimator (two diaphragms
of 1 mm diameter at 50 mm distance) if one wants to decelerate/accelerate the
beam • The distance of the reaction center to the center of the coUimator (the
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TABLE 2.2

IAf atimes of Wetastable Ions

decay: E1/M1/E2/M2 = electric/magnetic dipole/quadrupole transitions

2E1 = two-photon-decay, ic = intercombination El transition

lifetimes: without uncertainty limits = theoretical results

with uncertainty limits = experimental results

H-like (2s) 2S :

time unit:

2.6

He-like (Is2s) XS

time unit:

3.0
(0

He-like (Is2s) 3S

time unit:

tisec

K
IV

1

N
1

.25 +

msec

(6+
i

.0

p+
.1
0.25)

decay: 2E1

0.46
(0.453 + 0.043)

decay: 2E1

0.43
(0.45 + 0.35)

decay: Ml

Z-scaling:

0.12

Z-scaling:

Ne8*

0.10

Z-scaling:

z-6

a)
b)

Z"6

c)
d)

z-ic

ci»+ ,,5+ 06+ ^ 8 +

20.5 3.92 0.95 0.091 e),f)

He-like (Is2p) 3P :

time unit: nsec decay: El: 3Pj + Is2s 3S Z-scaling: Z"1

El:
ic:

El:

r*1

17,
11.

h

.5
,2

(16 + 2) ic

Ne-like (..

M2

E2

time

0.

18

..2p53s)

unit: Bl

U-

.357

N5

14
4

: (4.2

3p2> 3

sec

1)

1)

+

.7
• 59
+ 0.5)

decay

ic: 3P]_

06+

12.6
1.54

(1.47 + 0

: M2: 3P 2

E2: 3P 0

• Is2

.02)

•* h
+ 3i

is

'2

it

10.2
0.18

i);

Z-scaling:

it

: Z"

J),

z-8
2-6

•1C

s)
h)

k)

re.f.: a) Shapiro andBreitJ.959
c) Drake et al. 1969
e) Drake 1971
g) Wiese et al. 1966
i) Bickel and Martinson 1970
k) Richard et al. 1973

b) Cocke et al. 1974
d) Etnitriev et al. 1968
f) Johnson and Lin 1974
h) Drake and Dalgarno 1969
j) Sellin et al. 1968
1) Rhatia et al. 198 f
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5posttton of the supposed beam waist with radius r = 0.33 m m and a characteristic
length X = 50) is 100 m m; from this one calculates a beam divergence of about 7
mrad and a beam diameter Inside the reaction center of less than 1.5 mm, .Special
care has been taken to shield the reaction center from the secondary electrons
produced at the colllmator exit diaphragm. Finally, the beam enters the projectile
spectrometer; as long as only non-coincident electron spectra were recorded, a
large Faraday-cup (angular acceptance + 50 mrad) - mounted 300 mm downstream
the reaction center - was used to determine the current passing through the
reaction center. This current Is In the order of some percent of the current
measured at the exit of the 110° magnet.

The energy spread dE/q of an ion beam with charge q extracted from an
EC R-eource is typically less than 5 eV (e.g. Meyer 1986). Due to the very critical
matching of all optical components in the beam transport (three switching
magnets, four quadrupole triplets) the actual spread of the beam arriving in the
reaction center is estimated to be less then 2 eV. ^his estimate is confirmed by
measurements with the projectHe spectrometer, done on Aq Ions decelerated
down to (10 eV) q.

Ion beams from ECF-sources contain not only ground state ions, but
excited (metastable) ions as well (Brazuk et aL 1984, Bordenave-Montesquieu et
aL 1985, Nack et aL 19B5, Defrance et aL 1985). Table 2.2 lists the lifetimes of
some metastable states of interest in this work. (For review articles see Marrus
1973, Richards 1975, Cocke 1976, SeHin 1976 b.)
Only He-Uke states (Is2sps and Ne-Uke states ^PQ, 3p2 w j 1 s u r v jye o n the
passage to the reaction center, which for a typical ion velocity of 8*10^ m/s is
about 14 vis. Prom measurements described in chapter V we deduce a typical value
of 5 ± 3 % for the fraction of metastable ions In He-like beams (at the position of
the reaction center), which is quite close to the value obtained at other EC R-
sources (Defrance et aL 1985, Meyer et aL 1987, Druetta et aL 1987). This value
refers to working conditions of the ECR source which were optimized for
maximum output of the He-Uke ions, but the variation with source parameters is
weak. For Ar , variation with the source parameters seems to be more
pronounced; from measurements described in chapterIV we obtained a value of
about 5+2 % .
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H.3 Gas target

A special gas Inlet (Mack 1980, van Pijkeren 1935) Is used to give
enhanced target gas Intensity Inside the reaction center (fig. ?.. 3); it provides
rotational sym metry around the beam axis for the target gas flow. Integrated in
the frontplate of the electron spectrometer (opposite to the target spectrometer)
there is a sealed cylindrical cavity in the shape of an annular cylinder, which IL3
serves as gas reservoir. Gas Is ad mitted through a needle valve to a sealed copper
pipe and fed to the reservoir. Gas flow from this reservoir to the reaction center
proceeds through a ring-shaped conical channel (4,5 m m long, 0.2 m m wide) which
makes an angle of 63.5° with the spectrometer axis and points towards the
reaction center; the channel ends in a ringsTit with 14 mm diameter at 3-5 mm
distance from the reaction center. The tip of the virtual cone prescribed by the
channel midllne is positioned precisely in the midpoint of the reaction center.
Mechanically, the channel Is realized by dividing the top plate of the reservoir in
two ring-shaped parts and machining the surfaces along the cut in conical shape;
the surfaces are polished to ensure a constant width over the whole ringalit.

Two effects contribute to the enhancement of target gas density inside
the reaction center: the first point Is that if one can keep the gas pressure Inside
the reservoir sufficiently low, the mean free path of the atoms/molecuLes will
exceed the length of the channel and free molecular flow through the channel will
result (the so-called transparent mode1, cf. Beysrinck and Verster 1975 and
references therein). Then the angular distribution of the transmitted
atoms/molecules with respect to the virtual cone surface will be strongly peaked
at small angles Cbeam formation'). If the reservoir pressure is Increased, the mean
free path becomes smaller than the length of the channel; as a consequence, an
increasing fraction of the atoms/molecules which are transmitted will- on their
passage through the channel- undergo collisions with other particles (the so-called
'opaque' mode); the angular distribution will broaden and finally approach the usual
cosine distribution for an effusive gas source. Secondly, only the central
intensities (Le. the emission at small angles with respect to the virtual cone
surface) will add up In the reaction center, whereas the emission at larger angles
will spread out over different regions and most of this intensity will not even cross
the ion beam. This latter point is essential: if a large angle range was directed to
the reaction center, only a small enhancement of gas Intensity as compared to an
effusive source would result, as was pointed out for a single circular channel by
Beijerinck and Verster (1975).
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For an estimate of the enhancement - averaged over the full Interaction

region seen by the electron spectrometer - we model the conical ring-silt channel

by an ensemble of adjacent circular channels with a diameter equal to the channel

width, directed along the surface of the virtual cone. For a fully transparent

source a factor of 12 is estimated for the ratio of averaged density In the

electron-emitting volume vs. diffuse density far outside the reaction center.

Experimentally, one can measure the ratio of electron counts for the two cases:

gas admitted through the described gas inlet (focused1) and: gas admitted through

a needle valve far away from the reaction center ('diffuse'). For He and H ? the

measured ratio ("peaking factor1) for diffuse densities below 3.5 1011 cm~3 is (8.4 +

0.5) and does practically not vary with the gas flow rate; no difference Is seen

between admittance of He or Kp. This indicates, that for He and H2 the channel

works in an almost transparent mode; for admittance of Ar or Xe, however, the

channel Is seen to become Increasingly opaque already above 1.5 lO -̂l cm~3

diffuse density which results In strongly decreasing peaking factors. This agrees

well with the gas reservoir pressure (and the corresponding mean free path) which

one estimates from gas flow and flow resistances, ^able 2.3 summarizes typical

working conditions as used In the present experiments.

TABLE 2.3

Typical working conditions target gas inlet

Pd
nd

Pre
A/A

Q

diffuse pressure outside reaction center in 10~" mbar

corresponding density in 10 1 2 cm~3

estimated reservoir pressure in 10"^ mbar

ratio mean free path inside reservoir vs. channellength

estimated gas flow through gas inlet In 10 ' s

estimated pumping by cold trap included

gas Pd nd •re JVA

H2

He

Ar

Xe

4.5
10

3-5

3.5

C)

1.2

2.7

0.95
0.95

1.4

3

1.1

1.1

< 1.6

1.4

1.0

1.0

0.55

> 0.35

1.3

2.0

0.22

0.13

< 0.19
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The background pressure is for all measurements kept below 5 10 mbar; special
care is taken to freeze out water vapour: a liquid nitrogen tank shaped as an
annular cylinder surrounds - Inside the vacuum - the beam steering unit and
provides a large cold surface (about 1 m ). target gas purity Is better than 99.9 *
and can be checked In situ: for all target gases there are collision systems showing
typical strong lines which are exclusively brought about by the target gas In
question. Especially any contamination due to multi-electron targets can clearly
be traced in spectra due to He or Hp (see chapter IV and V).

The low target gas density ensures single collision conditions; in our
experiment the largest contribution of charge-changing collisions which
contaminate an Aq+ beam with A^"1^ Ions stems from the long flight path
between the 30° switching magnet and the reaction center. The reaction center
cannot be moved closer to the magnet because of mechanical constraints (two
large set-ups have to be placed inside the switching angle of + 30°, see fig. 2.2). In
table 2.4 we compare the upper limit for charge changing collisions with other
recent experiments. The comparison is done for He as target gas (usually - due to
its small cross section for autolonizing double capture - He Is measured at higher
target densities and the resulting product: (cross section times density) will be
slightly larger than for H2); a value of 15 10 cm ̂  for the charge-changing cross
section is assumed, which covers all systems of interest in the present work
except Me where it amounts to about twice this value (cf. Dljkkamp et aL
1985a, 1985b, Iwal et aL 1982)

TABLE 2.4

Estimated upper limit for the A^ - 1' + fraction In an Aq+ beam

type gaslnlet: GC=gas cell RB=effuslve beam ; reaction center length in mm

Inside/outside RC: contributions from inside/outside the reaction center

figures In (): 400 mm length assumed

type gaslnlet; length inside/outside RC total

this work

Bordenave-Montesquleu 1984

Stolterfoht et al. 1986

Mann and Schulte 1987

EB ;

EB ;

GC ;

GC ;

2 mm

3 mm

50 mm

10 mm

0

1

10

4

.1

.2

3

5
(<1)

«0.2)

3.1

6.2
< 11.0

< 4.0

10-2

ID"2

10-2

10-2
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0 (36keV):projectile charge states

Ar
4+
I

1-2 1-4 1-6 1-8
flight time —

•2 2-2 yus

pig. 2.4 ProjectlLe Ions measured In coincidence with emitted electrons. The
spectra show the projectlLe charge state distribution for charge changing reactions
of 0^+ (26 keV) which led to electron emission. The lines Indicating charge states
correspond to calculated Ion flight times; their difference with the actually
observed peak position equals the electron flight time. Double peak structures
probably caused by forward/backward emission of electrons.
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Table 2.4 shows that for the present experiments the fraction of successive
collisions is smaller than in all other comparable experiments. The upper limit of
3 % is rather low and tolerable as long as the cross sections for production of
autoionMng states by the primary ion A^+ and the secondary Ion A^--^ are
comparable. The situation changes, however, if the ion A(C1~ + is left in a
metastable state: then already a second single capture reaction will be sufficient
to produce an autoionizing state. There are cases, where single capture and double
capture cross section differ by more than one order of magnitude: then the small
secondary intensity of 3^ will contribute more than 30* to the spectrum of the
autoionizing states. Tn chapter V we discuss as an exam pie for this the system N
on He.

Finally we point out that only the diffuse inlet of target gas will yieW
correct relative intensities in the case of autoionizing product states with
lifetimes equal to or exceeding the transit time through the reaction center (2.5
ns for a typical ion velocity of 8 10^ m/s). For such long-lived states the main
contribution to the observed electron spectrum stems from processes which took
place in front of the reaction centrum. For 'diffuse' inlet the corresponding target
density there will be the same as inside the reaction center, whereas for 'focused'
inlet the corresponding target density there will be lower. In the present
experiments this applies to the metastable Li-like Ions Is2s2p Po and Is2p2 4P;
the correponding spectra are discussed in chapter IV.

It4 Ion spectrometers

We give only a brief description of the ion spectrometers, because they have not
been used for the present experiments. Roth spectrometers (see fig. 2.1) show
sufficient resolution in charge states. As example we show two measurements: one
which shows the projectile charge state distribution resulting from collisions of
0 with different tanget gases (fig. ?.A) which led to electron emission and a
recofL ion charge state distribution from Ar impact on Ar (fig. 2.5). For
measurements of the projectile charge state distribution we used a continuous
electrical field (directed along the beam axis) across the reaction center, by which
the emitted electrons are accelerated towards the target spectrometer; in that
ease the target spectrometer acts as integral electron detector. The arrival of an
electron (within some ten nanoseconds after emission) served as a time start for
the projectile ion flight time measurements. For the measurement of the target
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charge state distribution the recoil Ions were extracted from the reaction center
by applying a random negative pulse to the first mesh of the target spectrometer.
In both cases, the flight times were measured by a time-to-amplitude converter
(TAC).

The problems encountered with the projectile spectrometer stem mainly
from an unsatisfactory performance of the channelplate detector used (Folkerts
1987): gain and detection efficiency of the detector deteriorate already at
comparatively low count rates around 100 counts/ (m m 2 s). rTiis leads to distortion
of the charge state spectra: if e.g. the Input density due to the (q-lH-ions exceeds
the quoted limit, the (q-l)+ peak will decrease In Intensity, whereas the (q-n)+
peaks (n>l) may stay stable. A process rate for which the (q-l)+ input density stays
below the limit Cwhich for a typical ion spot of 20 mm- equals a process rate of
less than 5 loVs) will be untolerahly low even for a mere electron/projectile
coincidence. Spreading the ion focus over a larger area was tried, but the resulting
improvement Is still not sufficient. From these preliminary measurements one
would recom mend to replace the channelplate detector by a large area secondary
electron multiplier suited for high count rates.

What concerns the target spectrometer, the problem Is to get the target
ions - which are produced close to the axis - properly to positions off-axis, from
where they can be accelerated by the field directed along the axis. In the present
potential configuration the time the ions need to reach off-axis positions Is too
long; other Ions from former processe which drift slowly in radial directions, are
at once in proper start positions and will - because their flight times are
accordingly shorter - close the TAC stop channel on arrival at the detector. Thus,
In an actual coincidence experiment chance coincidences would prevaiL Obviously
the radial field component In the regions very close to the axis must be increased.
An alternative would be to extract the ions on-axls to e.g. an electrostatic
hemispherical or cylindrical analyzer attached to the colUmator; this wotid have
the advantage that only Ions inside a certain ion energy range - corresponding to
certain positions Inside the reaction center - would be transmitted and ions from
former processes which are already at positions further off-axis would not
Interfere. One has to investigate, whether the acceptance angLe of such a set-up
(the energy resolution could be quite low) would be sufficient to ensure equal
detection efficiencies for all target charge states. For the spectrum we show In
fig 2.5 we used a special potential configuration Inside the target spectrometer
which ensures that most of the undeslred ions starting off-axis cannot reach the
detector. Unfortunately, a considerable fraction of the desired ions which start
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close to the ax5s are blocked as well, which again leads to untolerable low
countrates when a real coincidence experiment is considered.

H. 5 Electron spectro m eter: design

The cylindrical electrostatic mirror analyzer (OEI** A) (see the schematic
view in fig. 2.3) constructed for the present experiments is one of the so-called
'axis-axis focusing" type (Draper and I,ee 1977 and references therein). Consider
electrons of a certain energy T (transmission energy') which are emitted from a
point source (positioned on-axls in the reaction center) at different angles 0Q +
AO with respect to the spectrometer axis and reach the field between the
cylinders. Py an appropriate voltage TTC(T) - applied to the outer cylinder- they
are repelled such as to pass through the exit slit in the inner cylinder; inside the
inner cylinder they cross the axis again In a point with distance z to the reaction
center. Axis-axis focusing refers to geometrical dimensions which yield - for
electrons with the same energy T - 9-focusing in first order in one point ZQ (the
so-called second 'focal' point), i.e. the distance between source and crossing with
the axis depends In first order only on the energy E=T+ A E of the electrons; the
gradient dE/dz Is called the 'energy dispersion'. At z0 a circular diaphragm with
radius r c centered on the axis Is placed (the 'collector1); it wHL transmit all
electrons which cross the axis Inside ZQ + Az, with Az=rQ * cot e. Thus, electrons
with energies T + AE are transmitted if (dE/dz)"1* AF <; Az, Le. the collector
radius and the energy dispersion determine the resolving power of the Instrument
in the case of a point source. Usually, however, one has an extended source.
Assuming, that its shape is roughly a circular cylinder centered on the axis, one
can either model it as an 'emitting disk1 centered at the position of the point
source where all electrons seem to be emitted from, or as a line source along the
axis with an extension + A b. Electrons emitted from this line source can pass the
collector If they have an energy Inside the range f + (dR/dz)r-( A b + A z), which
means that the energy resolution is deteriorated. For a full transmission of all
rays from the extended reaction center, the radius of the collector r^ should be at
least equal to the radius of the emitting disk, r^.

The design of a CEM A is quite simple once a choice for the radius of the
Inner cylinder (denoted a) and the acceptance angle QQ has been made; denoting
the outer cylinder radius by b, the ratio b/a determines the ratio between
transmitted energy T and outer cylinder voltage Uc; obviously b must be larger ^

|f
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than the vertex of the outermost trajectory. Then, the ratios r^/a, r^/a and the
widths of the entrance and exit slit (which determine A e, i.e. the accepted solid
angle) may be chosen according to the desired energy resolution.

We based our design on the extensive trajectory calculations for finite
source size reported by Draper and Lee (1977). In our case, the inner cylinder
radius has to be larger than 50 m m in order to house the projectile spectrometer
and Its channelplate mounting. What concerns e0, one notes from table Iff In
Draper and Lee 197 7 that the energy dispersion increases with ©Q, and this ma^es
first order focusing at large angles even more favourable than second order
focusing which is achieved at 42.3°. On the other hand, we have to terminate the
field between the cylinders before the reaction center, which would for 60" bring
the slit position too close to a region where the field between the cylinders may
already be distorted. This leads to the choice 9o=5O°.

The relevant design data are sum marized in table 2. "5. The outer cylinder
radius was chosen to he 1.05 times the vertex of the outermost trajectory. The
mechanical construction is very similar to the one described by van Pijkeren
(1985). Entrance and exit slit widths are adjustable by movable rings positioned at
a radius of O.96*a.

The field between the cylinders is terminated at both sides (at a distance
of 0.5*a and 1.3*a from the entrance and exit slit, respectively) by a set of ten
mutually overlapping copper rings; the rings are kept on potentiate which equal the
potential of their midline as given by the ideal field between the cylinders. The
dimensions of the rings are chosen such that the potential difference between the
midline position of two adjacent rings is a constant value for all rings. This m eans,
that we can connect the rings by a simple resistor chain with resistors of equal
value. Renfro and Tilschbeck (1975) have shown that with such fringing rings (first
applied by Dietz et aL 1972) the field at the position of the slits shows only
negligible distortions.

After passage through the collector, the electrons are accelerated to the
channelplate by the use of three cylindrical lens rings; an appropriate annular slit
placed 3 mm behind the collector shields the collector region from these
accelerating fields. We have chosen r c < r^; the reason for this is given in section
H7.
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TABLE 2.5

Cylindrical mirror analyzer: design data

radius inner cylinder:

radius outer cylinder:

distance focal points:

a = 56.00 + 0.03 mm

b = 142.85 + 0.03 mm

ZQ = 376.9 + 0.1 mm

radius emitting disk

actual width entrance slit: A

actual width exit slit: A

actual radius collector

acceptance angle: 0 +

accepted solid angle fraction A^a/

fraction of transmitted trajectories

detected solid angle fraction Aiî /

field constant

calculated calibration constant

calculated resolution̂ "1") (AR/K)^

rd *

'Sin =

A© =

4n =

k =

C =

1.6 mm

7.9 mm

10.3 mm

1.0 mm

50 + 2.4°

3.2 10"2

0.33

1 10"2

1.423

1.5196 + 0.0005

3.3 lO-2

^"' extrapolation of values given in Draper and Tee 1977

(+) 'ideal' case, I.e. perfect field assumed

The field constant k (the radial field between the cylinders is

F.(r) = T/kr) is fixed by the condition, that there is axis-axis

focusing at e 0 = 50 °; 0 = T/eUc = k/ln(b/a)
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Energy resolution and transmission of such a large CKM A are specifically
endangered by three effects:
- a possible misalignment of both cylinders or deviations from the circular shape

of the cylinders
- the residual magnetic field
- field penetration through the large entrance and exit silt, If they are left

open and not covered by meshes.
Bishop et aL (1972) give an estimate for the effects of a possible misalignment. If
x denotes the diameter (in m m) of the smallest possible cylinder which contains
both cylinder axes over the whole focal length, then the estimate for the resulting
deterioration in energy resolution am ounts with our a-, b-value to

(2.1)

A measurement of the mounted spectrometer showed that the distance x between
both cylinder axes nowhere exceeded 0.04 mm, which yields AR/E < 6 10 . In
order to keep any deviations from circular shape as low as possible, the aluminium
pipes for both cylinders were artificially aged and then machined deliberately very
slowly (machining the outer cylinder took about ten days). Thus, deviations could
be kept as low as 0.03 mm.

What concerns the magnetic field, the Influence of a longitudinal
magnetic field (along the spectrometer axis) will cancel out, but a transverse
magnetic field wUL displace the collector focus to an off-axis position; this leads
to a decrease in detection efficiency and in resolution. The displacement varies
quadratAcaHy with the focal length of the spectrometer (Bishop et aL 1972); an
estimate for our geometry yields for the displacement S In m m :

6 < 0.24*(H/Eel) (2.2)

with Eĝ  the electron energy in eV and H the transverse magnetic field in m Oe. To
get an Idea of the resulting decrease in detection efficiency we assumed that the
overlap between a displaced focus disk and the collector diaphragm (both with
radius r^) would be a rough estimate for the transmitted Intensity. The resulting
detection efficiency as function of (H/Kĝ ) Is shown in fig. 2.6. Indicated are the
values belonging to a magnetic field of 10 mOe: then, electrons below 3 eV are
strongly affected, whereas the loss In Intensity between 5 eV and 10 eV would be
tolerable. For the present spectrometer triple shielding was applied: The
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spectrometer itself, including the reaction center and the target spectrometer
(see fig. 2.1) are housed In a closed ^metal cylinder with pumping holes in the

caps. No stainless steel parts were used inside this shield: aXL parts are made of
copper, aluminium or copper bronze. Parallel to the walls of the vacuum vessel we
have a double \i-m etal shield, closed as well, but with a large unshielded entrance
hole on the side of the beam steering unit (the pump inlet Is carefuDy shielded).
The environmental field is made up by the strong stray field of the KVI-cyctotron
magnet (about 1-3 Oe) and a strong remanent field due to the steel construction of
the building, which has the opposite direction. Thus, depending on the actual
setting of the cyclotron magnet, we have strong transverse fields up to 2 Oe,
unpredictable In size and direction. For our shielding we calculate a shielding
factor larger than 1000, which would be sufficient to reduce the external field to

2 mOe. However, we cannot apply proper demagnetization, because each
saturation cycle of the cyclotron magnet will magnetize the shields again. Our
electron spectra show a distinct decrease in transmission below 2.5 eV, which
Indicates that a field of about 10 m Oe will persist Inside the shield due to the
rem anent m agnetlzatton of the vi-m etaL

What concerns the third point - field distortions In the vicinity of the
open slits - we decided to leave the silts open. The reasons for this are:
- the loss in transmission, especially as the electrons do not pass the meshes at

right angles (van Pijkeren 1985, Frank 1976)
KVI 3707

i i i i I i i i i I i i i i i • '

10

!fc 0-5

Influence of magnetic fields for detection of slow electrons

050 075 eV/mOe

Fig. 2.6 Estimate for the decrease In detection efficiency due to
transverse magnetic fields.
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- the difficulty to mount a thin copper mesh - tigbfJy stretched - to a circular silt
In an aluminium cylinder: field imperfections caused by a badly mounted mesh
could be worse than In the case of open slits

- the danger to create contact potentials: Roberts (1982) has pointed out that
strictly the same material should be used for mesh and cylinder.

.Section 1L6 and IL7 wSl discuss the consequences of this decision. Peakshape and
resolution are clearly deteriorated, but there are advantages as wall

TL6 Electron spectrometer: calculations

In order to assess the unknown Influence of the large open slits we
performed trajectory calculations. We used a program named 'LEWS' (de Zwart
1987) which calculates fields of cylindrically symmetric set>-ups by solving the
Laplace-equation; from the calculated fields and the chosen start values
trajectories in axial planes are determined. In what follows we use the feature of
LENS to Include permeable boundaries, Le. ideal meshes. 3h order to speed up the
calculations we chose a rather coarse grid (lmm unit length) and only a small set
of start values: seven different radial positions on the emitting disk and fifteen
different emitting angles 0 around 0Q = 50". Only axial rays can be calculated,
but Draper and Lee (1977) have shown that taldng into account skew rays as well
results only in minor corrections to peak shape and resolution as calculated from
axial rays.

In a first control run we calculated trajectories In an 'Ideal' C EM A of the
present geometry: the silts are covered by meshes and the space between the
cylinders Is terminated by a set of copper rings as In the real set-up. The cylinder
voltage Uc is fixed to eUc = T/C for a nominal transmitted energy T of 100 eV; C
is the calibration constant calculated for our set-up (see table 2.5). The electron
energy is then varied for all start values to obtain the intensity distribution of the
successful trajectories versus transmitted energy E ('peakshape1). There results a
nearly triangular peakshape (fig. 2.7) with ( A E / E ) P W H M = 3 1CT̂ , which is In good
agreement with what would be calculated from eqs. (3D,(32) In Draper and Lee
1977. There occurs a slight shift In nominal transmitted energy, but this could be
due to the coarse grid we used or to the use of fringing fields (cf. Roberts 1982).

The same calculation with the meshes removed shows a distinct
broadening of the transmission function to higher transmitted energies with a shift
of the maximum to lower energies (flg.2.8; note that the peakshape for the open
sUt case is shown three times enlarged).
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The peak Is broadened, because the e-focusing breaks down. This
becomes clear from a plot of the transmission contours (cf. Fagan and SLckafus
1977) In an (E,9)-diagram (fig. 2.9; note that the plot Is shown for a point source:
the broadening has nothirg to do with the extension of the source): the ideal case
shows nearly no correlation between e and E. With the meshes removed, however,
a strong dependence of the transmitted energy on 0 is recognized. We can identify
the high enargy wing with angles below 50" and the region of the maximum with
angles larger1 than 50" \ The contours are curved, Le. the dependence of E on 0
is not linear- This is more clearly seen in fig. 2.10; there, the trajectories in the
vicinity of the collector are shown in a (Az, E) diagram, AZ is the distance
between the point where the trajectory actually crosses the axis and the fixed
focal point distance ZQ at which the collector is situated. The nominal transmitted
energy is indicated by the black dots. For the ideal case, we have Q-focusing and
the main contribution to the peakwidth stems from the extension of the source
(here, the situation for an off-axis distance p of 0.75 mm is depicted). For the
open silt case, extension of the source (shaded area) is only a minor effect
compared with the walk in 0; large differences in transmitted energy (for Az = 0)
are seen; these differences increase per fixed interval A 0 as 0 decreases. This
results in an asymmetric behaviour around ©Q = 50", which is reflected in the
asym metric peakshape we showed in fig. 2.8.

The ©-focusing breaks down, because the open silts act as diverging
lenses (Frank 1976). Our trajectory calculations show that this diverging lens
effect is quite pronounced and for the entrance slit centered around 51": an
elfictron leaving the reaction center under an angle 0S with the spectrometer axis
is found at the entrance slit at an angle Ggg with respect to the cylinder surface
which is approximately given by

( e g - 5 r ) / 3 + e s (2.3)

'' Note, that the potential between the cylinders is varying logarithmically: the
largest extension in z between entrance and exit point, zCyL, does not occur - as
would be the case for a homogeneous field - for a launch angle of 45", but - in the
present field configuration - for a launch angle of 57.8". (zcy lis readily calculated
from eq. (2.4) if one takes n = 0). Launch angles 0 >50" have larger flight lengths
zcyi than 0=50" and correspondingly lead to crossing points with the axis
downstream the collector position, if 0-focusing no longer applies.
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pig. 2.10 Plot of u z vs. transmitted energy for different emission angles e; A z
Is the distance between the point where the actual trajectory crosses the axis and
the collector position Dashed lines refer to the Ideal case, solid lines to the case:
sifts left open. The hatched areas give the range for emission from off-axis
positions on the emitted disk Inside p = 0.75 mm. For the Ideal case, the limits for
emission from p = 0.75 m m are given. po , p^ correspond to emission In azimuthal
angles $ ̂  = 0 ("slit at same side") and $ ̂  = ir ("slit at opposite side"). "0" denotes
emission from the center of the emitting disk. The three lines for each case
correspond - from left to right - 0 = 50", 49" and 51". Black dots Indicate the
nominal transmission energy.
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As a consequence of this divergence, the electrons appear to be emitted from a
virtual source somewhere on the line: (reaction center - position of 51" tra^ctory
on the entrance slit) and axis-axis focusing no longer applies. This explains the
aym metric behaviour of the breakdown, as Is shown by the following arguments.

Axis-axis focusing provided e-focusing, because the distance z f o c

between the reaction center and the actual crossing with the axis

z f o c = cot 0 [ n + 2 IT1/2 x exp(x2) erf(x) J (2.4)

where x = k1/2 sin 0, k = 1.423 for our geometry (Draper and Lee 1977) and n=2
was - by a proper choice of k - made Independent of ©. Extreme divergence would
result in an apparent emission from the cylinder surface which would yield n=l In
eq. (2.4). In that case, z f o c does actually depend on 0 in the observed asym metric
manner, as Is shown In fig. 2.11 for a fixed cylinder voltage Uc and the

Pig. 2.11
Difference between actual
axis crossing (at Zfoc) and
collector position (zo) for a
fixed electron energy as
function of the emission angle
0c 'Meal" refers to emission
from the reaction center in an
Ideal CEMA (axis-axIs-0-
focussing); "divergent" means
emission from the inner
cylinder surface at the
position of the entrance slit,
as would be caused by strong
field penetration through open
slits (break-down of 0-
focusediig).
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corresponding nominal transmission energy T = C (eUc). Position of the coHector
3s at ZQ. Klectrons emitted at o < 50" must have an energy T+A R > T In order to
be transmitted (larger energy=less deflection by Uc=larger focal distance) and
electrons at 0 > 50" must have T-A E < T for a compensation of Zfoc > z0; due to
the asymmetric variation of z f o c the appropriate AE has to Increase with
decreasing angle, which is precisely what one recognized from figs. 2.9 and 2.10.

IL7 Electron spectrometer: experimental performance

In this section the actually obtained peakshape and the resolution are discussed.
The situation in an actual experiment differs from the one considered in section
H.6 In a crucial point, which Is often confused In literature. In section n.6 we
considered transmission functions: Uc was fixed, we allowed for a continuous
energy distribution of the electrons emitted from the reaction center and we
looked to the Intensity distribution of the transmitted electrons on a scale of
transmitted energies. In an actual experiment, one Is rather Interested in the peak
response function of a spectrometer to an extremely narrow peak of energy Eo

(for the present experiments the width Is typically less chan 10 meV), which is
recorded by varying Uc around ell0, = EQ/C. The peakshape is then given by the
intensity distribution on a scale of 'apparent' energies E&__ = C (eUc) or, in other
words: the electron energy Eg is 'mapped' to a range of Eapp. This mapping - the
peak response function - is a mirror plate of the transmission function. Let us
illustrate this for the open slit case: electrons at 0 < 50" will have crossings far
before the collector position, if they are deflected by U~, (see fig. 2.11); to make
them pass one has to deflect them less strongly. Vice versa, electrons at 0 > 50"
must be deflected more strongly, Le. by a higher Uc. Thus the high-energy wing
observed on the transmitted energy scale will show up as low-energy wing on the
Eapp s c a l e - W e s n o w i11 f*S 2.12 the resulting response function together with the
partial response functions which correspond to certain A 0 ranges. Prom such
partial response functions we can derive a mapping of the peak intensity above an
(Eapp,©)-plane.

A similar mapping of one energy to a range of energies occurs, if an
electron is emitted from a moving particle: the resulting Doppler-ehift of the
fixed emitter frame energy Eern depends on the angle Qj) between emitter
velocity and electron velocity. The observed laboratory frame energy Rj^ Is - for
the systems we consider here - given by
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Flab (Eem'Q D} = Eem ( 1 + 2 c o s e * [ u

(2.5)

with u = mFlon/MEem = v ion
2/Vem

2

M the ion mass, m the electron mass, F.^on the ion energy

The width of the E^-peak depends on the 0^ range admitted to the spectro-
meter, Le. it depends on the variation of both the angle e g the electrons make
with the spectrometer axis and the angle 0g between the emitting Ions and the
axis.

The most striking feature of the observed peakshape Is a double peak
structure which occurs in the present measurements for electrons with energies
above 200 eV which are brought about by projectile autolonlzatiDn. Fig. 2.13 shows
a well Isolated peak which corresponds to autoionlzation of Is2p2 2S + ls^e^ in
Ĉ  after double electron capture to C-3 from He. This decay has only one
component and the observed splitting In a dominant peak with a pronounced low-
energy taH and a smaller satellite must therefore be attributed to an instrumental
effect. The low-energy wing Is readily explained by the effect of the open slits;
the dominant peak and the satellite structure are - in what follows - explained by
the combined mapping of spectrometer response function and Doppler-shlft.

This combined mapping Is as follows: an electron with fixed emitter
energy Eem Is emitted at a certain angle 0^ with the spectrometer axis. Its K^j,-
energy depends on the Dopplep-angle 0p associated with Gg, Le. on the angle oR

the emitting ion made with the axis. By the spectrometer response function R^.
Is mapped to an apparent energy E a p p which Is determined by eg . Let us define a
reference energy E*^ on the apparent energy scale by

Kapp - E a P P 0 W °S = 50", QB = °) (2.6)

CLe. forE we have e s = e D = 50") and consider the mapping with respect to
this reference point.

In first Instance we consider the case 0p = 0, i.e. emitting ions moving
parallel to the axis, which gives u s 0 D = o s = 0 . Then we note, that Doppler-ehlft
and spectrometer function have opposite dependences on 0: for 0 > 50" the
spectrometer function maps to the high energy part of Eapp, but the Doppler-shJft
maps to lower energies than In the case e =50". Thus, the complete mapping Is
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given by the counterbalance of Doppler-shlft and spectrometer function. In fig.
2.14 the resultant mapping for the peak shown In fig 2.13 Is depicted: the curve 'D'
refers to the Doppler-mapplng, W to the spectrometer mapping and 'A' Is the
resultant apparent mapping. We note, that the apparent energy will for all angles

stay below F, ; for 0 > 50" the curve 'A' bends back and thus the intensity In thedPP o
range Jist 1-2 eV below K Is enhanced. The shape of the mapping 'A' explains
the shape of the dominant peak seen: Its long low-energy tall and Its fast decay at
the high energy side. Then, we have to identify the position of the minimum with
the position of F?, i e . with 0 = 50".app

Note, that the resulting peal', is narrower than a Doppler-shifted peak
measured by an ideal spectrometer would be; the open silts have destroyed the 0S

focusing and the 0 s variation discussed in section K6 can now balance the
Doppler-shift. This possibility for "1. ler-matching" has to my knowledge not
been recognized earlier in electron speutroscopy, though it is com m only applied in
photon spectroscopy (e.g. Jelley at aL 1977).

-12 -9 -6 -3

KVI 8019

Mapping peak

ZN 2S(2)
( 9O = 0 )

3eV

2.m Mapping of electron energies for ions moving parallel to the axis "S" is
the spectrometer mapping, "D" the Doppler mapping, "A" the resultant apparent
mapping.
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Turning to eB-va3nes > 0 the situation which results when an electron is
emitted from an ion which Is scattered to the azlmuthal angle $ R is depicted In
fig. 2.15: the Doppler-angle Qn will vary between e g - e p ( <£>R=0") and e s + eR

(*B=l80") passing through e s proper at $B = 90% 270". Our interest is in the
intensity mapping of this Doppler-angle range which belongs to the pair (QS , op).
The dependence of F ^ on the azimuthal angle <f p is of the form

Rlab

with A, B, C functions which depend on (a s , Op)
and the velocity ratio u defined in eq. (2.6)

If we write

(2.7)

= (dVd (2.8)

and we assume (dVd$) = const. (aU. azlmuthal angles are equally probable), then
the second term, which is proportional to (sin $ F 1 causes a strong peaking of the
intensity on the Ej^-seale at the values &l3b(<b= 0") and R ^ ^ 180") (Gordeev
and Ogurtsov 1971); the resulting intensity distribution is shown in fig. 2.16. Thus,
with a certain value Qs an intensity distribution Hke the one shown in fig. 2.15 is
associated with two strong maxima at (e g + eR) and at ( e s - ep). Before we
consider this in our mapping, let us first estimate the expected values for op .
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Prom the coHimatton by two diaphragms with equal diameter r_ at
distance & from each other we calculate a distribution of aPj values ranging from
0 to 2rcA (fig. 2.17) with a maximum at 0.84 r c /£. In the present set-up,
rcA = 5 mrad. In capture reactions leading to autoionizing double capture the
most probable scattering angles for the systems considered are between 6 mrad
and 10 mrad (depending on the charge state q of the Incoming ion, lower values for
lower charge states) and the distribution extends up to 20 mrad (Roncin et aL
1986a, Roncin et aL 1986b, Danared et aL 1987). Adding both contributions
quadraticaHy, we arrive at values for the most probable 0R of 7 to 11 mrad and
distributions extending up to 25 mrad.

Two maxima associated with (65 =F 8 mrad) are plotted asUnes denoted
'+' and '-' around the mapping of 'D', shown In fig. 2.18a. For the complete
apparent mapping 'A' this yields the curves 'A+' and 'AJ. We recognize, that 'A+'
extends in an Isolated position beyond E, , whereas 'A 'contributes to the

app ~
dominant peak. We can now Identify the satellite peak with the part of the
mapping'A+' which extends beyond Kapp(50").

-12 -9
AEw/Eapp(SO°)x1O3

- 6 - 3 0
T

2.18a Mapping of electron energies (as in fig. 2.11) for ions moving with
finite QB < 8 mrad. "+" and "A+" refer to 0D = e s - e ° , and •<-», "A_" to eD = e s

+ 9R)for 6B = 8 mrad. The hatched area positioned above Ea p p (50") corresponds to
the hjgh energy satellite peak in fig. 2.13, 2.18b.



Pig. 2.18b shows the peak already shown in fig. 2.13, where we have
Indicated In the dominant peak the e s - values obtained from the mapping; the
ranges Indicated refer to Ion angles of aB = + 10 mrad. On the satellite peak, the
6B values given by the mapoing for <9S = 50" are Indicated and good agreement
with the expected range and distribution of QB values Is found. The laboratory
energy FT at the position of the minimum Is Identified as E* = R^pp and from this
precisely defined energy we can determine the emitter frame energy F e m in an
accurate and reliable manner.

Fig. 2.18b
Same as fig. 2.13; on the
dominant peak the
positions of apparent
energies for different
emission angles 8S are
Indicated, as given by the
mapping In fig. 2.18a; the
range shown around each
dot corresponds to 0g = 10
mrad. On the satellite peak
the positions of apparent
energies for different beam
angles ©g are shown (0S =

IQ
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In conclusion, it was shown that the satellite structure Is caused by the
finite divergence of the emitting ions; the double peak corresponds to emission of
an electron in either the same azimuthal angle as the emitting ion or in the
opposite azimuthal anejLe, respectively. (Double peak structures like the present
one have been observed as well by Gordeev and Ogurtsov (1971) and are discussed
in detail in their article.) Below 130 eV, we no longer see a double structure (see
fig 18c); calculations show, that the contributions due to mappings A+ and A_ start
to overlap; with the channel widths normally used, the shallow minimum in
between will only show up as a disturbance in the high energy wing of the
dominant peak.

Pig. 2.18c
Decay of Ar6+ (...2p53s2 2P) with the

two components J = 3/2 (101.3 eV) and

J = 1/2 (103.5 eV) to Ar7+ (...2p63s
substructure which Is1/2

distinctly present In e.g. fig. 2.18b has
reduced to a slight disturbance of the

high energy wing in each peak.
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Generally, the balance between Doppleivmapping and spectrometer
mapping will depend on the ratio: (ion velocity vs. electron velocity). Thus
different peakshapes wDl result for different electron energy ranges, and as well *
for the same electron energy if the ion energy is varied. As the Doppler-
broadening divided by E ^ varies roughly as (FqabT a n d t n e sPec1 : r lo rne te i : '
width divided by E^h is constant, the Doppler-mapning will - for a fixed ion
energy - prevail the more the lower the electron energy is. We show the apparent
mappings for different ratios of ion vs. electron velocity In figs. 2.19 and 2.20.
One notes from fig.2.19 that down to Rem = 50 eV it Is safe to determine
Elab(50") from the high energy wing of the peak. Below Eem = 25 eV Doppler-
mapping prevails fuDy and one should use the peak center. Fortunately, already at
25 eV the difference between peak center and high energy wing is only about 100
meV; thus the error in reading emitter energies from the observed peaks will be
sufficiently small. Fig 2.20 shows that for all ion energies used and an electron
energy of 50 eV one should read Eem from the high energy side.

What concerns resolution, we obtain for a typical ion energy of 3.5
keV/amu for all energies between Rem = 6eV and Eem = 130 eV a FWHM-
resoMion of roughly 1.3 times the Doppler-wldth between 49" and 51"; this equals
at 10 eV 3.7%, at 50 eV 1.5% and at 100 eV 1% energy resolution. A comparison
with the spectra shown in Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL 1984, Stolterfoht et aL
1987 and Mann and Schulte 1987 shows that - In the range from 15 eV to 100 eV -
the resolution achieved here is at least comparable with the resolution they
achieved; certainly, 0 "-spectroscopy (Morgenstem et aL 1980) applied by
Stolterfoht et aL and Mann et aL yields for Kem < 15 eV distinctly better resolved
spectra. The present resolution for the high energy range is - though double peaks
are seen - still by far better than in the spectra reported by Bordenave-
Montesquieu et aL (1984,1985).

Finally, one should mention that a furtherimprovementlnthe peakshape
can be brought about if one cuts the low-energy talL Por an electron spectrum due
to collisions of 0 (Is2s)3s with H2 the difference in resolution which can be
achieved Is shown In fig. 2.21. Pig. 2.22 depicts schematically how we manage to
do so: Usually the first lens ring behind the coXUmator Is held at a strong repulsive
potential in order to bend the trajectory towards the axis. IF this potential is
lowered or the lens kept at ground potential, electrons at angles smaller than 50"
are deflected too late and wHL end up on the last lens ring. The collector radius is
already chosen to be smaller than the radius of the emitting disk in order to limit i.

the contributions of angles sm aller than 50". If
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IL 8 Electron spectra m eter: transmission corr action

The evaluation of the electron spectra Is as follows:
- a straight line background Is subtracted from the original spectrum
- a transmission correction is applied, see below
- the spectra are plotted directly to an emitter frame energy scale, by

Eem = Flab £ 1 " 2 fcl/2 c o s e + 1 •'

with t = (m Flon)/(M E ^ ) = (v lon/vel)
2, using 0= 50".

Care has to be taken in relating peak positions to the Eem-scale; actually, for
each peak there exists only one point which equals the Indicated emitter frane
energy; as shown by the discussion in section IL 7 the proper choice for this point Is
mostly not the peak maximum but rather a point on the high energy side of the
peak or - for electron energies above 200 eV where double structures are seen -
the minimum between the two peaks.

The transmission correction consists of a multiplication of all channel
contents by a factor proportional to (R^)" . This correction must be applied,

because we operate our spectrometer in the A E/E= const.- mode, i-e. we scan Uc

with constant velocity. The peak mapping discussed in section IL7 does not
Interfere with this correction. A second transmission correction we ap uled -
which In the present experiments is quite weak - is a solid angle correction which
accounts for the change in emitter frame solid angle seen In the laboratory frame
for different electron velocities. Tfc Is given by (cf. e.g. Dahl et aL 1977)

^ ( ^ e m . Eem> W A "lab. * W < E e i n / I W 1 / 2 <2-10)

Because the applied transmission correction could pretend a continuous
background and spurious peaks at energies near zero eV, if a small error occurs in
the subtractton of the straight line background and because the transmission there
Is affected by magnetic fields, we do not show electron energies below 2.5 eV.
Anyhow, for an Ion energy of 3.5 keV/amu, electrons with energies lower than
about 1 eV move inside a cone of 50" and can not be detected at this angle in the
laboratory system. This means, that a cross section determined by the integral
counts in an electron spectrum might be underestimated, If there is strong
intensity around zero eV.



IL9 Electron spectrometer: calibration of the energy scale

For a cylindrical mirror analyzer the ratio between the outer cylinder voltage (Uc)
and electron energy (T)

C = T/(eUc) (2.11)

is In principle fixed by the cylinder radii and the acceptance angle. For our set-up

we calculate a value Cca2C = 1.5196 ± 0.0005. Still, slight deviations from this
value are possible because of the field distortions in the vicinity of the large open

entrance and exit slits. In order to determine C experimentally, we used the
differences of the (center of gravity) electron energies due to the autoionlzlng
decay of the states Is2s2p ^P° in C^+, N^+ and o'5+. As can be seen from table
2.6, the three most recent calculations agree on the term differences within 50
meV. (The fine structure splittings calculated by Hata and Grant (1983) have been
used where necessary to obtain center of gravity energies). We take accurate
energy values from the minimum in between the double peak structure, whereby
we have checked that the mapping indeed justifies the assumption that in all three
systems the minimum corresponds to an angle of 50", with an uncertainty of less
than +0.3". SeDin (1976a) has pointed out, that for energies above ?50 eV

TABLE 2.6

Is2s2p ^P° energy differences (eV) used for calibration

Vainshtein and Safronova 1978

Chung 1984

Chen 1986

this work

Including

relativistic corrections

C IV - N V

86.350

H6.332

86.367

86.29

86.34

C IV - 0 VI

186.420

186.330

186.371

186.44

186.32

N V - 0 VI

100.070

99.998

100.017

100.15
100.08
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relativistie corrections to the calibration constant are no longer negligible. We

have Included the correction he suggests.
W e find, that the calibration constant had to be slightly raised to

C e x p = 1.0019 * f!calc = 1.5225 +1 1CT
3 (2.12)

where the given uncertainty covers the maximum deviation of our peak energy

differences from the theoretical ones. This uncertainty would as well cover a

possible deviation of + 0.2" from 50" of the actual angle 0 which belongs to the

minimum.

The relative energy scale obtained in this way was then fixed to the
^P0- value in C^+ of 229.639 eV calculated by Chung (19841 which has
been recommended as a calibration point (Bruch et al. 1985). f̂ br

measurements at low energies, we use the autoionizing states

(ls2)2pn'«,'1D°J V > (n'>5) of N 3 + to fix the relative scale (values

taken and extrapolated from Bashkln and Stoner 197B). The uncertainty in

the absolute scales obtained by this procedure is estimated to be less

than 150 meV. This is confirmed by a comparison of photon wavelengths

from K-X-rays and our energies for autoionization electrons emitted

from the same doubly excited state (see chapter VI).

There remain two possible sources of error to be considered: the

position, at which we read R^ab anc^ °^ which we suppose that it belongs

to a Doppler-angle of 50", could actually belong to e = 50" + AQ.

Secondly, the ion energy which enters in the calculation of E e m from
Elab as w e ^ > could deviate from the assumed value by AE i o n.

We determine emitter frame energies E e m by measuring energy

differences AE l a b which refer to a reference peak E l a b , i.e. we

determine the energy difference AEO_ on the emitter scale with respect

4 C
h Eem = A Rlab L 1 - 2 f COSQ 1

with f = [(mEion/W)
1/2.l L F l a b ° )

1 / 2 +(Flab)
1/2l (2.13)

m the electron mass, M the ion mass



For the present experiment we can from (2.13) estimate the relative

error A in

A E e m which is caused by AO to

A / A E e m <= h AG (2.14)

with a constant h which is 0.15 ^ h < 0.25 for Fq_ah <; 135 eV

and 0.06 < h < 0.10 for 220 eV < F l a b < 550 eV

Those are the two Fq_â  regions of interest where we want to obtain

rather accurate Eem-values. If we assume A© < 10 mrad, then we obtain

with the typical A Rem -values used deviations which range between 60

meV and 120 meV.

For the deviations caused by A R i o n we note that

A / A Rem < (h/2) A Klon/Rlon (2.15)

with the same constant h as in equ. (2.15). A E l o n / % o n
 can be kept

below 5 10"^ if one keeps the setting of the 110" magnet (see fig. 2.2)

constant for all the experiments in which one uses the beam energy

%on» thus, this error may be neglected.

In conclusion, the typical uncertainty with which we determine

our energy values will be in the range of 60 meV to 120 meV for the

relative scale and in the range of 100 meV to 200 meV for the position

of the absolute scale.
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CHAPTER III

The extended classical barrier model

This chapter contains a brief description of the classical

capture model which we use for the interpretation of electron spectra in

chapter TV. We recall from chapter I which requirements such a model has

to meet:

- 1 - It has to describe the probability distributions of realized

binding energies in terms of the basic parameters of the collision: the

projectile charge q, the ionization potentials of the target and the

collision velocity v. The range of v where it should apply for is about

0.05 < v < 0.5 a.u.

- 2 - it has to calculate the relative Importance of projectile auto-

ionization and target autoionization

- 3 - it has to give (relative or absolute) cross sections for the

capture of one, two, three etc. electrons.

Section III.l describes the basic ideas of the "predecessor" of the

present model: the classical overbarrier model. III.2 gives a brief

description of the extended classical barrier model; several special

aspects of this model are discussed in III.3. Section III.4 briefly

comnents on related work. Atomic units are used, unless otherwise

stated.

III.l The classical overbarrier model: basic Ideas

The perhaps most striking feature in single electron capture by multiply

charged Ions from few-electron targets like He or H 2 is the 'state-

selectivity' of the capture reaction (see e.g. Janev and Winter 1985):

one finds, that there is only a small range of binding energies with

which the captured electrons are bound to the projectile core, which is

specific for the target one uses; mostly, only one (excited) shell is

populated in the projectile ion, i.e. nearly all realized states have

the same principal quantum nunber. At least, there is always a strongly
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dominant principal quantum number np. The classical overbarrier model

(Ryufuku et al. 1980, Mann et al. 1981) has been quite successful in

predicting rip and has provided reliable estimates for the cross sections

(see the examples in Dijkkamp et al. 1985 a,b). The model is a classical

model, i.e. it neglects In first Instance the discrete structure of the

exit channel; np Is determined from a 'capture quantum number' ns which

is treated as a continuous number.

Starting point is a description of the collision in terms of two

approaching ion cores: the singly charged target core carries the

outermost electron; asymptotically, the electron is bound to the target

core by its ionization potential IP. The core of the multiply charged

ion is empty, i.e. it contains only vacancies. As both ion cores

approach each other, the potential barrier In between, which separates

the target core and the projectile core, will be lowered with decreasing

internuclear distance F. If we denote the distance from the projectile

by a, the shape of the potential barrier, V(R,a) is given by

(q is the projectile charge and we use t to denote the charge of the

target core, which is one in the present case). The maximum of the

barrier occurs at

a = R ( 1 + [^ ) (3.2)

and its height Vb there is

V R ) = - R - w [ *+ 2q*tJ| n-v

(note that we use a minus sign to denote binding energies). The binding

energy of the target electron is increased by the attractive potential

It experiences in the field of the projectile charge q (the "Coulomb

shift"), i.e. its actual binding energy at the internuclear distance R

amounts to (-IP - q/R).

The principal assumption of the overbarrier model then is, that

as soon as the barrier height becomes lower than the binding energy of

the electron, i. e. as soon as the electron is - from a classical point



of view - free to move outside the target core, It will move to the

projectile core with a certain probability W. The Internuclear distance

RB at which this occurs, is called 'barrier crossing'. Rp can be simply

calculated from

IP _ ̂  = t + 2qM (3.1)

which yields for the barrier crossing

RD . IP = t + 2 q M (3.5)
n

The electron is assumed to be bound to a state which has - at Pp - the

same binding energy; an electron bound to the projectile experiences at

an internuclear distance R an attractive potential due to the target

charge t; thus, If we denote the asymptotic binding energy to the

projectile core by EA we have to equate:

_ I P _ a , _ F i A _ | (3.6)

from which we obtain

EA = -IP-S=^ (3.7)
RB

and, combining eqs. (3-7) and (3-5) there results

E A - i 4. q-t fo o-i

Yp = 1 + l i (3.8)
iF t + 2qV

For values t=l and h < q < l->, we obtain 1.2 < KA/IP < 1.6, i.e. the

binding energy to the projectile Is of the same order of magnitude as

the lonization potential of the target. From this it follows

immediately, that the realized projectile state will be highly excited:

consider -for the sake of simplicity - H a s target: because the binding

energies scale as (qo/n)
2 (q^ the charge of the core, n the principal

quantun number) n has to increase if one increases qc , in order to

realize again a binding energy of about the ionization potential.
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For such highly excited states a hydrogen-like approximation for

the binding energy will not introduce large errors. Accordingly, one can

calculate from

EA =--**- - IP (1 + 9 = V T ) (3-9)
2n, t + 2 q V

the 'principal capture quantum number' n« which is treated as continuous

number; the dominant principal quantum number which is actually realized

is the one most close to nx. The cross section for the electron capture

is simply taken as

a = WITFJ; (3-10)

with Pp the barrier crossing (equ. 3.5): W denotes the capture

probability and has usually values around 0.5 (for a detailed

description see Janev and Winter

III.2 The Fxtended Classical Barrier (FCB) model >

Different models have been developed in the last two years for multi-

electron capture, which are all more or less based on the classical

overbarrier model (Barany et al. 1985, Hvelplund et al. 1985; Niehaus

1986; Laurent et al. 1987). Except for the model Niehaus (1986)

proposed, all are 'static' models in the sense that the collision

velocity does not enter as parameter in the calculations. In the

following the model as proposed by Niehaus is briefly described, whereby

I use in part verbatim quotations from his work.

The F.CB model takes from the barrier model the barrier criterion: a

target electron will make a transition only, if it is classically

allowed to move outside the target core. Further it is in first instance

- as in the classical overbarrier model - assumed that transitions occur

to levels which are degenerate in binding energy. In what follows we

' The term "extended classical barrier model" has been first used by Hvelplund
et aL 1985 for their extension of the classical overbarrier model.



assume for the collisions straight-line trajectories, with turning

points Rpp which are equal to the Impact parameters of the considered

collision. Cross sections may therefore be obtained by summing over

trajectories with certain turning points.

Two parts of a trajectory are distinguished: the "way In" (ion

approaching target) and the "way out" (ion receding). This is in

contrast to the models of Barany et al. (1985) and Ryufuku et al.

(1980), who consider only the "way in". On the "way in" the Coulomb

barrier, which separates the electrons of target B from regions around

Aq+ at large distances R, decreases in energy with decreasing R until

the turning point is reached. Impending on the original ionization

energy I, of an electron on B, the barrier will cease to be effective at

a certain distance P. . The larger the ionization energy I*., the smaller
1

the distance Rr; will be. On the "way in", therefore, all target
i

electrons with R > R have become "molecular" when the turning point

Rmp is reached. The largest Index tmax=s is defined by the condition

This is an extension of the overbarrier model: the overbarrier

model merely stated that the target electrons are free to move to the

projectile. The ECB model, on the other hand, assumes that the electrons

make a transition to a quasimolecular orbital with binding energy Ej- = -

It - q/R , where they are 'stored' during the further approach of the

ion cores. Further one should emphasize that the transitions of the

target electrons to such quasimolecular levels occur successively: as

soon as the first electron becomes "molecular" the shielding of the

remaining target electrons is changed: they experience than binding by a

core which has raise its charge by one charge unit, which corresponds to

an increase in binding energy. This increased binding energy will keep

them below the barrier height which was lower than the binding energy of

the first electron. Thus, sequential release of the electrons Is assured

even for target configurations with more than one electron In the same

shell. As a consequence of the sequential release the molecular binding

energies of the s electrons are ordered in the same way as the original

binding energies on B, i.e. F ^ ^ . • .F,s for I1<I2<...TS. On the "way

out", the potential barrier between A and R increases in energy with

increasing R, and will become effective, successively, for electrons

with indices s, s-l,...t,...1. The corresponding distances we denote
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by R°. Since a "molecular" electron has finite probability of being

around both A and B, while the distance is smaller than R° there will

be a finite probability of being captured by A or B when the barrier

starts to separate the molecular regions into two atomic regions. Ihe

probability of capture by A we will denote by Wt, and the one for

capture by B, 1-Wt. Ihe result of a single-collision event with defined

turning point will therefore be that certain electrons with certain

indices, t, will be captured by A^ , while the others of the s molecular

electrons will be recaptured by B. In this way a certain process is not

only characterised by the number, say r, of captured electrons, but also

by the order in which the r electrons are captured. This distinction is

a physical one because the state into which an electron is captured

will, in general, depend on what has happened to the other electrons. We

express the situation by ascribing a certain 'capture string', (j), to

each process. In this string we indicate by the position the index of an

electron, and by a 1 or 0 whether it has been captured by A or

recaptured by B respectively. The string contains s entries. Pbr

example, the string

(j) = . ( 1 0 1 0 0) (3.11)

characterises a process in which the electron of index 1 - this is the

electron with original binding energy 1^, on the target - and the

electron of index 3 - i.e. the electron with original binding energy Io

- are captured by A, while the other electrons remain on the target B.

Within the model, the string (j) characterises the process uniquely.

There are in general ( ] different processes in which 3 electrons are

captured out of the N available target electrons. These processes lead

to different electron configurations on A and B. The unresolved cross

section for capture of r electrons is

Vr = fa Vr
where the sum runs over the different strings, (j).

We now turn to the calculation of the barrier crossings and the

calculation of the capture probability.



The distances RT , I.e. the barrier crossings on the "way in"

are determined by the condition that the height of the Coulomb barrier

coincides in energy with the binding energy of the electron with index t

at distance R. . Rarany et al. (1985) assume for the calculation

of FT that the (t-1) electrons that have become molecular at larger

distances are fully effective in screening the charge of the projectile.

Niehaus (1986) has argued, that these electrons - which are "outer"

electrons as viewed from the electron t - do not effectively screen the

charge q. Laurent et al. (1987) have treated the screening as adjustable

parameter in a first version of their models and found that the best

agreement with their experimental results was obtained if there was no

screening.

In analogy with the overbarrler model we obtain

It • R^ = 2 q V + t H.12)

whereby t now denotes the ordinal number of the electron in question,

which equals the charge of the target core.

An estimate of the probability W/., , i.e. the probability for a

"molecular" electron of index t to be captured by the projectile on the

"way out", is now required. The capture occurs at the instant when the

barrier reaches a critical height, at a distance R. , so that the

electron classically cannot move anymore between regions around A and B.

The assumption is made that the probability of being captured by A and B

is determined by the respective phasespace available for motion around A

and B at distance R, . It is further assumed that - in the hydrogenic

approximation used here- the respective phasespace may be approximately

expressed in terms of the degree of degeneracy of the quantum states

occupied by the electron after the collision on A or B. This leads to

the relation

i3) = (n^)2r(n^)2
 + ( m ^ V r

1 (3.13)

with rr and m[^ the principal quantum numbers for the t ~ ^ electron

in the case of capture by A and B respectively. These quantun numbers

are taken to be continuous numbers. They depend, of course, on the
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process selected by the string (,•)).

For the calculation a quantity rt, Is introduced, this being the

number of electrons with index larger than t that have been captured by

A, at smaller distances than P, . These electrons are "inner"

electrons as viewed from the t electron, and therefore of the target

is increased to t+r^. 'The dependence of Rt on the string (j) may

now be expressed as a dependence on r^: R. = R^Cr.).

The critical distances R"(r ) are again determined by the

condition that the barrier height equals the level energy of the t^"

electron. The rather far going assumption is made that this energy is

dependent of the redistribution of the "inner" electrons, i.e. it is

assumed to be the same as on the "way in", namely - (T-(-+q/P,). Mote

that this in some way implies that the "molecular" electrons are mere

'spectators' to everything which happens inside their core; in other

words: the different molecular levels are taken as isolated and have no

interaction with each other. Ttie following relations are thus obtained:

(q-r-y + (t+r r
£ (r.) = ( — ^
t t q3 +

Prom

i t+rt
- It - q/R^ = - EA - — 0 - (3.14a)

it follows that the binding energies of the t electron in the case of

capture by A or P, resped ively, are asymptotically

t+r.
FA.(r.) = I +-a - — ^ (3.15)

Rt Rt (V

RB.fr.) = I. +-4--« (3.16)
Bt ^ V

From these binding energies the corresponding principal quantum numbers

can now be calculated. For large projectile charge q and small numbers

of captured electrons the hydrogenic approximation
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q-r
n.(r. ) - 5-™ (3.17)

will not introduce large additional errors. In the case of recapture

into the target atom one should introduce an appropriate quantum defect

d(rt)

t+r
m. (r. ) + d(r. ) = ^ - ^ (3.18)
fc fc t (2EBt(rt))

1/2

which guarantees that recapture occurs into the original shell if rt=0.
This is the case if

t f_ ,1/2 0
( 2 I(t+t t)

)

with niQ the quantum number of the outer shell of B and I( t + r > the

(t+rt)th ionization energy of B.

With the above relations the probabilities W ' can be
(A) ^

calculated and thus absolute cross sections o determined. As we
q-r

present in chapter IV only cross section results for double capture, we

give here simpler formulae than in Niehaus 1986. For single and double

capture from two-electron targets we have to consider the following

strings:

(1) and (1 0) for single capture of the outer electron;

(0 1) for the single capture of the inner electron

(1 1) for double capture
Then, the partial cross sections for each string are given by

(3.20)
= W 2 f l - W T ) ) * l t R 2

(11) " W 2 ̂ '«*l
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Fig. 3.1

Schematic representation of overbarrier transitions in the ECR-

model; shown are schematic energy levels in ionic cores of the

projectile (A +) and the target B (ionic core B+), at different

internuclear distances R; considered capture strings (110), (010).

From top to bottom:

a - c: way in (barrierjreceding)

a: first electron is about to

move over the barrier;

target ionic core is 3

b: first electron

quasi molecular

target ionic core B

in

state:
2+

c: two electrons in

quasimolecular states,

third electron is about to

move over the barrier

d: way out (barrier moving up)

third electron recaptured to

target; second electron

captured to projectile core;

first electron is about to be

captured; if captured to target

(010): excited target ion. If

captured to projectile (110):

two electron capture from

three-«lectron encounter.

a.

= 1O

-B
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Prom this one then calculates the cross section for capture of

one electron as

aSG = a(l) + a(10) + °(01) G'21)

Ihe cross section for double capture is given by a (1,1). Note that

because W < 1, the sum of all charge changing cross sections will always

be smaller than the 'geometrical' cross section iKR^2.

So far, the model is completely "static" in the sense that all

predicted quantities are velocity independent. On the other hand, the

observed electron spectra show, that lying within a certain range of

binding energies are populated whereas our model predicts a sharp

energy; since a comparison of measurements performed at different

collision energies suggests that the range of binding energies resulting

from a certain capture process increases with increasing collision

energy, it is presumed in our model that the finite range is due to a

dynamic effect. It will now be shown how an estimate of this dynamic

effect can be incorporated into the "molecular model".

Within the model, the final state of a "molecular" electron

captured by A is calculated by comparing the molecular state energy with

the barrier height, Vb(R). Since Vb(R) varies in time through the radial

velocity vrad=dR/dt, an uncertainty of the comparison will arise due to

the time-energy uncertainty relations, i.e. since the comparison must be

made within a limited time interval, At^^g, there arises a quantum-

mechanical uncertainty given by the relation

< Atmeas ~~ *' (3'22)

The classical uncertainty arising from the time interval A t ^ ^ is given

by the relation

dV dV

~i * = hff"v Atmeas- «.23)

From (15 and (16) we can derive a "minimum uncertainty" AV?™ by

equating AV?" = A V ? 1 = V?1". This yields the expression
b b b
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^ K I / O 1 /O

0 0 i \ J-/I*- /TTf \ - ' - / ^ / O O l l N

i R 1 vrarl) = (VhVrad ) ' ( 3 > 2 4 )

It is interesting to note that the same uncertainty results from the

following estimate.

The nuclear and electronic motions of our collision system are

assumed to be separated. The electronic transition between the "atomic

state" of an electron and the "molecular state" may then be expressed by

the transition probability between a stationary state of energy E, and e

time-dependent state of energy E0+at. Assuming that the time variation

of the spatial part of the transition matrix element may be neglected,

the transition probability becomes proportional to the Gaussian

exp{-[(E-E0)
2/al}. If we identify a with Idvj/dtl, this result is

equivalent to relation (3.26).

Ihe average radial velocity is approximated as

01 .L—viii } / \i'. / i i o r * x> s u «
O r t u U

(3.25)
for t > tQ

for the "way in", and a corresponding expression for the way out whereby

each R is replaced by the corresponding R°, whereby tg denotes the

ordinal number of the innermost electron which is captured. Ihe

derivatives of the barrier height at R. and R? are respectively

(3.26)
Rt

and

« , (q-rt)* + (t+rJ
J ,

(V?) = { ^— 5—j (3.27)
Rt

Por the final energy uncertainty of the state of a captured or

recaptured electron we assune a quadratic addition of the uncertainty on



the "way in" and on the "way out", i.e. both uncertainties are not

correlated:

Ep T(Avf V + ( A V ( r J ) ^ (3.28)
t ' b b t

Assuming a Gaussian distribution of binding energies F. around the most

probable value , viz. - in the case of capture to the projectile - the

'static' value FA(p^), we obtain for the probability that a binding

energy E is realized for the t-th electron:

W(E) = (AEf3) • v*)-1 exp [-[ "Mr—J 2] (3.29)

Ihe resultant Gaussian curve we call a 'capture window1. Ihe full result

ofthe collision is given by the 'reaction window': by this we mean a

convolution of all capture (or - in the case that we consider the target

- all re-capture) windows contained in the capture string. In the case

that all windows are Gaussian curves, the reaction window will be a

Gaussian curve as well; the width of the reaction window is then

III.3 Discussion of the model

In what follows some aspects of the model are discussed in more detail:

Sequential capture

The ECB model assumes successive release of the target electrons

and successive capture to the projectile (or target) core. As we will

see in chapter IV, its predictions are in good agreement with the

experimental spectra. Ihe assumption of successive, step-by step tranfer

of the electrons is as well in agreement with the experimental results



presented by Roncln et al. (1986 ab, 1987) and Laurent et al. They

showed - for the case of double capture to the projectile - that a

measurement of the doubly differential scattering cross section for the

multiply charged Ion (I.e. differential In energy and angle) enables one

to tell whether both electrons have been captured simultaneously ('one-

step process') or successively ('two-step process1); In the latter case

the doubly differential cross section will show a clear maximum on a

(Ee) scale (K the energy of the projectile, 0 the scattering angle) at a

finite threshold value, In the former case the cross section decreases

monotonically for (EG) > 0. for all systems they investigated so far

they observed doubly differential cross sections which clearly indicated

successive capture; the observed values for the maximum in the cross

section agreed with a calculation which uses a capture model (Laurent et

al. 1987) very similar to the 'static' version of the model of Niehaus

(1986).

One remark should be made on the successive capture of the two

electrons on the way out to the projectile core: capture of an electron

does not take place to an ion with an already "fixed" inner orbital.

This may be seen from the following estimate: if we assume a hydrogen-

like s-electron in a highly excited state, the averaged radius of its

orbit is

<r> = (3/2) (n2/qc) (3.3D

whereby n its principal quantum nunber and qfi the charge of its core.

Equating the binding force exerted by the electrical field between

electron and core with the centripetal force (v2/<r> in atomic units)one

obtains

v= qc/n (3.32)

and from this for the time of revolution

T/(2it) = n3/(qc)
2 (3.33)

Application of this estimate to different collision systems we

investigate in chapter IV shows that the inner electron has completed
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only several (i.e. typically 2-5) revolutions inside the projectile core

•.••: to the moment where the outer electron is captured to this core.

Therefore one should allow - within the limits given by the reaction

window - for exchange of energy between the two electrons.

Use of effective charges

One might wonder, whether it would be more justified, especially

in open core configurations like e.g. (Is) , to use effective charges of

the projectile and target core instead of the nominal ones. However, one

has to keep in mind, that e.g. for H-like ions the inner electron is

typically captured to states with principal quantum numbers n'=3 or

higher. Inspection of the binding energies of these states then shows,

that the effective charge of the core (viewed from an electron in a n=3

state) differs nearly not from the nominal charge. Test calculations

where the effective charge as seen from the final projectile state is

used instead of the nominal charge q confirmed that the resulting

difference in binding energy is negligible.

Target excitation and autoionization

The ECB model provides for target excitation and autoionization

in a very simple manner. If e.g. for capture from a two-electron target

like He, the inner electron is - on the way out - captured by the

projectile and the outer electron by the target core, the resulting most

probable binding energy RB (rt=l) is smaller than the second ionization

potential of the target, in our case the ionization potential of He+.

Taken the width of the capture window for the outer electron at

collision velocities of, say , 0.3 a.u., excited states He+(nl) with

n>= 2 will be populated. As these states lie in the outer wing of the

capture window, they should be enhanced as the velocity increases and

accordingly the reaction window becomes broader. Hoekstra et al. 1987

have measured He+(2p) emission resulting from collisions of Ci(+, N^+,

N 5 + and (P+ ions with He, as function of the collision velocity. A

detailed discussion of their results in terms of the EOB model may be
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found In their article.

The model accounts In a similar way for target autoionlzation in

targets with more than two electrons: e.g. the recapture of the two

outermost electrons and the loss of the inner electron which is captured

by the projectile will generally result in an autoionizlng state.

Niehaus (1986) has in a calculation for Arq+ on Ar shown that the model

predicts a rather low cross section for target autoionization: electrons

which stem from projectile autoionization will be the dominant

contribution to the electron spectra.

III.4 Related work

Electron capture reactions from slow (v<l a.u.) collisions can

be modelled in terms of crossings between potential energy curves

belonging to an Ion-atom entrance channel and ion-ion exit channels.

Efficient capture of electrons requires curve crossings in a siutable

intermediate range of Internuclear distances R. In the picture of the

classical c -erbarrier model R must be close to the Internuclear distance

Rp, where the Coulomb barrier between the projectile ion core and the

target ion core ceases to lock the outermost target electron. Crossings

at much larger R are less effective, because tunneling of the electron

through the barrier will be unlikely; crossings at much smaller R will

contribute much less: the Interaction between the states Is then strong

enough to generate effectively avoided curve crossings.

Recent work CHaulbjerg 1986,Meyer et al.1985, Kimura et al.

198-4, Cederquist et al 1985) has shown that single electron capture Is

rather well accounted for by reaction windows based on the Landau Zener

(LZ) theory.

For double capture so far only tentative reaction windows based

on LZ-theory could be derived (Cederquist et al. 1985). Reaction windows

based on the LZ-theory generally depend on the specific system

considered, especially on the specific Ion core, owing to the different

matrix elements and R values of the curve crossings involved. As opposed

to this the windows derived from the ECB-model depend on the ionic

charge only. Simplified LZ-calculations on single crossing systems,

however, were reported by Kimura et al. (19H4), and one may compare the
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resulting single capture reaction windows with the predictions of the

FOB-model. Rather good agreement is found concerning shape (note that

the tail to low binding energies typical for LZ-windows will appear less

pronounced on a binding energy scale), width and the variation of the

window width with collision velocity v and projectile charge state. Vne

FOB-model does not include the moderate shift of the window maximum to

lower binding energies as v decreases; its fixed position would equal a

position of the simplified LZ-window for approximately v=0.1 a.u. In

comparing the ECB-model to such calculations, however, it should be kept

in mind that the FCR-model contains no free parameter and that it

neglects the discrete structure of the exit channel manifold.



ChapterIV
Electron spectra observed in capture reactions

W.^ Introduction and general remarks

In this chapter, the predictions of the extended classical barrier model (ECR-
model are compared with the observed electron spectra from projectile
autoionization. The projectiles used are the bare ion C°+, H-like ions (C^+, N°+,
07+), He-like ions (C 4 + ,N5 + , 06+ , Ne8+)and Ne-Uke Ar8+. Tn sectionIV.2 capture
from two-electron targets (He, H2) is discussed; section IV.3 deals with the
systems where the observed electron spectra are at variance with the ECB-
predictions. Section r M summarizes the cross section estimates for double
capture from two-electron targets, which we derive from the present
experiments; the data are discussed in comparison with other known capture cross
sections.

IV. 1 a : Reaction windows
"Reaction windows " describe the intensity distribution of realized bindlne;
energies, as described in chapter HL According to the FCB-model, this probability
distribution may be represented by a curve of Gaussian shape with a width that
varies as the square root of the collision velocity.

For the case of projectile autoionization, the reaction window predicts
the sum of all binding energies of captured electrons. We refer this binding energy
to the projectile core. Equally, we refer the binding energy of the remaining
electron to the primary projectlLe core, i e . the binding energy of the final state is
just its ionization potential with respect to the primary ion. The measured
electron energy equals the difference between these binding energies. If we sim ply
subtract the ionization potential of the final state from the binding energy which
is predicted by the ECB-model, we obtain a reaction window on a scale of electron
energies. This probability distribution of electron energies can directly be
compared with the experimental spectra.

In case that there are several different final states of the autoionisation,
the same reaction window will appear several times at different electron energy
positions, and the measured spectrum should be compared with the sum of all
these "apparent windows".
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IV. 1 b Final states of autoionisatlon
Oiven a certain doub]y-excited state with outer configuration
autoionlzatlon requires a momentum transfer between the (n, n') electrons.
Large momentum transfers, which require a very close encounter of both
electrons, are less probable than low momentum transfers. This means, that the
lifetime for autoionizatlon to (n-lH'fe s.z - which requires the least momentum
transfer, if energetically possible - will be considerably shorter than for
autoionisation to (n-2H'fe ie (Fano and Cooper 1965, Bachau 1984). Tn other words:
autoionization prefers slow electrons ; the dominant decay will proceed to the
most closely situated continuum which is energetically accessible. For n>2 the
remainig ion after autoionization may be singly excited and will then subsequently
decay by photon emission. If the reaction window extends over a series limit, i e .
if it contains states rUn'A' as well as states (n+lknV we expect to see two final
states, viz. (n-lH'fe £e and nt'feAe respectively. Accordingly, two groups of
electron energies will be present, which both belong to the same reaction window.

IV. lc Ionization potentials
Atomic ionization potentials and term energies used for the calculation of final
states and of the position of the reaction window are taken from the usual tahles
(Kelly and Harrison 1971, Bashkin and Stoner 1978). What concerns the molecular
target Vp_ we note that - with the collision velocities we use - the collision tiF'e
is typically in the order of lO"1^ s. Therefore, it is a good approximation to
suppose that the H-nuclei are fixed during the collision (typical rotation and
vibration times are 10 ^ s and ID"1 s respectively, cf. Piacentini and Salin
1978). Accordingly, for H2 as target, an ionisation potential of 16.2 eV has been
used: this is the electron binding energy which resi&ts from a Franck-Oondon
weighted mean vertical transition energy H2(v=0) + Hptv") (compare e.g. l^eyeret
aL 1986 or Kimura and Lane 1987 and references therein). The ionization potential
for a vertical transition which removes the second electron (from the H2+-ion) is
then 3 .̂7 eV.

IV.Id Binding energy estimates

For the assignment of groups of peaks we use estimated binding energies of the
two excited electrons, bound to a primary ion with charge q. The binding energy
F]_ of the inner electron (denoted ni), is taken to be the accurate, known binding
energy to the primary projectile cor-?, as tabulated e. g. In Bashkin and Stoner
1978. The binding energy of the outer electron (n'je') is calculated from the
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P yd berg-form ula

with 5 , the effective screening by the electron in state (nz). For n'-n > 1 a good

estimate is already obtained for ?» 1 except for the case of an inner s electron. In

this case and for n'=n we use 5-values as suggested by Slater (1930). (A more

elaborate calculation of screening constants for He-like and Li-like systems

(Huang 1977) confirms the values given by Slater). Let us give an example: for N->+

( l s ^ s S the binding energy of the inner electron is taken from Bashldn and Stoner
3s(1978) as Kx = ill.3 eV; screening x, = 0.35 yields for the binding energy of the

outer electron

(-5 -n a.u. = 32.7 eV (4.2)

For decay to Is 2p, which has a binding energy Kj. of 87.9 eV, we obtain an

electron energy e of

e = Ktff3 + F | S ) - Frl = 13-9 eV (H.3)

which agrees well with the experimentally determined value (see chapter VH). por

all states where the inner electron is an s-electron, a further refinement can be

made: Slater (1930) gives for n' > n the value of c. = 0.85 if the outer electron is an

s or p-electron inn ' = n+1, and t, = 1 otherwise. Comparison with known binding

energl.es for doubly excited states (see Chapter Vn) shows, that for all (nsn'p),

(nsn's) configurations the shielding should rather be taken as c = 0.85 for n' > n+2

and c »0.7 for n' = n+1. Such a comparison shows as well, that in few-electron

systems up to Re-Hke configurations the typical accuracy of the described binding

energy estimate will be better than 0.1 a.u. for n' > n > 1 and/or n > 3 and about

twice this value for n = n'= 2. (For more complex systems and n n' one should use
if.

the effective charge q" of the core instead of the nominal charge q, i. e. fin a.u.)

q" = (E]_s2n ) 3 with modified screening constants.)

IV.le Cross section estimates

For several systems the integrated number of counts accumulated in an electron

spectrum is normalized, i»e. it is divided by the target gas density, the beam
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current in the reaction center and the measuring time. ' ' In this way, we can
derive relative cross sections with an estimated accuracy of about 25 %. Using
absolute cross section values reported for autoionizlng double capture in the
systems N - P2

 ant^ 0 - He we fix this relative scale to an absolute one
(details are given in section IV".4). All cross section estimates which we quote in
this chapter, refer to this scale, which - as Is discussed in section TV. 4 - still
needs further direct experim ental verification.

The ECB-model calculates - without any adjustable parameter-absolute
cross sections under the assumption that any binding energy associated with the
projectile core can be realized. This will give us an upper bound for the actual
cross sections. Comparison of single-capture (SC) - cross sections calculated by
the RGB-model and experimental ones (Dijkkamp et aL 1985a,b) at a collision
velocity of about 0.35 a,u. shows, that for most systems the ratio between
experimental SC-cross section and calculated one is given by 0.6+0.1. Therefore
we may use for each system the double capture cross section given by the KOP-
model as reference value to Judge, whether the cross section observed in
experim ent Is 'sm all' or Targe'.

IV.lf Spin conservation

Si chapter V we prove directly for collisions of H-like projectiles with Re that the
capture reaction preserves the spin of the cantured electrons. Further evidence
for spin conservation Is provided by the spectroscopical analysis in chapter VII
where we deal with spectra resulting from collisions involving bare ions and He-

llkeions.

IV.2 Capture from two-electron targets (He.Hg)

IV.2a Investigated systems

Besides Ar (seeIV.2f) we used for the present experiments multiply charged ions
of the elements C, N, 0, Ne. We cover a range of projectile charge states from
q=4 up to q=8. Pig. 4.1 shows the capture paths which we investigated: double

*) For the spectra shown in the figures, the annotation of the y-axis : "normalized
counts" or "cross section" means only, that the spectra belonging to this figure are
plotted on comparable scales; unless otherwise stated, the scales of spectra from
different figures are not comparable.
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capture by bare ions results in He-Hke states frun'K.); for F-like projectiles we
obtain Li-like states (lsrun'a.), and for He-like projectiles Re-like states
(Is^nun1 s.) are produced. The realized principal quantum numbers depend on the
Incoming charge, the target ionization potentials and - weakly - on the collision
velocity; here we have for the principal quantum num her of the inner electron n =
3,4 for H2 as target and n = 2,3 for He es target. Whenever energetically possible,
autoionization will nearly exclusively t -oceed to the final state {fcoreln-
l)£"e le } , and only for some { [corel4fc '.'} -states which are situated below the
3A -series limit we see strong decay to \ [core]2ie iz -states. This preference for
slow electrons (cf. section IV.lb), well known from other collision systems was for
the case of multiply charged ions first demonstrated by Bordenave-Montesquieu et
aL (1984 a,b) for the projectiles N^+ and M7+ in collisions with He and Hj. In the
present experiments, this decay mode is found to hold for jGl systems involving
two-electron targets we have investigated.

This general feature allows one to give an estimate of the expected
electron energies: for capture to { [coreTnim'Ji.1} with n > 3, say, electron energies
will be lower than the energy difference of { [corel3d } and { [core"l2s } -states.
Wilh q the charge of the core, this difference will stay below q V14 a.u., which for
q «; 8 yields electron energies below 130 eV. Similarly, the energy difference
between {[core72p} and { [corells} gives us an order of magnitude estimate for
the energy of electrons from doubly excited { [coreV zri V} configurations with
K-shell vacancies; we obtain an energy of about i'rj /lO a.u. which for q=4 equals
energies around 200 eV and for q=7 energies around 500 eV.

Because the autoionizlng decay prefers the directly adjacent (n-1)-
contlnuum as final state, the remaining ion is mostly left in a singly excited state.
The subsequent emission of a photon Is much slower than the autoionization and
may be additionally delayed,!? the final state is a metastable state like (2s) or
(Is2s).

Autoionlzlng doubly excited states may as well be produced by single
capture to excited metastable states. Fig. 4.1 depicts the single capture paths for
the H-like (2s) and the He-]lke (Is2s) metastable projsctlLe ions; single capture to
(2s) leads to states (25nA) otherwise reached by double capture to bare Ions from
He, whereas for (Is2s) Li-Mke states Is2jm'x.'are produced, which are otherwise
populated by double capture from He to H-like ions.
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IV. 2b Pare Ions: C6+

Pig. 4.2 shows the spectrum obtained from collisions of l^C^+ (60 keV) on H2.

(The stable-isotope gas 1^C0 is used for production of the C, Ions in order to
separate them from all other projsctQ.es with q/m=0.5). The reaction window for
decay to (2p) is shown by the dashed line. ' The main peaks are readily identified
as being due to cM(3in'VhC^+(2V) with nf ranging up to n'=10; the weak
structure between 65.5 eV and the 3A-Umit is attributed to C1J+(4JI4JII)-»-(^+ (the
lowest 4&4n,'-states are known to be situated below the 3£-serieslLmit (Ho 1980,
Bachau 1984). Pig. 4.3 shows schematic termschemes for C^+* and C \
indicated are the binding energies to C"+ for the inner and outer electron as
predicted by the FCB-modeL We recognize, that the binding energy of the inner
electron is indeed nearly resonant with the C^+*(3s.) level and similarly the

binding energy of the outer electron with the binding energy difference between
C (3 A4 '̂) and C^+^(3z). (the energies of the doubly excited states are taken
from theoretical literature values, Ho 1979, Bachau 1984). The good agreement in

shape and position between the reaction window and the observed electron
spectrum indicates, that the most strongly populated states are the ones near the
barrier crossings and the probability for populating more remote levels follows the
predicted Gaussian distribution: no states (2m'V) are observed and only weak
contributions from (4&4&1) are found; the n'-distribution of the (3jm'A')states
agrees well with the predicted Gaussian shape. One should emphasize here a^ain,
that the ECR-model contains no adjustable parameters. It is worthwhile to note,
that the same good agreement between the reaction window and the observed
electron spectrum is found in the case N' on He (measured by Pordenave-
Montesquieu et aL 1984a). The spectrum for the system N'+ on Hj, measured by
the same authors, shows two decay channels (2i and 3*) because states (3inV)
and states (4£n'£') are populated by the capture; the general agreement is still
good, though states(3£n'£') with n'>5 are less intense than predicted by the modeL
The observation, that for both bare projectiles (N'+, C ) the doubly excited
product ion decays to an excited state, confirms a calculation of partial
autoionization widths by Bachau (1984); this calculation predicts, that the ratio of
decay to (Is) and decay to (2 sc) is at least about 1:50, except for the state (3s ) S,
where it amounts to about 1:15. The excited (2p) final state may decay by

•y emission of a 3«37 nm X-ray photon (which thus carries away most of the

' ' This is assumed to be the dominant decay channel, see the calculations of

Bachau 1984; anyhow, the difference between 2s-2p is only 50 meV.

k
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excitation energy). C^+ (2s) is metastable (see table 2.1) and will decay by 2-
photon emission.
The cross section for double capture to C is about 15 10 "I" cm2, which equals
roughly 50 % of the RCR-upper limit. The discussion of the very weak electron
spectrum one obtains from the system C on He Is deferred to section IV.2g.

IV. 2c H-like projsctfl.es
Let us first discuss the system M°+ on He. As shown in the schematic termscheme

in fig. 4.4 the predicted binding energy for the inner electron falls between
N^+

 (1S2JI) and N • (ls3Jl). This means that there Is no resonant state available at
the barrier crossing for the inner electron for capture to the project!: for capture
to the targec however, there is always the resonant target state, viz. He+ (Is).

Then, the KGB predicts capture to both (Is2fc)and (Is3&) states, but with reduced
probability, as given by the position of the states in the far outside wings of the
capture window; on the other hand, recapture to He (Is) - which leads to single

capture - should be enhanced. For the capture of the outer electron, the predicted
binding energy - i f taken isolated as binding energy to fixed cores (1S2JI) or (ls3O
- would match N^*""states (ls2s,3V) and (ls3*3tO states, but due to the

mismatch of the binding energy for the inner electron the total binding energy
does not point to any N^+**states but coincides with the (Is2£) series limit. If the

predictions of the KCR-modelare correct, two effects should result:

in the first place the observed cross section for autoionizing double capture should
be low and secondly two distinctly separated electron energy groups should be
observed: capture to (Is3&n'£?) has the (Is2&'fe £e) continuum available for decay,

which yields low energy electrons, whereas states (ls2*n'Ar) can only decay to
(Is e £e) under emission of comparatively high electron enensl.es. As is shown in
fig. 4.5 the experimental spectrum shows indeed such two electron groups: the
cross section is exceptionally low (about 1.5 10"1 cm , which is only about 10 %
of the KGB-limit). In fig. 4.6 we show both electron spectra on an enlarged scale,
whereby the L-MX part of the spectrum ( i. e. the decay Is3jm'£' * Is2#e ie )
which yields the low energy electrons Is shifted in energy by the excitation energy
of N^+(ls2s^s) of 419.8 eV. This is just a way to briiig both peak groups under their
common reaction window: the shift corrects for the energy difference between
the different final states. Note that both spectra have only been normalized to the
same beam intensity and same gas pressure, and have otherwise not been adjusted
for this comparison. The difference in statistics is mostly due to the limited
transmission for low energy electrons which is accounted for as described in
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chapter H. The wings of the window fit quite weH to the observed spectra; the

center stays empty, because no states are available between the (Is2ji)-limit and

Is3s2 appearing at about 438 eV shifted scale. We recognize a slight deficiency of

the reaction window at lower electron energies; this wing corresponds to higher

electron binding energies, i, e. transitions at smaller intemuclear distances than

the barrier crossinp;.

The n' distribution in the (Is2j&n'£')-^states has its center of gravity near

n'=4 and intensity decreases towards the series limit. If the double capture

proceeded in a way, that first the Is2£-state Is fixed and then the n'£' electron is

bound to the fixed core with its p"edieted capture window, one would expect a n'-

distrfbution with a center of gravity near n'=3 states. On the contrary, if full

energy exchange is possible within the limits given by the reaction window, the n -

distribution should Increase In intensity towards the Is2x.-limit. Prom the

experimental spectrum (Intensity (nf = 3V(n' > 3) Is about 1:1) we would conclude,

that some intermediate capture mechanism Is realized,which at least partly allows

for energy exchange between the captured electrons. This confirms the picture we

sketched In chapter m, viz. that the inner electron can complete only some

revolutions around the projectile core before the outer electron Is bound as well.

If we now raise the charge state of ne Incoming ion, we expect the

reaction window to move to lower binding energies, i.e. higher shells should be

populated. Pig. 4.7 shows that this Is Indeed the case for 0^+ - He : the K-LX-

spectrum (Le. the decay ls2jm'Jl' + ls^e lz) has nearly vanished and only L-MX -

transitions show up, as predicted by the reaction window. Again, the window

outlines the range and relative Intensity of realized binding energies very well, but

Is not completely filled, because there are no states available between 1S3A3£'

and lsSa^Ji1,

Ye further note, that for both systems considered the K-LX-spectrum

shows well separated peaks which are easily attributed to single term s, because
p

there Is only one final state Is . In the L-M X-spectrum, however, four different
final states Is2£' lead to overlap of th° corresponding partial spectra such that

single term peak assdgnement is actually impossible. Prom calculated

C>5+(1K. ~ jJl'Hevels one can Infer (see chapter VH.3) that ls2p^P° is the dominant

final s'jate (and i t Is for this state that the window Is plotted).

Lowering the target ionisatlon potential will lead to population of even

higher states, as Is shown - new on an ordinary energy scale again - In fig. 4.tf. The

spectrum arising from collisions of O' + with H2 depicts no longer Is3 fc 3 fc'-initial

states. The series ^ W J I 1 starts not unto. n'=4 , converging to the continuum
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Pig. 4.8 ELectron spectrum resisting from collisions of O^+ (56 keV) with He
(top) and H2 (bottom). Indicated are the Initial states O^+ states. The
dashed line shows the ECB reaction window. Vertical scales are
comparable, reaction vrindows are scaled.



limit Is3«" just below 100 eV. For states ls4jtnV the dominant decay mode is to
Is3&" (M-NX -spectrum between 10 eV and 40 eV), whereas the L-NN-spectrum
(1S4JJ4JI' + Is2£'fe A"1) Just beyond the Is3ft-Timit is wealc. Agreement of the
spectrum with the window is fair in the low energy wing; the high energy wing -
plotted as second apparent window near zero energy - is in good agreement with
the M-NX-spectrum.

So far, we considered only shap_e and posltton of the reaction window.
The height of the window is fixed by the condition, that the area under the
Gaussian curve equals the partial cross section for decay to this specific final
state. Thus, we can compare reaction windows of different systems by comparing
their relative areas. In the present work we use "scaled' windows: 'scaled'
indicates, that the relative area under the respective curves equals the ratio,
which the EGR-model predicts for the respective cross sections. Thus, for one of
the systems considered for comparison, there still is an arbitrary factor to fix the
central height of the reacHr window with respect to the experimental data. The
relative height of all other spectra, however, is fixed by the ratio of the
corresponding Fl OP limit values for the cross section.
Fig. 4.8 already showed scaled windows for the sytems 0 ' + - He and O'+ - H2. It
is on this same scale that we show in rag. 4.9 and 4.10 the L-M X-spectra resulting
from collisions of H-like ions (C5+, N6+ and 07+) with He and H2, together with
the scaled reaction windows. Generally, the agreement with the experimental
spectra is not as good as In the C"+-H2 system. The disagreement always occurs
at the side of low electron energies, L e. indicates higher binding energies or
transitions at intemuclear distances which are smaller than the barrier crossing.
The high electron energy wing, however, is in rather good agreement with the
experimental spectra. The relative height is in fair agreement, except for the
systems N -He and 0 -H2 - and it is noteworthy that both are cases where the
center is situated close to a series limit (the Is3« series limit Is Indicated In fig.
4.10 by the vertical bars). From figs. 4.9 and 4.10 we recognise, that the area
under the reactior. window is only partly filled' by the spectrum in the cases with
He as target, but quite well'filled' in the cases with H2 as target. To which extent
the reaction window is filed' by the autoionization spectrum, reflects the density
of available projectile states In the vicinity of the barrier crossing. This - in turn -
gives a first estimate, whether the cross section will be low' or Wgh' as compared
to the ECB-llmit- As an example some cross section ratios are listed In table 4.1
which should be compared with the reaction windows in figs. 4.9 and 4.10.
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Fig. 4.9 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of H-like ions
with He. Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are
scaled.
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Rig. 4.10 Same as fig. 4.9 for H2 as target.
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Rig. 4.11 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of cM (40 keV) with
Indicated are the Initial states C2+ (ls2nx,n'n().
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TablB

H2:

He

4.1

L-MX/K-LX

L-MX
K-LX
sum

L-MX
K-LX
sum

cross section

0.33
< 0.03

0.36

< 0.04**
y.

3E

in units of the predicted

N6+

0.53
< 0.01

0.54

< 0.06
0.06
0.12

0

0
<0

0

O
O

O

;R i

7+

.32
.01
.33

.21

.03
.24

K-LX cross sections for Ho a r e conservative estimates:
the very small cross section is masked by single capture signal
fron He-like metastables (see chapter V)

* denotes different capture m echarrism s treated in TV. 3
** only unresolved electron spectrum m easurable

JM.26 He-like projectiles (configuration _ls )̂

Double capture to the He-like ions C, ... Me + leads mainly to Re-like states

(ls23£n'O; only in the systems Ofi+ -H2 and Ne^+-Ho states (ls^dn'Jt1) are

populated. Por autoionization of (Is 3£n'«,') we have two final states, viz. Is 2p

and Is22s. The excited final state Is 2p will decay by photon emission with a

lifetime ranging from 3 ns for C^+ to 1.8 ns for Ne7+ (Berkner et aL 1965). Thus,

decay of a certain (Is^jtn'i') state yields in principle two electron peaks, which

are separated by the 2s-2p difference (ranging from 8 eV for C^+ to 16 eV for

Ne?+). Por states (Is23x.n'£') with n'=3 the decay to Is22s falls to an otherwise

'empty' region of the spectrum and is easily separated; for higher n'-values, peaks

belonging to different final states start to overlap and make an unambiguous

identification difficult, if not impossible. Th chapter VH.2 an identification is

derived based on comparison of the different sytems along the isoelectronic

sequence; this is the one we show in the following figures. The indicated

(ls2njin'X.')-peak group limits for each decay are taken fVom binding energy

estimates.

The spectrum in fig. 4.11 resulting from collisions of C^+ with Ho is a

typical example for the spectra discussed in the following section: not only decay

of (Is 3 An'A') is observed, but Coster-Kronig transitions ls2pn')i' + ls^2ss l as
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Rig. 4.12 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of N^+ (50 keV) with He
(top) and H2 (bottom). Indicated are the Initial states N^+

(Is n2£n'£'). Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are
scaled.
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well These states have been attributed to so-called correlated capture
(Stolterfoht et aL 19R6, 1987) which we discuss in section W.3; here we want to
focus on the position of the reaction window. Unless otherwise stated, we show in
the following figures 'scaled' windows (which implies that both spectra are shown
on comparable intensity scales) for decay to Is22p. In most cases this is found to
be the dominant final channel.

Starting with the system N^+ on He (fig. 4.12 top) we see that besides
states (ls^2pn'i) only states (ls23&nV) with n'=3, 4 and possibly n'=5 are
populated, all of them positioned In the far outsMe wing of the reaction window.
This leads. In accordance with what one woiiLd expect from the ECR-model, to a
remarkably small cross section for electron emission (0.8 10"1" cm2, roughly ?>%
of the F.CR upper bound). For N^+ on Fp_ practically the same states are
populated, whereby especially a peak at about 25 eV (which we ascribe to
transitions Is23s2 + Is22se «,e) is strongly enhanced.The position of the aoparent
window for final state Is22p has for H2 its center at 15 eV electron energy and
accordingly we see a raised cross section for emission of electrons which is
roughly 35? of the FOB limit. As we suspect contributions to the final state Is "2s
as well, we have to compare with a reaction window centered at 25 eV (the energy
difference 2s-2p is lo eV for N ^+ ) as welL Fig. 4.13 shows the spectrum with 6

both apparent windows, which were arbitrarily plotted with the same central
height. We Indicate peaks originating from the same Initial state by the same key )
letter, using capital letters for decay to Is 2s and sm all ones for decay to Is 2p.
Now it becomes evident, why the line denoted 'S ' (indicated in black) is so
strongly enhanced: the initial state Is very close to the reaction window center.
That the enhancement is seen merely for'S' and not for's', Is simply a question of
the 2s-2p branching: whether or not the observed spectra appear to follow the
predicted Gaussian shape of the window, may be entirely determined by their
different branching ratios. Thus, we have to add up the contributions of both final
channels in order to gain back the information on the reaction window for the
Initial states, which has been 'spoiled' by the different branching ratios. Fig. 4.13
shows the result (we show the sum at the position of the corresponding peak for
decay to ls^p): reasonable agreement with the reaction window is seen. The
lower intensity of peaks R, C, D may be due to the fact that these are peaks
belonging to states (1S^3A3JI') with higher U,fc')-va]nes (see the discussion below
and in chapter VIL2); the assignment of the different C3«.3K.*) configurations to the

experimental peaks is derived in chapter VTL Fortunately the system N^+ on Hg

turns out to be the only one, where the decay channel Is22s matters so strongly.
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Pig. 4.13 Actual distribution of Initial states under the reaction window for

N5+ (50 keV) on H2, see text.
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Fig. 4-l'4 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of 0^+ (56 keV) with He

(top) and H2 (bottom). Indicated are the inlMalstates 0 (lS

Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are scaled.
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Pig. 4.15 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of Ne°+ (89.6 keV) with
He (top) and H2 (bottom). Indicated are the Irtittal states Ne6+

W ' ) ' Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are

scaled.



The spectrum of 0°+ on H? and He Is shown in fig. H.l1*. For He, we have
a minor ponulation of Coster-Kronig states (see the discussion in IV.3) and states
(Is 3Jm's,') with n' up to 5. Here, only the range of the emitted electrons is
predicted correctly by the scaled window, the relative intensity of the different
grouns differs from the Gaussian shape of the window in a manner quite similar to
the spectrum of the N -He system. Again, the cross section for electron emission
is small (about 2 lO"1^ cm2, about 17 % of the EOF-limiti.
For 0 on Up w e recognize good agreement with the reaction window except for
lower electron energies where the group (Is 3A3A*) IS more strongly populated
than predicted by the window. The cross section Is remarkably large: 21 10
cm ,which amounts to about 60$ of the RGB-limit. Indeed we note, that the
reaction window is much better filled' with available initial states than in the
case of N^+ on H2.

O i

Fig. 4.15 shows the spectrum resulting from Ne (89.6 keV) on He and
H?_. The spectrum taken with He as target shows again a fairly well filled window
(cross section Is 8 10 cm , about 48 % of the ECB-value); again rather strong
disagreement with the reaction window is seen, for lower electron energies.
Good agreement is seen for the other parts of the spectrum. At stUL lower
electron energies, a small intensity resulting from decay of (ls^iun'fc1) (n'=5,6)
shows up. With H2 as target, there is a distinct shift to higher excited states, alike
the one we see for 0^+ as projectile. Only states (ls^An'fc1) with n' > 4 are left
from the L-^X group; at about 116 eV strongly populated states (Is hi^V) are
seen; these states lie energetically below the ls^^-iimit and will consequently

P ?
decay to Is 21: in the resulting two peakgroups we note strong branching to Is 2s
for the first peak, which we Identify from binding energy estimates discussed In
chapter VH as (ls24s2)1S. The higher states (ls^jmV) are above the series limitP P

Is 3X. and decay to states Is 3£, which yields the well resolved peak groups at low
electron energies. The outer principal quantum num ber of these states is seen to
extend up to n'=10, and there is remarkable agreement with the apparent window.
(Note, that this Is consistent with the other spectra: the electrons at low energies
belong here actually to the low binding energy side of the reaction window). From
the viewpoint of the ECB-model the broad range in n'-values merely reflects the
range of binding energies which Is brought about by the dynamical uncertainty at
the barrier crossing. Recently, Mann and Schulte (1987) have argued, that a broad
(n,n')-dlstribution indicates a one-step-process, whereby both electrons are not
captured subsequently, but simultaneously. As we see here, such a general
argument is not valid.
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Fig. 4.16 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of He-like ions with He.

Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are scaled.
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Fig. 4.17 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of He-Dike ions with H2.
Vertical scales are comparable, reaction windows are scaled. The
vertical scale is the one used In fig. 4.16, multiplied by 0.5
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Finally, we present in figs. 4.16 and 4.17 a synopsis of the scaled windows
of the systems we used. All spectra are plotted on a comparable vertical scale;
the vertical scale used for He is two times enlarged as compared to Hp. Note, that
in this comparison there enters only £ne_ arbitrary factor: how to scale the
reaction window to - as is done in this case - e.g. the spectrum of the Ne° -He
system. AH other scalings are fixed - without the use of an adjustable parameter -
by the simple algorithm presented in chapter HL The experimental spectra shown
are as well simply normalized and no further adjustment is made. The window is
shown for decay to Is 2p; on this scale, electrons with negative energies
correspond to bound states and Coster Kronig states. For He as target (fig. 4.161
the reaction window extends for all projectiles except Ne to the region of bound
states; for the C + -He system (which we will discuss in section IV.2g) we could
not at all detect an electron spectrum, i.e. all double capture ends up in bound
states. With H2 as target we .find - even taken into account the complications
resulting from the two final states - a gratifying agreement between the
experimental spectra and the scaled windows, especially what concerns the
relative height. The F, C B m odel predicts appreciable capture to bound states only
for C^+ and N5+. Generally, as Is illustrated in figs. 4.16, 4.17, the position of the
reaction window center with respect to the ionization limit determines the ratio
of 'bound' and 'putoionizing' double capture (if we for the moment neglect a
certain influence of the width). Due to its high iorrizatlon potentials this favours
for He "bound' double canture, which is of minor I/n portance or - for higher charge
states - even negligible for H2 as target. Fig. 4.18 shows the ratio between
capture to bound states and autoionizing states (data taken from Crandall 197? for
He, Tawara et aL I98S for Hj, for autoioruzing states taken from present work1) :
these ratios are in good agreement with what one would obtain from the relative
areas under the reaction windows for the corresponding binding energy regions.

Rigs. 4.9 - 4.17 all showed spectra taken at a collision velocity of about
0.4 a.u. . For the systems W-̂ +-H2 and 0 "-H2 we have performed measurements
at five different collision velocities in the range 0.17 < v < 0.S2 a.u. as welL Prom
the predictions of the RGB-model we expect that the reaction window becomes
narrower as v decreases. Prom the integral counts measured at the different
collision velocities we may infer that the cross section for electron emission itself
varies only weakly with v for the systems considered here. Thus we compare the
spectra with a reaction window which has a constant area. Constant area and a
width varying as v means, that the central height will vary with v: towards lower
velocities the reaction window 'shrinks' and piles up in the center, towards higher
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Pig. 4.19 v-dependence of electron spectra resulting from collisions of N^+

with Hp. Indicated are the coIHsion velocities. Reaction windows are

plotted with constant area and a width varying as v 5 .
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velocities it flattens out. Fig. 4.19 and 4.20 show our results, whereby for N^+ we
only show the summed intensity of states (Is 3£3&') of both final states in the
same manner as we did In fig. 4.13. ^ e agreement with the predicted v 5

dependence is better In the case of 0 +-H^r in the latter case, the broadening of
the window leads to a distinct enhancement of the (Is 3&3J!,') -group (low electron
energy wing) and to population of states (ls24jtnV) which decay to (ls^3Jl") ('•''-
NX decay). The peak at low energies due to this M-MM ^ and M-NO decay
Increases steadily with increasing v.

In fig. 4.20 it is worthwhile to note, that the substructure of the
(Is23&4£') group varies considerably with collision velocity: at v= 0.17 a.u. the
triangular shape of this group resembles strongly the one seen for 0 on Pe at v
= O.38 a.u.. At higher velocities, the high electron energy nart of the group is
enhanced. This we attribute to the population of states with higher angular
momentum. Prom a comparison of spectra of 0 -He and 0 -Hj taken at
different v one gets the simple rule of thumb, that similar shapes are realized, if
the product of the internuclear distance for the barrier crossing of the Inner
electron and the velocity are about the same in both collision systems. This would
mean, that the population of states with higher angular momenta scales with the
angular momentum the target electrons have as seen from the projectile core, viz.
the product (b v), b the impact parameter; this assumption is as well the starting
point in the model by Rurgdorfer et al (1986,1987), which describes the population
of different a-substates on the collision velocity in single capture reactions.
Finally, there is a second implication of the broadening of the reaction window
with v, which concerns the v-dependence of the cross section: in the case, that
there are no states available In the center of the reaction window, the broadening
with Increasing v will enhance the cross section; if only states insirie the center
are available, the cross section is expected to slightly decrease with increasing v.
A test of these qualitative predictions with the velocity dependence of single
capture cross sections reported by Dijkkamp et aL 198*5 yields good agreement.
For double capture, we see a strong dependence on v (variation of about a factor

*) Possible signal from Coster Kronig states will be inseparable from M-NN and
M-N 0 decay at energies above 40 keV and thus the Coster Kronig signal Mann and
Schulte reported for 120 keV collisions of 0 with H2 should rather be attributed
to M-NN, M-NO contributions. That most of the states (Is24a4ji') lie above the
Is23«. li-mit can be inferred from the values for C^+(HtkV) repotted byHo (1980),
using differential screening estimates as discussed in chapter VH.
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Pig. 4.20 Same as fig. 4.16 for O"+ on H2« Indicated are the Initial states CV+
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of two increase with v between 0.35 a.u. and 0.52 a. u. ) for electron emission
from collisions of 0 on He and nearly no increase for 0 on H2 (factor 1.2),
again in agreement with the qualitative predictions of the R 0 R m odeL

IV.2e Wetastable He-like projectiles fls2s%).
As already mentioned in chapter H, ion beams of He-like ions contain for a

fraction of about 5 % metastable excited iona Due to the long transit time ( - 14
pS for v=0.35 a.u.) from the F, OR source to the reaction center, we may safely
assum e that the m etastable fraction is exclusively m ade up by Is2s^s.
For excited projectiles, already the capture of one electron is sufficient to create

doub]y excited autoionizing states. Therefore, the spectra of the systems
Aq+(ls2s^.S)-He, H2 will be dominated by TA-like configurations ls?£n'JT and we

p
compare with reaction windows for single capture. Decay of Is2$,n's.' is to Is , i.e.

electrons with high energy are emitted and clearly separated from the spectra due
to impact of the corresponding groundstate ion. (We recall from chapter H that
the high electron energies will yield double peak structures.')

If.

Double capture to these He -like ions results in triply excited configurations
ls2x.n'Jt'n"s.". For n'=n"=2 we have decay to Is22s,m: this is the dominant state
populated in collisions of C with He (see IV. 2g), but practically negligible in all
other systems. For all other systems we expect from the FCB-predictions higher
excited states n,nf > 2. In that case we have two possibilities for autoionizing
decay: either a K-L X decay to states Is nA1" or a decay which leads to

n ' - 1 H ^ Li-like doubly excited states, which wDl again decay by

autoionizatLon. In the case of the two-etep autoionizatLon, the low energy |
electrons from the first step contribute to the electron spectrum which results
from collisions with the ground state ions, and the corresponding peaks will

probably be masked by the much intenser peaks of the ground state spectrum (the I
i

metastable beam fraction amounts only to some percent). The electrons from the f
i

second step of the cascade will contribute to the spectrum which is ascribed to
single capture by the metastable ion: in chapter V we show, that indeed some
weaker Is2£2£'-peaks should be attributed to this decay mode. The peaks from
direct one-step K-LX decay fall as well to the electron energy range of the single
capture spectrum; without a coincidence measurement we can not rule out this
decay completely but we can at least state that it will not contribute strongly: as
we show in chapter V the spectra of 11-like ions obtained from capture to ,
metastable He-like ions contain no other peaks than those obtained from double •
capture to H-like ions; a possible strong signal due to Be-like states, however, can j
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Fig. 4.21 Incomplete decay of long-lived quartet states insMe the reaction
center, see text.
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only show up for capture to He-like ions (as long as only two-electron targets are
used.)

The decay of the Ll-like core excited configurations Is2x.n'ji' shows two
different decay branches: the decay of the quartet system (all three spins parallel)
and the decay of the doublet system (only two electron spins parallel). The quartet
states are forbidden to autoionize, because one needs two antiparallel spins for
the final (Is2)e lz) state. For the same reason K-X-ray emission is forbidden as
well; orQy L-X ray decay , 1 e. Is2in'j!,' + isPJln'Vis allowed and is indeed found
to be a strong decay channel (see chanter V). All radiative cascades lead to the
lowest quartet states Is2s2p ^P0 and 1S2D2 V . The former state is the lowest
state of the quartet system and will - for the low 7.-va]nes considered here -
eventually autoionize which will yield a strong signal in the electron spectrum.
The latter state autoionizes only partly and will otherwise decay further by
radiative emission to Is2s2p P° (see the more detailed discussion in chapter V).
Before the discussion of the spectra one should note that the long lifetlm es Cup to
90 ns for ^P0, see Cheng et aL 1974, Dillingham et aL 1984 for V ° and Chen
1982, Livingstone and Perry 1978 for P) of both autoionizing quartet states may
lead to incom plete decay inside the reaction center. On the other hand part of the
observed intensity in the electron spectrum then stems from reactions which
occured upstream the reaction center. If the target gas density Is uniform, 'loss"
(Le. Ions which leave the reaction center before they autoionize) and "gain" (ions
produced upstream the reaction center which decay In the acceptance region of
the spectrometer) will be balanced and one measures the full decay. If however, as
is the case in the present experiment, the target gas intensity outside the reaction
is lower than insirie it, the "gain" will not balance the 'loss" and one observes a
reduced signaL This is shown in fig. 4.21 for the system C "t+(ls2s%)-H2, where we
compare spectra for 'diffuse' gasinlet (uniform gas density) and 'focused' gasinlet
(raised density Insirie the reaction center, see chapter ID. C is the only system
in which the V intensity is affected as well; for the TA-like ions N V and 0 VI the
lifetimes of the autoionizing decay of P are short enough to ensure practically
complete decay inside the reaction center. The Intensity of the P°, however, has
to be corrected in all spectra we show: by a factor of 1.8+0.1 for 0 TV, 1.7+0.1 for
N V and 1.6 +0.1 for 0 VI, for He and H2 as target and v=0.35 a.u. . These
correction factors are obtained from a comparison of spectra measured with
Wlffuse' and 'focused' gasinlet like the one In fig. 4.21. .

We now turn to the observed electron spectra: fig. 4.22 shows the spectra
resulting from collisions of O"+(ls2s^S) with He and H2» We recognize indeed a
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Pig. 4.22 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of O"+ (Is2s %) with He
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strong Intensity of the quartet peaks outside the reaction window; these
autoionization peaks are brought about by radiative cascades which start from
states originally populated inside the reaction window; they appear at lower
electron energies, because the emitted photon has already carried away part of
the excitation energy. Some doublet lines are situated outside the reaction window
as well; this intensity we attribute mainly to seconadry decay of triply excited Be-
like ions, as is discussed In chapter V.5. The other part of the spectrum, viz. state
1S2JWV with n' > 2 fits fairly well to the reaction window (here the dominant
reaction window for capture of the outer electron is shown).

VJe can differentiate - at least for n'=3 and n'=4 - states with different
ls2A-cores as indicated in fig. 4.22: ls2s3S, ls2s1S/ls2p3P° (these cores have
practically the same energy) and ls2p1P°. Then, we recognize that the canture
reaction populates not only states which have the ^S core of the primary
projectile ion, but as well - though with weaker intensity -states with ^PQ-core.
This m eans, that the capture is not strictly core-conserving, which Is found in all
systems we studied, as may be seen from fig. 4.23 and 4.24, where the states with
a ^P° core are shown by the hatched areas. .States with a 3p°-core are distinctly
enhanced, If the center of the (single capture) reaction window is positioned on
such states: the fraction of states with a ^P0 -core relative to the total intensity
of states Is2im'£ with n' > 2 amounts to 28# for N 5 + - H 2 J 18% for O6+-He and
about 10% for all other systems considered. Capture with simultaneous 2s-2p
excitation has been observed in several other systems as well (e.g. N -He:
Kimura et aL1982, Ne6+-He: Schmeissner et aL 1984, Ne7+-He: Roncin et aL
1986b) and seems to be a more general phenomenon. Roncin et aL (1986b) give a
detaHed discussion of the possible reaction paths for 2s-2p excitation which they
term transfer-excitation'.

Prom figs. 4.22-24 '' we see, that both single capture reaction windows
(for capture of the inner electron (small reaction window) and capture of the outer
electron) agree quite well with the measurements: only If the center of the
reaction window falls to states with a ^P° - core (N^+-N2 and1 O^+-He) the
corresponding states with a AS core are stronger populated than predicted by the
ECR-model. Note, that the reaction window for He Is broader than the one for H2

(due to the larger ionizatlon potentials of He); this explains readily why e.g. the

*' For the spectra shown in figs. 4.23,4.24 vertical scales are not comparable

and the reaction windows are not scaled (which is the case in fig. 4.22), because

we do not know the different metastable beam fractions for the different systems.
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states ls2p3POiU' are distinctly populated in O^+-He and practically not In 0"+-
F2» though the reaction window for H2 as target points to higher excited states.

It is tempting to compare the present partial n'-distributi0ns and
different n-substate distributions with the results for sinple capture by the
corresponding ground state ion (e.g. with results of Pijkkamp et aL 1985). This
would answer the question, whether the capture reaction cares about the core-
excited configuration of the projectile ion or whether the charge state of the
projectile is the only decisive parameter. However, the spectrum we observe from
capture to the metastable ions is severely affected by competing radiative decay:
as we show in chapter V all quartet states 1S2JW'JIT with n' > 2 decay by radiative
emission; moreover, p, d and f electrons may lead to configurations like P, D°,
2F etc. which are forbidden to autoionize and accordingly have a high
fluorescence yield (note that e.g. Is2p2 2P is missing in the electron spectrum).
Theoretical calculations predict a high fluorescence yield as well for several other
doublet states (Chen 1986, ef. the appendix of chapter VD. Thus, we have no
longer the complete set of populated levels (nV) present in our electron spectrum,
which makes comparison of Jl-substate distributions strictly prohibitive. A similar
argument applies to the angular distribution of electrons for the states 1S2JS2£'

(determined by Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL 1985c): because these states are
brought about by cascades, the information contained in such measure in ents will
generally not be related to the capture mechanism.

IV.2f The Ne-Uke projectile Ar8+

A beam of Ne-Hke Ar^+ contains ions in the groundstate (Is22s22p6 1S) and in the

meatstable states (...2p53s P° , P ° ); the latter have lifetimes of 0.36 i s
( 3P° ) and 18 ms ( 3P° ) (Bhatia et aL 1985); energies above the ArB+(...2p6)
groundstate are 251.253 eV 3p° ) and 253.478 eV ( 3P° ) (Engstrom and Berry
1986).

Again, single capture to the metastable states will yield doubly excited
states; the corresponding electron spectra were first observed in recoH-ion
experiments (Folkmann et aL 1983). Mg. 4.25 shows the total spectra resulting
from collisions of Ar°+ with H2 and He. The part which is due to decay of states
created by single capture to the roetastabLs core starts at about 100 eV with the
two lowest states (...2p53s2) P° . , P° which are clearly resolved. Table 4.2
gives the electron energies observed from decay of states (..^poJln'j!,1); i t seems
that the fine structureHsplltang of the capturing cores (about 2.2 eV) is better
preserved in the term energies of the doubly exclbed ion than is reflected by the
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Table 4.2

Observed electron energies (In eV) from autoionlzing decay of Ar"+(...2p-)3Jl.n'Jit) L
produced In single capture reactions with Ar8+(...2p53s3P2) (excitation energy
251.25 eV) and Ar8+(...2p53s 3PQ) (excitation energy 253-48 eV above Ar8+(...2p6).
The theoretical values were calculated assuming 250.3 eV excitation energy and
capture by ^P2 only. The experimental values reported by Rordenave-Montesquieu
et aL (1987) would agree with the present results if raised by 1.2 eV.

Pef. 1 Itohetall983
Ref. 2 Matsuo et aL 1983
Ref. 3 tfieoreOcalvatoesiFolkmannetal. 1983

Peak
assignment
core
1 s2 2.s: 2p* ~V"

3s3s 2 P V 2
2PW1

3s3p 2 D V 2
2 n v 23s3d

3p3d

J s 4 s 2 P v 2

2Pl/2
3s4p2nV2

2 D , / :
2S|/2

3.s4d2F7/3

2 Pi
J f > i /2

3s5s 2 P V 2
3 P I / '

3s5p2IV*2
2 " V J
"Sl/2

3s5d2F, / 2
2'75/2
2 Pi
2 P ' /J

Experi-
mental

This work Rcf. I
( + 0.15cV) ( + 0.3cV|

101.31 101.2
103.50 103.5
122.70
125.40
134-170

177.80
I7S.85
183.4S
185.52

191.72
193.77

204.9
207.9
209.5
211.6

213.7
215.8

Theoret-
ical

Rcr. 2 Rcf. 3

100.3 102.5
102.7 103.6

118.0
120.4

17K.5
178.1
1R4.1
184.4
185.7
192.8
192.7
193.5
193.2

207.6
208.3
210.7
210.8

214.7
214.8
215.0
214.7
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theoretical calculations. The ECB-model predicts capture to n'=5 for H2 and n'=4
for He. Pair agreement with the single capture reaction windows (for the outer
electron) is found (see fig.4.25), but outside the reaction window lower states are
populated as well quite strongly. We attribute this intensity to cascade processes.
Process which could feed states (...2p^3Jl3A') (and (....2^3 l^V) in the case of H2

are : autoionizing decay from triply excited Mg-like ions created by double
capture to the metastabls core and radiative cascades from higher states.
What concerns the triply excited states, we have two different decay modes: a
direct L-MX transition (Le.: ..^p^iSsiWu.'1 + ...2p63£"') and a two step cascade
like

7 t . . .Ar

Such an autoionizing cascade has been suggested by Nielsen et aL (1985): they
observed double capture to triply excited Mg-Uke states in their energy-gain
spectra of metastable Ar . The first step would release an electron with low
energy and thereby populate states (..3£3£') and for higher excited Mg-like ions
(..3140 states as well Direct single step autoionizatlon of Mg-like Ar has been
observed by Stolterfoht et aL 1985 from electron spectroscopy on fast Ar-
projectHes; however, the peaks, which Stolterfoht et aL - based on theoretical
calculations - ascribe to direct decay of triply excited states (around 110 eV and
around 130 eV) are only weak features in our spectrum.

What concerns the radiative decay of doubly excited states to autoionizing
(...3&3J!.')states we would in first instance - from the results for Li-like ions -
expect strong radiative M-X ray transitions between quartet levels. However, Ar
has already a nuclear charge of Z=l8 and LS-coupling will no longer apply. There
occurs strong mixing between doublet and quartet levels, with the result that
quartet autoionization becomes faster (doublet autoiDnizatton is slowed down) and
accordingly the fluorescence yield will become low. The spectroscopy of the
isoelectronic system Na I gives one an idea, how strong that change in decay
pattern will be: Berry et aL 1974 found only weak transitions between quartet
levels except for the states with the highest J-value which have no corresponding
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doublet state.*^ A more detailed analysis then shows, that radiative decay will
most probably be a minor contribution to states (...2p^3x.3i'); therefore, we
attribute the intensity of the states (...2p''3s.nV) outside the reaction window to
double capture processes.

The double capture by the ground state ions shows distinct differences
for He and HP: for H? as target we observe a large cross section with a well
'filled' reaction window. The windows for decay to (...2p 3p) and (..,2pD3d) refelect
the general shape of the spectrum remarkably welL For He as target, we have a
low cross section and there is only one small peak protruding from a group around
14 eV, which shows three components (13.2 eV, 13.7 eV and 14.8 eV). Thorough
comparison of both spectra shows that this peak does not coincide with a
prominent one of the spectrum taken with Hg as target. Jn the spectrum taken
with He we show only the reaction window for decay to (...2p 3s); is is the only
one which has an appreciable part above the ionization limit; the other reaction
windows have their center below the ionization limit. Information on the
populated states may be obtained from a schematic termscheme we show in fig.
4.26 . The singly excited levels for Ar^+ were taken fromRashldn and Stoner 1978,
the doubly excited level groups we show are estimates using Slater's rules (see
section IV.ld). "' The reaction window for capture from H2 predicts states
(.Ain't1) to be populated and - to a lesser extent -states (,.5l5V) as well. The
center of the capture window for the inner electron nearly coincides with Ar'+' -
states (..2p"4f, ,.2p 4d); in such cases the cross section will be fairly large (see
the examples in the previous sections IV.2). Contrary to that the capture window
center in the case of He falls between Ar^+*-states (..2p"3«) and (...2p°iU) which
generally leads to a low cross section. The reaction window center for He, then,
comes out below the lowest (..*U4V) states and points to the (..3d5«.') states which
appear just around 15 eV (from this we attribute the single peak seen in He to the

*' Note that the laser schemes which have been proposed for Na I (Holmgren
et a l 1985, Engstrom et aL 1985) apply fuUy to Ar8+; the wavelength for e.g. the
lasing transition (...2p63d) 2D ' (...2p53s3d)2D5

/2 would for Ar8+ correspond to
about 12.5 nm wavelength, i.e. 100 eV energy.

' ; For the lowest (bound) levels (...2pD3iHs.') our estimate reproduces

correctly the term energies given in Bashldn and Stoner for the configurations
with the maximum L-values of a (£,£') pair. We estimate that the level group
limits we show in fig. 4.26 are accurate within 1-2 eV.
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Table t-3
Cross sections for Ar8+(...2p6) In 10~16 cm2

measured

derived

He

Vl
°q-2

°ADC

SC

DC

26 +

10 +

0-95

25

11

8

3

±

(M)

0.25

1

«

H2

1

57

18.

38.
1H.

+

•5

•5

12 (K,

+ U. 5

T)

SC/model 0.89 0.63

DC/model 0.60 0.40

K: Kusakabe et al 1985/T: Tawara et al 19S5/M: MUller and Salzborn 1976
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latter state). Fig. 4.27 shows the spectra resulting from collisions of groundstate
Ar with He and H2 respectively on an enlarged scale; in the spectrum of the
Ar -Hj system we have tentatively plotted a small reaction window for decay to
(..2p°3s) as well just in order to demonstrate the good agreement with the
experimental spectrum. It seems that the excited Ar' states are the dominant
decay channels which would be consistent with what we found for the He-like
projectiles. Further, the spectrum shows that the predicted population of
(...5x.n'ji')states does not appear at a position above 50 eV which correponds to
decay to (..3s."); as in all other systems the decay proceeds again to the most
closely adjacent (..4£") continuum and yields electron energies around 10 eV. On
an enlarged vertical scale the inset shows a clearly visible series limit
4s<=°£ * 3s ; Its position Is precisely the value that is given in Bashldn and Stoner

197$. Prom this we conclude that our absolute energy scale is correct at least
within + 0.3 eV and the same should apply to the electron energies from decay of
(...2p^3«.nV) we listed in table 4.2. Therefore, there is good agreement with
theory and other experim ental values, contrary to what Bordenave-Montesquieu et
aL 1987 concluded from the by 1 eV lower values for (...2p^3s ) they had found in
their measurements.

•Finally, we discuss the cross sections resulting from collisions of ground
Q 1

state Ar with He and Hj. Table 4.3 summarizes the known cross sections from
literature and the results from the present measurements. Because the cross
section for the charge-changing reaction Ar + Ar' is the sum of the cross
section for autoionizing double capture and the cross section for true single
capture, we can derive the cross section for single capture and total double j .
capture (denoted SC and DC resp. in table 4.2). As one already had to expect,
given the position of the reaction window for He, there is a large cross section for
double capture to bound states. The cross section for autoionizing double capture '
is extremely low; the total double capture cross section, however, is not small at >
all; related to the upper limit the ECR-model predicts, double capture from He Is
even more 'effective' than for H2. It Is noteworthy that the single and double
capture cross sections which amount to values between 40 % and 90 % of the
respective ECB upper limit, are of comparable size; up to now, it was often
tacitly assumed that the cross section for autoionizing double capture may be
neglected as compared to the single capture cross section (see e.g. Kusakabe et aL
1986). One is than tempted to consider the cross section for the charge changing
process as single capture cross section: the present systems illustrate clearly that v
this may be a good approximation for several systems Dike Ar -He) but a very •'.
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bad one for other systems Qlke for Ar°+ on Y^i,
Turning once again to the m etastable ion configuration, we could regard

the total intensity of (..2p^3s.n')i') states outside the reaction window as double
ET at x

capture signal and the total Intensity of states (...2p-33An' V) (n" the principal
quantum number which is predicted by the RCB-mode) as single capture signal
Cross sections which result fVom an evaluation based on this assumption are within
+15/5 fully consistent with the cross sections listed in table 4.2. This would suggest
that for Ar°+ there is no difference in cross sections between ground state ions
and the lowest excited metastable ions.

IV.2f The systems C^f ls 2 ) -^ , Ct>+(ls2s3S>-He and C6 +-He

C^+onHe
For this system, Kimura and Olson (1984) have performed a molecular orbital
structure calculation which yielded two results: firstly, double capture dominates
single capture at collision velocities below 0.3 a.u., and secondly: the double
capture proceeeds nearly exclusively to the C^+ groundstate. This behaviour of
the system Is - in the quasimolecular picture - brought about by the position of the
curve crossings: no curve crossings for 0^+(ls n'Vfare available between 3 a.r.
and 10 a. u. - which ecxplains the low single capture cross section; for the double
capture channel the crossing for the lowest excited state is stm quite far outside
(at about 5.3 a.u.) and may be passed diabaticaHy already at moderate collision
velocity. The first prediction correponded to the experimental findings by
Crandall et aL 1977, the second prediction has been verified by energy gain
spectroscopy (Okuno et aL 1983, Cederquist et aL 1985). The predictions of the
ECB-model are in part quite close to the experimental and theoretical results (low
single capture cross section which should Increase with collision velocity, fairly
large double capture cross section for bound states) but the ECB model
underestimates the realized binding energies, both for single capture and double
capture.

As a consequence of double capture to bound states, no electron spectrum Is
expected. This is in agreement with our experimental results: we could not detect
an electron spectrum at collision velocities of about 0.37 a.u., i e . we observed
only some weak unresolved peak structures which did not vary with the He-
pressure and which we therefore attributed to collisions with the residual
background gas. The exclusion limit Is that the cross section must be smaller than
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1 10~17 cm2* This is In good agreement with a result of Stolterfoht et aL (1986,
19B7a) who reported a cross section of about 0.25 10"17cm2 for the same collision
velocity. Mann and Schulte (1987), however, reported very recently a spectrum of
the C^-He system measured at 0.52 a-u. collision velocity for which they
reported - In the calibration we use here - a value slightly larger than
3 10~17 cm2. In principle, the broadening of the reaction window as predicted by
the RCB model would allow for such a strong variation, though one has to keep in
mind that the ECB model failed to give an accurate description of this system.
However, the spectrum which Mann and Schulte (1987) report, resembles so
closely a spectrum resulting from collisions of C with Hp (see fig. 4.11) that one
might wonder whether a contamination of the gas cell with H2 can be fully ruled
out in their experim ent.

cn+(ls2s3S)onHe

Because the binding energies of the states (Is )ru, (Is >"UnV as referred to the
projectile core (Is ), which determine the curve crossings, do not differ much
from the binding energies (ls2x.)n'Jl', (Is2)l)n')!,'n"jt" (referred to the primary core
(ls2s^S) we expect to find for the excited projectile a quite similar situation as
for C (Is ) on He: an exceptionally weak single capture cross section and a
dominant or at least comparable double capture cross section. Indeed, the
spectrum resulting from collisions of core excited C with He (fig. 4.28) shows a
dominant group of peaks which do not fit to the well known energy positions of Li-
like 0 TV but show as well up in capture from multi-electron targets like neon. We
attribute these peaks to triply excited Be-like states (Is2d2«,'2a") which decay to
Is22p and Is22s. A tentative peak assignment based on theoretical values is given
In tfble 4A" ; One notes that the agreement between theoretical and
experimental values is only moderate; for some lines below 250 eV we cannot rule
out a mutual blending of lines due to Li-like and Be-like Ions. Thus, it would be
worthwhile to measure a resolved spectrum which is exclusively due to Be-like
states in a coincidence measurement between target Ion and electron.

Pig. 4.29 shows the spectrum with He as target together with the
reaction windows: dashed lines are used for single capture, the solid line depicts

*4h table 4.4 and fig. 4.2 8 the energies of the quartet states (Is2s3a')are
indicated as well in order to demonstrate that the observed lines do not match to
these energy positions; as discussed in detail in chapter V, the quartet states do
not autoionize and the observed lines (Is2s3£') are all due to doublet states.
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Table 4.

Key letters for the IA-33ke and Be-Hke states of carbon ions used in fig.

The theoretical energies for the autotonlzlng decay to the Indicated
final state are taken from Bruch et aL 1985 for C IV; for C III from
Safronova and Llslna 1979 (first value, Indicated In figure) and - so far
available - from Bruch et aL 1985 (second value)

Key
letter

initial state

Li-like CIV
A
B
C
D

E
F
G
G '
H
H '
1
I '

Is2s2 'S
ls2s2p4P°
|!s(2s2p)3P0JJP0

|ls(2$2p)4P0J1P8

U2p24P
ls2p2 2D
Is2p2 JS
ls2s3$lS
Js2s3s 4S
ls2s3p2P°
ls2s3p*P°
)s2s3d'D
Is2s2d 4 D

Belike Clll
a
b

c
d

e
f

Is2s22p 'P°
ls2$2p2)D
1s2s'2p JP°
JM2s2p1)1PJJP
Js2pJ J D °
)s2pJ JS0

l«2p22»'D
1s2p22s'S
ls2p"P°

final
state

• » '
Is1

I , 1

h 1

I*2

U1

n1

W
W
u1

u1

Is2

i t 1

!s ]2p
1s22p
1S22J

l»22p
Is^p
1s'2p
1s'2t
I$22p
h 22p

electron
energy (eV)

227.17
229.64
235.55
239.01
238.83
242.08
248.25
270.91
269.05
271.93
271.73
274.47
273.33

235.02/235.43
243.18/244.56
243.02/243.43
248.80
252.08/253.77
252.75
251.18/252.61
254.82
255.77
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Pig. 4.28 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of C^+(ls2s -̂ S) with Ne
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the reaction for double capture for a final state Is22p. The smaller reaction
window for single capture Is the one for capture of the Inner electron. Peak groups
which can unambiguously identified as pea'-'-s from Li-like Ions are shown by the
hatched areas. The relative intensities of the peakgroups (total spectrum =100%)
are: 15 % for single capture to Is2£ V, about 7 % for single capture to ls2x,nVwith
n'>2 and about 78 % for the peak group which is dominated by Re-like states (a
more detailed analysis (see Mack 1987) shows that the contribution of Li-like
states to the peaks which are attributed to double capture Is certainly low). The
total cross section is quite small and amounts to about 25 % of the cross section
for Ci|+(ls2s\s) on H2. If we look to the reaction window for single capture of the
outer electron, it is obvious that this is a very 'inefficient" window because Its
center Is situated directly on the gap between states 1S2I2V and Is2s3&'; with its
far outside wings it allows only for a population of states Is2s3fc' and possibly
Is2p at 248 eV electron energy. Single capture of the inner electron may
populate all Is2* 21 '-states (note that In this case the state Is2s2p 4P° is
populated directly, different from the other systems Involving metastable excited
He-like ions). The reaction window for double capture agrees what concerns its
position, its height and its shape quite well with the observed spectrum.

C6+on He:

The system C is analogous to the N -He system, as may be seen from a
comparison of the schematic termscheme we show in fig. 4.30 with the one we
showed in fig.4.4 for N on He. Tn both cases there are no states available in the
center of the reaction window, which here nearly coincides with the binding
energy of the C '(2l) state. The system can only realize states Sun's,' and 2&n'£'
far outside the center of the reaction window. For M"+ on He we showed that as a
consequence there results a low cross section; for N on He we found a cross
section of about 8 10~17 cm both for K-LX and L-MX transitions and we expect
the cross section for the present system to be about the same. With the available
C"+ current of about 0,5 nA particles in the reaction center we were not able to
detect a properly resolved spectrum for the L-MX channel, which yields low
energy electrons. R-om a comparison with the system C°+-H2 we infer an upper
limit of 7 10 ' cm for electron emission. For the K-LX channel which yields
electrons of about 350 eV energy, the spectrometer transmission (see chapterH) is
about ten times higher which made a measurement possible. Still, the
measurement had to be done at rather high target density (approximately 7 1011

cm~^ diffuse density) which means that the ion beam is contaminated with a
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fraction caused by charge changing collisions on the passage from the switching
magnet to the reaction center; a second collision Inside the reaction center then
creates autoionizing C^+(ls2s.rHV) states (states produced by successive single
capture will not autoionize owing to an interm ediate decay by photon emission).
The signal from such secondary processes is clearly visible in the spectrum we
measured (fig.4.31, top; signal from secondary processes indicated by hatched
area). Prom its intensity we calculate that the beam which enters the reaction
center contains about (7.5+2 %) G^+ ions. We measured as well the spectrum which
results from passage of C"+ through an H2-target of comparable thickness
(flg.4.31,bottom). Measured with a thin target this spectral region contains no
signal, and thus we may attribute all peaks to secondary processes: comparison of
the different secondary signals for He and H2 as target, yields reliable estimates
on beam contaminants and cross sections for the secondary products like e.g.
states 2J5n'£I produced in single capture reactions of C^+(2s).

Turning to the proper spectrum of the C -He system we see a series of
peak groups (2 An1 A1) with n' > 3, the intensity of which decreases with increasing
n\ We show two reaction windows: the solid line depicts the reaction window for
double capture, the dashed lines the one for single capture to c5+(2s) On fig. 4.31
we do not plot scaled windows). The latter ion is metastable and may be created
by radiative decay of a c5+(ru)-ion which is produced in a charge changing
collision upstream the reaction center (cf. chapter V). Its lifetime (cf. table 2.2) is
sufficiently long to reach the reaction center in an excited state. Single capture
to C^+(2s) will result for He as target in ions G^+(2l3s.'), which is Just the
dominant peak in the C°+ spectrum. Sfefll, a comparison with the H2 spectrum as
discussed above as well as an estimate based on the branching ratios of excited
C^+ states suggests that the possible single capture contribution to (2an'Jl')isless
than 10 ?S. Neglecting this contribution we then arrive at a cross section estimate
for the K-LX spectrum of (4.5+1.1) 10"17 cm2. Together with the upper limit of
the L-M X cross section of 7.5 10 ~17 cm2 this yields as upper limit for the double
capture 1.2 10 cm which is - surprisingly enough for a bare ion - one of the
lowest cross sections we have measured. The only available theoretical value for
the double capture in this system (Ohayama-Yamaguchi 1986) is about a factor of
three larger; however, this calculation overestimates the single capture cross
section by a factor of two. Quite reasonable agreement would result, if one would
assume that this is as well the case for the calculated double capture cross
section.
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Table 4.5

Theoretical terraenergies (in eV) of

states (hydrogenlike annotation)

2121' 2s2

2s2p

2s2p
2P?
2P2

2J31' 2s 3s
2s3p
2s3s
2e<?p
2s 3d
2s3d

2p3p
2p3s
2p3d

2p3p
2p3d
2p3d
2p3d
2p3s
2p3d
2p3d
2P3d

2sn'i'3s, 1S 2s4s
2s 4s

2s5s
2s5s

1 S
3pO
3p

lpO

4)1 S

3S

lpO
1<3
3po

hX
i p

3po

3s
3po
3pO
l p o
lpO
3pO
lpO
l s

3S
lS

1S

S

states CZ)+(2in'i')

energy

264.45
266.02
270.87
273.92
273-27
281.79

323.45
324.05
325.14
325.6?

325.82
326.0'
327.bo

328.61
328.94

329.08
330.20
331.53
331.97

34 3.71
344.27

352.64
352.10

above C5+(ls)

H
H
P
H
P
H

H
H
H

Vi
H

n
M ,

1

I
H f
H
H

M
M

itf
M

°5 357.34 M

2s6s XS 357.48 M

2s7s 3S 360.16 M

series limit 2s 367.54

JReferencesj^
noyie"et""al. 1972, Peacock et al. 1973,
Ho 1981, Macias and Riera 1986

A
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IV.3 Systems at variance with the ECB-model

]h collisions of the He-like ions with He and H2 one observes peaks due to the
autolonlzing decay Is22pn'z' • Is^2ss2 , the so-caTLed Coster-Kronig
transitions. Vig. ii.32 shows the electron spectrum resulting from these states for
the system M-"+-H2, for different coUisln velocities. One recognizes that the
relative Intensity of the Coster-Kronig peaks Increases with decreasing collision
velocity.
In our spectra - taken at a detection angle of 50" - we find the following fractions
of Coster-Kronig peaks (total spectrum including Coster-Kronig Intensity Is
100%): C**+ on H2: 15 £ at v=0.35 a.u., N^+ on H2: 8? at v=0.37 a.u. Increasing to
about 20% at v-0.17 a.u., 0^+ and N^+ on He: less than 10% at v=0.36 a.u.. No
Coster-Kronig signal Is seen in 0 on H2 and Ne on H2 or He; however, in the

Ne-systems a fraction of about 5-10% could be masked by the decay of
2 2

Is lUn'i ' •»• Is 3&" which Is dominant In this spectral region. The rather low
fractions of Coster-Kronig lines seen in the present measurements are in contrast
with the rather large fractions that are observed in 0"-spectroscopy (Stolterfobt
et aL 1986, 1987ab, Mann and Schulte 1987). Stolterfoht et aL observed e.g. for
the 0 -He system a fraction of 37?, at v=0.39 a.u., Mann and SchuTte reported
391 at v=0.55 a.u.. This strong angular dependence has been tentatively attributed
to a strong preference of ML=0 states (Stolterfoht et aL 1987ab). Stolterfoht et
aL (1986,1987ab) Interprete the Coster-Kronig lines as being due to what they
termed "correlated double capture". In their view, the Is 2pn'Jl'-states are
populated by a one-step two-electron transition at the crossing of the potential
curve of the entrance channel (0 -He, say) with the potential curve of the exit
channel (0 (Is 2pn'£' - He++) by a simultaneous change of two electron orbitals.
This interpretation has been criticized by Winter et aL (1987): their argument is,
that there is no need to assume a one-step transition; a two-step transition, viz.
first a single capture to, say C)5+(1S23JO, and in a second step a correlated
transition to 0 (2pn'A') would lead to the same result; such transitions with a
change in the principal quantum number of the inner electron, brought about by
electron-electron interaction, are quite com mon In other systems as well In their
reply, Stolterfoht et aL agreed to that point, but emphasized that In both reaction
paths electron-electron Interaction plays a decisive role. Mann and Schulte (1987)
have In their analysis of Coster-Kronig states stressed the aspects of a alngLe-etep
transition. In what follows, this point Is discussed In some detaJL We show In fl&
4.33 a potential curve diagram for the system N^-J^. Besides the usual potential
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curves we show as well the reaction path as assumed by the RCB-model (fat lines):
the curves represent Virtual' quasimolecuTar states (the principal quantum
number) of the separate particle states is taken as continuous number; the
crossings between these curves correspond to the barrier crossings on the way in
and on the way out; note that in the ROP model different curves are used on the
way In and on the way out, Le. all crossings are only passed once. The final state
for double capture which Is predicted by the ECB modells close to N^+(ls23s2)1S.
The curves we plot for the Rf!P model are only a formal analogy to the potential
curve model: actually, such curves are not used in the calculations of the RCB
model nor are they attributed directly to a physical reality. They are shown here
mainly to visualize the following point: the ECB model stresses the point, that an
electron Inside ibs specific barrier crossing, Le. at smaller Intemuclear distances
wHLno longer be localized at either of the cores but will have become molecular;
this enters in the calculations by the fact that the binding energy of this electron
Is taken fixed, Le. the Coulomb shift (the attractive potential the electron
experiences in the R-dependent field of the collision partner) is 'switched off' and
in the further course of the collision the electron is assumed to be a mere
spectator, tetored' in a quasimolecular orbifcaL The final state of the electron and
its final binding energy are not fixed until on the way out the barrier locks' the
electron to either of the cores; then, the Ooulomb-ehift is 'switched on' again for
the remaining way out. The potential curve model leaves the electrons fixed at
the target core up to the point, where - i f we consider one-electron capture - the
final potential curve has an avoided crossing with the entrance channel. The
potential curves which are used are derived from known final (Le. separate
particle) states, simply by adding the Coulomb interaction. In this sense they are
Veal' curves for the final state, but it might be questioned, whether the system
develops all the way out on the curve which Is finally reached. N-3 on H2 is a
system where the shortcomings of both approaches can be demonstrated:
considering first single capture, it is known from the measurements of Dijkkamp
et aL (1985) that the electron Is captured to states n'=3 and n'=U with a ratio
(n'-Wfa'"*!) which varies from 0.2 at v=0.19 a.u. up to 0.5 at v=0.55 a.u.. The
curve belonging to nt=1t has a crossing at about R=20 a.u. and n'=3 at about 5 a.u..
As the transition probability in the potential curve model decreases strongly with
increasing R the crossing for n'=4 would be regarded as ineffective; moreover, the
crossing should in a Landau-Zener approach (see chapter np become more
effective at smaller velocities. The ECB model explains readily the population of
n'=4 and the correct velocity dependence: the stronger population of n'=4 with



increasing velocity was simply due to the v-^2 broadening of the reaction window

which has Its center between states with n'=3 and n'=4 (to be correct, one should

mention that the ECP irodel in fact overestimates the n'=4 contribution). On the

other hand, concerning the Ooster-Kronig states, the potential curve model can

readily explain the population of Is22pnx. either by a crossing of the entrance

channel with the double capture curve or by two successive single capture curve

crossings. As for the KCR model, the Coster-Kronig states would - for all cases

considered here - still be Inside the reaction window; however, the capture

windows for both the inner and outer electron would predict a low probability for

capture to n'jj.' (n' » 1) and capture to 2p, respectively, because these states are

far off from the reaction window center. Consequently, the intensity of the

Coster-Krordg states should decrease with decreasing velocity, because the

reaction window shrinks; the reverse tendency Is observed In experiment.

The Increase of the Coster-Kronlg signal with decreasing velocity pleads

indeed strongly for a correlation effect: the interaction between the electrons

needs some time to develop. The picture given by Stolterfoht et aL would imply,

that the undisturbed pair of target electrons is - at the curve crossing at about 5

a.u. - transferred to the projectile core under the Influence of an electron-

electron Interaction, which remains to be specified in detalL On the contrary, the i

KCR-model would suggest changes in the target electronic configuration at ^

intemuclear distances smaller than the first barrier crossing at Ri=9.3 a.u.. A [•
i

simple modification of the ECR model, however, would already allow a correct

description. This - tentative - modification Is presented In what follows:

Imagine, that the outer electron dirt not make a transition to a

quasimolecular state In the vicinity of the firet barrier crossing on the way in.

Then, the barrier Is at smaller Intemuclear distances still made up by a target

core with charge t'"=l and a projectile core with charge q»5« The Intemuclear

distance R~ at which the Inner electron is no longer bound by the barrier is (12 the

second lonizatdon potential)

d

For q-5 and H2 as target we obtain R" = 4.3 a.u.. IF we look to the sum of the

binding energies of both electrons, this equals Just the binding energy of a Costep-

Kronig state ls22pn'A' with n1 > 10. Note that this binding energy la higher than
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the binding energy calculated by the original ECP model; this Is due to the fact
that a different barrier Is formed If the electron stays with the projectile core.
The Important point In the present confdderatlDn is that this lower binding energy
Is realized. Tf we now assume that a shake-up/shake-down process occurs, whereby
one electron increases its binding energy by an amount of DE and the other
electron decreases Its binding energy (i.e. the total binding energy Is preserved),
this leads to population of a Coster-Kronig state: the Inner electron falls below
the barrier and Is In this way 'captured' by the projectile. The outer electron will
not be captured before at large intemuclear distances (R »15 a.u. in the
considered case) the barrier locks' It up to the projectile core. One m ay wonder,
whether the strong angular anlsotropy of the Coster-Kronig emission Is related to
the fact that the second electron is captured at large Internudear distances: at
R=15 a.u. the intemuclfiar axis will be oriented nearly parallel to the beam axis.

There Is a second system which shows clear deviations from the ECB
predictions: the system C-3 -He. Fig. 4.34 shows a series of electron spectra taken
at different collision velocities. One recognizes a dominant population of U-Uke
states Is2£2jt' which changes remarkably from higher to lower velocities: the
center of gravity of the spectrum shifts from the state Is2s2p 2P° (at 238 eV) at
high velocities towards the state Is2p2 2S (at 248 eV) at low velocities. Fig. 4.35
shows this v-dependence as change in the relative fraction (total Is2£2£rintensity
equals 100 %) vs. the Inverse collision velocity; the fractions are listed in table 4.5.
It Is remarkable that nearly the full change in peak distribution occurs within a
comparatively small velocity range of 0.2 < v < 0.3 a.u. (corresponding to 5 > (1/v)
> 3 a.u.).
Besides the Is2£2£' states there are as well states ls2jm'Jt' with n1 > 3 populated,
but these states are less intense: their contribution to the total spectrum Is about
30% (the ratio of states Is2fc2*r vs. states ls2jm'X,' with n' > 3 is found to be
independent of the collision velocity). The reaction window center is situated at
about 280 eV, the position of states Is2p3£', and - as can be seen from fig. 4.34 -
does not include the dominant Is2jt2&' states. The cross section is quite high: it
am ounts to about 70 % of the E C B limit for double capture. The cross section is
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fairly constant In the velocity range considered. '
Pig. 4.36 shows a potential curve diagram of the C^+-He system.There Is a single
capture crossing to states Is3«. at about 8 a.u. Prom energy gain spectroscopy
(Okuno et aL 1983) it is known, that Is3£ is exclusively populated in single capture
reactions with a cross section of about 15 10 era , which amounts to 75% of
the FCB limit. The question then arises, why the coupling to states Is2a3&' at
about 2 a.u. is only a minor exit channel and how the system realizes states
1S2&2JI'. There is a curve crossing between the entrance channel and states
Is2.i2£r below 3 a.u., with an adjacent crossing of Is2x. states. Taken the small
internuclear distances at which these transitions have to take place, one has to
keep in mind that the simple potential curve model may not be applicable because
of short range interactions which would cause deviations from the pure Coulombic
behaviour. Distortion effects due to short range interactions play e.g. in the
system C -He a role already at an intemudear distance of 3.5 a.u. (cf. Barany et
aL 1986).

Still, we want to look whether a tentative application of the picture we
just developed would at least provide a correct estimate of the realized binding

energies. If the outer electron stays with the target core, the inner barrier
*

crossing occurs at Ro = 2.75 a.u.; we obtain a correct prediction of the binding
energy if we assume transfer to the projsctHe at FL : the binding energy of the
inner electron is then - asymptotically - nearly resonant with Is2p ^P0 and the

outer electron woiid realize a binding energy which corresponds to a position in
p

the electron spectrum of 253 eV, very close to the S state which becomes
dominant at low velocities. Thus, in order to realize the observed binding energies
we have to realize a capture at Fp at least of the inner electron. For the binding
energy of the outer electron it does not matter much whether we assume 'direct'
or 'one-step' capture (i,e. both electrons transferred to the projectile core at the
same intemuclear distance) or whether we assume that the outer electron will be

"' Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine the velocity dependence of the
cross section with the same accuracy as we did the other cross section
measurement: simultaneously with the C^+ measurements the projectile ion
spectrometer (see chapter U) was tested; the Faraday-cup downstream the
reaction center had to be removed and we had to rely for determination of the
beam current on a Faraday-cup upstream the collimator. Therefore, alL we can
say, is that the cross section is constant within 40 % in the considered velocity
range.
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captured at its barrier crossing (successive or "two-step capture").
One Is then lead to the following picture of a 'second' reaction path:
the outer electron, passing its barrier crossing, makes no transition to a
quasiinolecular orbital; it stays with the target core until the barrier becomes
lower than the binding energy of the inner electron (intemuclear distance R~ ).
Then, a transition of the inner electron to the projectile core takes place and the
outer electron will be transferred - with a certain capture probability - to the
projectile core at intemuclear distances slightly larger than R .
We have anplied this picture to two other systems which showed appreciable
deviations at the high binding energy side of the reaction window: Ne -He (fig.
4.15) and 0 -Hj (fig. 4.14). In both cases the binding energies for the peak groups
which are situated outside the reaction window are correctly predicted. The
spectra suggest, as does the spectrum of the C, -He system, that it would be
sufficient to draw a second reaction window to obtain remarkable agreement with
the experimental spectra. Such a reaction window may be calculated by an
application of the prescriptions of the Fl C B-m odel, m odified for the case that the
outer electron stays with the target, Le. calculating the width from the modified
core charges and FL , and the position of the window center by the binding
energies associated with R? . The relative height of this supposed reaction
window as compared to the 'standard' window, however, would be different for
different systems and would introduce a free parameter. Note, that such a

description implies, that the capture of the outermost electron takes place at
it

least at an intemucear distance equal to or larger than R? (and sm aller than P j),
Le. not at still smaller internuclear distances. Very recently, Hvelplund et aL
(19^7) announced an improved formulation of their capture model (Danared et aL
1987) which uses the same assumption. Thus I think it seems worthwhile to test
whether two reaction windows, i-e. the 'standard' one and the one described above,
would yield an even better agreement with the experimental electron spectra
presented in section IV.2 than the 'standard' model already showed. It would then
be interesting to check, whether the ratio of these two reaction windows (which
one would determine from a comparison with the experimental data) can be
related to a physical parameter.

In this picture, the occurence of the Coster-Kronig states, most probatGy
brought about by the shake-up/shake-down process described above, seems to be
rather accidental; the more general feature seerns to be the 'second1 reaction
path, which Is Indicated by the occurence of the Coster-Kronig states. The
population of these states, however, seems to be brought about by the accidental
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Table 1.6

eft* on He

Relative peak Intensities (in % of the total Is2fc2s.'-slfrnal)

at different collision velocities v (in a.u.)

V

0.55

0.50

0.46

0.35

0.30

0.29

0.25

0.20

0.175

0.115

Is2s2 2S

7.50

6.50

5-30

5.00

1.10

3-75

3.00

-

-

_

Is2s2p 2P°

55.1

51.1

55.0

43.2

36.0

34.1

24.9

17.7

11.6

13.7

Is2p2 2D

31-9

32-2

32.5

35.7

34.5

34.1

28.7

23-7

21.7

11.1

Is2p2

7.35

7.10

7.25

16.1

25-5

28.0

43.4

58.7

66.7

72.0

Table

1.7

C6+

N?+ (*)

07+

°7+

C5+

Cross sections In 10

bare and H-like

K-LX

< 0.5
0.19

2(6.7)
0.75

<. 0.4

< 0.1
0.32

< 1
< 0.5

Experiment

L-NX
M-NX

cm2 for double capture

ions from He

(=K)

Sun

Helium

< 0.75 < 1.25
5.33 5.52

< 0.4
0.78
3.3

15.7
14.7

9.0
17.7
12.8

2.4 (7.1)
1-5
3.7

H2

15.7
15.0

10.0
18.2
12.8

and H 2

Model (=M)

12.9
15.4

10.2
12.9
15.4

34
40

27.4
34
40

by

< 0.1
0.36

0.24 (0.70)
0.12
0.21

0.46
0.38

0.37
0.54
0.32

(*) Bordenave-Montesquieu 1985, recalibrated

(+) in brackets: full intensity Including "one-step-capture".

Value outside brackets: Is2in'i', n'>2
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energy degeneracy of their binding energy with the binding en. vgy which Is
reached at Rl . Their occurence should rather be considered as specific for the
projectile core which is created in collisions with He-like ions and should not be
related to the capture process Itself.

Finally, turning back to the system " r '"-He, we point out, that at present
we cannot give an explanation for fhe observed velocity dependence of the
electron spectra- Taken the small Lntemuclear distances at which the transitions
occur, there Is a strong need ;'or true molecular-orbital structural calculations,
suited for this range of intemuclear distances. The rather accurate data presented
here might be helpful to interprete the results of such a calculation.

IV.4 Cross sections for autoiordzing double capture

This section shows a compilation of all capture cross sections for autolonlzing
double capture which we have determined from the spectra shown in section IV.2.
Table 4.7 shows the cross sections for bare ions and H-like ions (including the
cross section for N' reported by Bordenave-MontesquLeu et aL 1985b), table 4.8

Q I

•gives the cross sectlns for He-like (groundstate) ions and Ne-Hke Ar° . In the
latter table we have included cross sections for double capture to bound states
(taken from Crandall 1977 for He as target and from Tawara et aL 1985 for H2 as
target); then, the sum of cross sections to bound states and to autoionMng states,
i e . the total double capture cross section is compared with the predictions of the
EOF modeL

The cross sections we report are measured as relative cross sections; the
accuracy of this measurement Is expected to be better than 25 %. These relative
cross sections were originally fixed to an absolute scale using the absolute value
of the electron emission cross section reported by Pordenave-Montesqleu et aL
(1985b) for L-MX autoionlzatlon seen In collisions of N with H2. These authors
measured electrons originally at a detection angle of 11.6" but performed later as
well measurements at different detection angles (Bordenave-Montesquisu et aL
1985c). The latter measurements show, that if we calibrate our spectra taken at
50" detection angle to their cross section measured at 11.6", our values could be
systematically too high as compared to the avarage over all emission angles;
however this error will for N^+ -H2 not exceed 15 %. There Is an additional check
for this possible error: given the angular distributions shown In Bordenave-
Montesquieu et aL 1985c the relative cross sections for N -He and N6+-H2 taken
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T&ble Cross sections (In 10~16 cm2) for double capture by

14.8 He-llke and Ne-like ions from He and H2

ADC : double capture to autoionizlng states

RDC : double capture to bound states

PC : total double capture

ADC

< n.
0.
2.
8

1
8
25

Experiment

BDC

2
3
1.5

DC

Helium

2.
3.
3.
8

1
8
8

Model

7.6
10.2
12.9
18

K/M

0.28
0.38
0.29
0.44

0
Ne8+

A,'8+ 0.95 10 11.0 18 0.61

C^+ 2.4 3.1
N5+ 9.2 3.1
06+ 21.2 1.0
Ne8+ 20.5

Ar8+ 18.5

H2

5
12
22
20

18

.5

.3

.2

.5

.5

21
27.
34
46.

46.

4

9

9

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

26
45
65
44

39
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at angles 10" and 50" should differ by about one half of the systematic error due
to the different n1- distribution for He and H2 of the states (ls3Jtn'«,f). A
comparison with the L—M X cross sections of Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL shows,
that our measurements reproduce their ratio M°+-He vs. N^+-H2 within 8 %.
Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL based their calibration on a measurement of the
(2p2 ^T> + 2s2p 1P°) target line cross section in He+-He collisions at 10 keV,
measured at 160" detection angle, for which normalization to known results Is
possible (Bordenave-Montesquieu 1982). They estimate the accuracy for this
absolute calibration to be about 30 %.

Parts of the present result have been published elsewhere (Mack 19871,
using the calibration described above. Meanwhile, Stolterfoht et aL reported an
absolute crass section for the L-MX spectrum resulting from collisions of 0
with He (Sfcolterfoht et aL 1987a), which amounted to about 802 of the cross
section which we had determined in the calibration of Bordenave-M ontesquteu.
Because of reasons discussed below we wanted to use the lowest calibration of the
available ones and decided to reduce all cross section values based on the
calibration of Bordenave-Montesquieu by 20 %. The resulting values are shown in
the tables.

The cross sections for autoionlzing double capture are higher than the
difference between the charge changing cross section Aq+ + A^" 1 ^" (which
contains the signal of autoionlzing states ;) and the true single capture cross

"' The fact, that the charge changing cross section Is not a single capture
cross section except for the case of atomic hydrogen as target, but contains
contributions from autoionizlng states, Is often overlooked in current literature.
Klmura and Lane (1987), e.g. have comparer! their theoretical single capture (SC)
cross sections with the experimental charge changing cross sections (q * (q-1))
from the work of Meyer et aL (1986) for collisions of bare and H-like ions with H2«
It is puzzling, that they find good agreement: e.g. for C6+ the cross section for
autoionlzing double capture (ADC) amounts to nearly 40% of the charge-changing
cross section, which means that their SC cross section should only amount to
about 60 % of the values of Meyer et a l (1986). Rven an Incorrect calibration of
the ADC cross section of, say, 50 % would still leave an appreciable difference.
One might wonder, whether Kimura and Lane have - as was e.g. done in previous
calculations (cf Kimura and Olson 1985) -for the sake of computational simplicity
excluded the ADC channel from their calculations. A first estimate then shows
that In that case their calculation should yield the sum of ADC and SC cross



Table 4.9

Compari'si.-n of capture cross sections

(in 10 cm") for single and double cajjtjure

ADC: cross section for autolonizing double capture

SC : idem for single capture

(Q-l): cross section for charge charge A q + + A^q~J'l +

values in brackets

predicted SC from the difference of AOC awd (0-1)

(ADC) (SC) (0-1)

c6+

N7+

C5+

0 7 +

C4+

N 5 +

06+

Ne8

15

18

10

18

12

2

9

21

20

.7

.0

•1 ±

.8

.4 +

•2 +

•2 +

.5

4.

0.

2.

5.

,5

6

3

3

(26)

(21)

(14)

33.2

(24)

23.6

16.9

30.7

(37)

+ 8.

± 4.

± 3-

+ 6

5

5

5

4i.2

38.7

23.5

41.1 +

37.0

24 +

22.5 +

38.6 +

57

6.<

1

4

5.6



sections as determined by optical spectroscopy (Dijkkamp et al 1985ab) would
allow. We demonstrate this in table 4.9 for four systems with H2 as target: C ,
N^+, N and 0 . The single capture cross sections are results of Dijkkamp et aL
(1985ab), the charge changing jross sections are taken from Meyer et aL 1986 and
from Tawara et aL 1985. Values listed in brackets are single capture (SO) cross
sections which we predict from the difference of the charge-changing cross

sections and the present results for autoionizing double capture (ADC). Generally,
uncertainties range for all cross sections between 20 % and 30 %; oruy in the cases

where all three cross sections have been measured they ar given explicitly. One

recognizes, that the discrepancy is largest for the projectiles N"+ and 0"+, both

cases for which we obtain well resolved spectra with good statistics which were
measured several times in the course of the present work. The discrepancies would

be rem oved, if either the ADC values would be multiplied by a factor of 0.5 or the
SC values by a factor of 0.7. If both calibrations would prove to be correct, one
had to suspect that the ADC contributions which lead to larger scattering angles
of the projectiLe ion are not fuD,y taken into account in the measurements for the

charge-changing cross section (Roncin et aL 1984 have demonstrated that this
could form a problem). Certainly, taken the extensive in situ calibrations for SC

measurements and (q * (q-l))-measurements, one should first establish a more
reliable in situ calibration procedure for ADC cross sections and examine in more
systems a possible dependence of the electron emission cross section on the
detection angle.
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decay paths in Li-l ike 1s2lnT

quartet system 1s2s3S doublet system

1s2p3pT
3P core 'P core 1s2P3d 2D°

1s2p2 2P

1s22p

5.1 Decay-sche me_of_core-exdted Li-likejLons O_s21riV)j.
o

A : autoionization to Is e A£

L , K : emission of L- and K -X-ravs, respectively

K' , A' • refers to decay whereby the spin-state is changed: forbidden

for autoionization and electric dipole radiative decay

ci : autoionization brought about by configuration interaction

ss : autoionization hronght about by magnetic interactions
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CHAPTER V

Radiative and autotonlzing decay of light core-excited Li-like ions (ls2anV)

V.I Possible decay modes for states Is2j£n£'

Core excited Li-like ions have attracted interest mostly as test systems
for atomic structure calculations, since the relative strength of autoionising and
radiative decay depends sensitively on the fine details of the atomic model which
is used (Chen et aL 1982, Trabert 1985).Our interest here is different: we observe
projsctiLe autoionization spectra from electron capture reactions in slow (0.1 a.u.
<v < 0.5 a.u.) collisions with light (7<10) multiply charged ions and we want to
know, how strongly these spectra will be affected by the competing radiative
decay. We use two-electron targets (He, Hp) and thus there are two capture
reactions which produce Li-like ions : either a two-electron capture by a H-like
ion or a one-electron capture by a core-excited, metastable He-like ion
(configuration Is2s >^S). For the resulting core-excited TA-like ion Is2jln'£' two
spin couplings are possible: quartet states (all three spins parallel) and doublet

1states (two spins antiparallel). Quartet states can not be produced in a two-

electron capture from a singlet target as He or Hp (two spins antiparaHel) unless
the collision has changed an electron spin.

The main decay mode of the ion (in what follows we consider only ions
with nuclear charge Z< 10) will be different for the two spin systems(see fig. 5-1):
most of the doublet states will autoionise to Is , except some states for which
autoionization is forbidden in LS-coupling due to conservation of parity and orbital
angular momentum, viz. ^P, 2D°, 2F, 2G° etc. For those states radiative decay
will occur, either directly to the singly excited (Is n"£") L system by K-X-ray
emission, or by L-X-ray emission to other doubly excited states, for which
autoionization is either allowed or again forbidden.' ' For all quartet states neither
Coulomb autotonization to the (Is ^SQE %Z continuum nor electric dipole
transitions to the singly excited system are allowed. Therefore, one can expect

"' We may safely assume that LS-coupling holds and that autoionization of the
indicated states due to configuration mixing is negligible: calculations in
intermediate coupling for e.g. the (Is2p2), (ls2p3p)2P states by Chen et aL (1982),
Chen (1986), show that the Auger yield brought about by mixing with other
autoionizing states will not exceed 2 % of the total decay of such states.
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Rig. 5.2 Autotortizing K-LX decay of doubly excited Ni)+(ls2x.nt«,) resulting

from collisions of N6 + (50 keV) with He.

(a) N beam with strong N^+(1S2JI) contamination

(b) N6 + beam with weak N5+(ls2£) contamination

(c) N 5 + contamination subtracted (see text)
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that Ir-X-ray emission will he a strong decay channel, cascading down to Is2s2p
P°, which is the lowest quartet state. The corresponding L-X-ray- spectra have

been extensively studied ( e.g. R2+ by Agentoft and Andersen 1985, C^+ by
Dumont et aL 1985, N1** by Baudine1>Robinet et aL1986, and 0 5 + by HIanke et aL
1985a,b ). The ^P°-state itself will decay by slow autoionizatfon, with different
transition rates for its different j-substates (Peldman et aL 1968, Levitt et aL
1971, Chen et aL 1981). Another quartet state known to autoionize is the Py2 :

here, the Auger decay is brought about by configuration Interaction with the
very fast autoionMng Is2p2 2Di^2-state (Chen et aL 1982). The K-X-ray fluores-
cence yield of P°, P amounts only to some percent for Z < 10.

In what follows we will first prove that the capture does not change the
spin of the captured electron; this we will use for an investigation of the decay of
quartet states and finally we will deal with the non-autoionizing doublet states.

V.2 Is2£n'jt' states produced by double capture:

- He. Tn a recent tAs an example we take the collision sytem N - He. In a recent
measurement (Bordenave-Montesquieu et aL 1984) the projectile autoionisation
spectrum taken at v ~ 0.4 a.u. showed strong P, P°-peaks, which seem to
indicate that the electron spin had been changed in the collision. This is contrary
to what is expected based on Wigner's spin rule. In a series of measurements taken
at different target gas pressures we could show that the quartet intensity varied
quadratically with the target gas pressure (figs 5.2a, 5.2b). Apparently, two
successive single capture events occur: the first one takes place on the passage to
the reaction center (after the last selecting magnet) and creates a metastable
N-"+-beam contamination:

N6+ (Is) + He + N5+ (lsnl) + He+ ->• N5+ (ls2s1>3S) (5.1)

Inside the reaction center a second single capture event takes place:

N5+
 (1S2S1J3S) + He + N ^ (ls2an'Jl')2>1|L + He+ (5.2)

In such successive capture events ^L-states may be populated. Th our experimental

setup it was not possible by reducing the target pressure to completely avoid the

contribution from such successive capture events. The reason is that because of
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_5_.3 Extracted N^+ contamination compared with a spectrum obtained

directly from a N5+(ls2s)3S beam. The (ls?s2p)^P0 Intensity is not

corrected for Incomplete decay Inside the reaction center (ch. IV.2).
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their long lifetime, the metastables formed by reaction (5.1) in the whole region
between reaction volume and the last deflecting magnet contribute to the signal
due to reaction (5.2) in the reaction volume. However, a comparison of ,wo
spectra (s-̂ , s2) measured at different gas pressures (pp p2) allows us to separate
the double collision contribution (d) due to (5.2) and the true capture (t); if q =

81 = h + d l

s2 = qtx + q2dx (5-3)

and hence

tx = (q\ - s2)/(q
2 - q) (5.1)

d1 = (s2 _qSl)/(q2-q) (5.5)

Fig. 5-3 shows the extracted double collision signal, in comparison with a spectrum
obtained directly by a N^+(ls2s ASVbeam (for comparison see as well the electron
spectra of the N^+-He, N^+-H2-Bystems which have been reported by Bordenave-
Montesqieu et aL 1985a). Within the accuracy of our measurements both spectra
are identical. Thus, the spectra fig. 5-2a,5.2b and the one reported by Bordenave-
Montesquieu et aL 1981 are in fact spectra obtained from a N"+-beam
contaminated with a N5+(ls2s1'3s>-fractiDn. The true spectrum (fig. 5.2c)
extracted according to (5.1) shows no longer a 4P° peak and the peak at the
energy of the Pe state is considerably reduced, the remaining intensity being due
to the 2P° state which accidentally coincides with the P-energy (Note that,
according to the calculations by Chen et aL (1982) Is2p2 ?\/2 3/2 decays for
more than 90$ and ^Py2 stDl with about 15 # to Is2s2p V° . Therefore the
absence of P° indirectly proves that the peak at 327 eV is entirely due to
[ls(2s2p)1Pl2P°.) The same we found for the systems O7"1" - He and C5+ - He.*)

"' For O'+ on He a small residual amount of P° (= 10%) is still present after
extrapolation (of. fig. 1.7). This could indicate mixing of doublet and quartet
states with high n1 and high angular momentum; on the other hand, the pressure
ratio q was less precisely determined in the case Cr + on He and the remaining
small intensity could be as well caused by an error in q.
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Since any higher quartet state would feed both the P° and ^P by radiative
cascades (Paudlnet-Pobinet et aL 1986, Rlanke et aL 1985b) we conclude from the
absence of the P° peak that these spectra are pure doublet spectra; hence, the
capture has NOT changed the spin of the captured electrons, Le. the capture Is
spin-conserving as predicted by Wlgner's spin rule. Evidence, that Wlgner*s spin
rule applies, has recently been found also in translatdonal energy spectroscopy for
the system 0 - Ne (Cederquist et aL 1985), In electron spectra resulting from
double capture by the He-like groundstate (Is Mons (see chapter VTL3 and below
fig. 5.5) as well as in IJV-epectra of N3+A?s created in collisions of M^+(is^) with
He (Cotte et aL 1985)- Therefore we suggest that doubly excited projectile ion
triplet states should be discarded from the analysis of the Ne"+(ls^) - He system
presented by CornDls et aL 1986.

V.3 ls2in'Ji' states produced by single capture

Formation of quartet states is not forbidden in single capture by He-like
(Is2s 3s)-ions (see reaction (2)): indeed, all electron spectra In the isoelectronic
sequence C. up to 0°+ show strong ^P°, ^P population, as can be seen from fig.
5.̂ 4 for H2 as target. Since these states are situated far outside the "reaction
window" as discussed in chapter IV, direct population is quite unlikely. Therefore
we assume, in accordance with the strong L-X-ray transitions seen In optical
emission spectra, that Is2s2p P°, Is2p2 T are populated exclusively by
RADIATIVE cascades from higher quartet levels. This has been supposed earlier
for the Li-like ions of nitrogen (Bordenave-Montesqieu et aL 19 85), fluorine
(Newcomb et aL 1984) and neon (Mann et al.1981, Beyer et aL 1980). If there was
a significant AOTOIONISENG probability for these higher quartet levels, then at
least some prominent quartet peaks which do not coincide in energy with ad^cent
doublet peaks should show up as additional peaks in the spectra resulting from the
metastable ion beam compared to the pure doublet spectra from the H-Hke ion
beams. In what follows we therefore compare both electron spectra ; the result of
this comparison will be that - within the limits of our energy resolution - no peaks
are found in the spectra due to the metastable Ion beam, which were not already
present in doublet spectra. For some quartet peaks this finding very directly rules
out any significant autoionising decay. For other peaks such a direct conclusion Is
not possible because of overlapping peaks. However, it should be pointed out that,
even if the energy resolution is not sufficient to resolve overlapping peaks, it is
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stfll possdhle to rule out a significant contribution from additional states just from
the absence of a change of the convoluted spectra. A case where partly unresolved
spectra show a drastic change when, according to spin selection rules, additional
states may be populated, is the spectrum due to double capture into N^+(ls2). For
V-p-targets, only L-states may be populated, while for Ar-targets also ^L-states
are allowed. Since the -L-«tates are allowed to autoionize, the additional
population of ^L-states creates additional peaks, which although not resolved
clearly lead to drastic differences of the spectra (fig.5.5). Prom the absence of
any observable unresolved Is2£n'£' L-spectra (n'>2) when formed by single capture
into Is2s ^S-metastable as compared to double capture into ls-ions, we draw the
general conclusion that higher quartet states lsrun'fc' L decay predominantly by
radiation. A more detailed and quantitative analysis of our spectra regarding a
possible contribution from L-states (n>2) to the different partly resolved peak
groups is outlined below.

V.4 Comparison of mixed quartet/doublet spectra with pure doublet spectra

•first we want to stress the point, that since the final states of the quartet
cascades are not present in the double-capture spectra produced by H-like ions
(C^+ - He, N6+ - He, 07 + - He) these spectra are definitely pure doublet spectra
and all peaks will be brought about by doublet states. Thus, we have a set of- not
always fully resolved - doublet peaks and our analysis does not have to rely on any
theoretical calculation of doublet term energies Qike e.g. Vainshtein and
Safronova 1978/1980, Chen 1986). On the other hand the presence of Is2s2p ^P0 in
the spectra produced by the -S metastable ion beams indicates that quartet states
1S21311 and higher are populated; the experimental results of X-ray spectroscopy
(Dumont et aL 1985, Baudinct-Robinet et aL 1986, Rlanke et aL 1985a) provide us
with a set of exceptionally accurate (uncertainty typically better 20 meV)
experiin ental quartet term energies up to Is2pi+jit. It is at these energy positions
that we will look for the additional quartet peaks. Let us first describe how we
determine energy positions in the doublet spectra; then we will compare the
groups Is2s3£', Is2p3£' and Is2s4;t' separately. Here we will only treat the N V-
decay in detaiL
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a) Determination of experimental doublet energies

The spectra are shown in fig.5.6 and at an enlarged energy scale in fig.5-7. All
peaks are kinematicaHy broadened; however, due to the high spectral resolution
(A E/R <. 5.10"^) of our electron spectrometer (which accepts electrons under an
angle of 50° + 2° with respect to the beam axis) a substructure is observed in the
Poppler-broadened peaks: two maxima with a sharp dip in between. The two
maxima are due to the finite divergence of the ion beam (maximum divergence

angle 10 mrad); they correspond to the cases that the velocity component of the
ion in the direction of the emitted electron is at its maximum or minimum, i e .
electron and emitting ion moving in the same or in opposite azimuthal directions,

respectively. The dip in between corresponds - see chapter 3L7 - to a Doppler-
angle of precisely 50" and it is this accurate energy position which is used for
evaluation. A fixed instrumental double-peak shape taken from well isolated peaks
(e.g. Is2p2 ^s) -JS yggd t 0 ££ p e a ^ intensities and energy positions where peaks

start to overlap. In this way we obtain the energy positions of the Is2£2£' and
Is2s3£' terms. For the Is2p3£' group (made up by 1S3a', ^P3x.' and 1P3s,') we can
recognize six maxima of obviously overlapping peaks; a fit using five different

peaks (labeled 3-4 to 3-8) was sufficient to accurately reproduce this group - »
which has a very similar structure for C IV, N V and 0 VL Therefore we assume, j
that this part of the spectrum may be described by a set of five dominant peaks; \.

each of them may contain several states and we cannot exclude masking of less f
pronounced peaks, m a similar way we use two peaks (labeled ;)-l,4-2) to describe F
the ^s^S*!«,' - part of the spectrum. Relative energy calibration is achieved using I

theoretical energy differences between theoretical Is2s2p P° - energies; for each
ion Is2s2p P° is used as a com mon reference point for the quartet and doublet
term energies (note that the doublet spectrum is obtained from the weighted j

difference of spectra which do contain the P° - peak). Details of the calibration •
procedure are given in chapter IL9 and chapter VI; there we compared our '
Is2£2jt',ls2s3£' doublet term energies with other measurements and energies
derived from X-ray spectroscopy, and from this comparison we can infer that our
energy scale is consistent with the energy scale of the quartet term energies;
hence, we can compare directly. The uncertainty of the doublet peaks is estimated
from the variation of the peak energy seen in several different measurements and
amounts typically to 100 meV.
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b) the group Is2s3«.'

The spectra obtained by the metastable ion (N^+ - He, N5+ - H2) show precisely
the same peak energies for the three peaks ls2s^S3s, Is2s%3p, ls2s^S3d as for
the pure doublet spectrum. No peaks appear at the - known - positions of the
Is2s3s .S and the Is2s3d D, which are about 2 eV below the corresponding
doublet peaks. Our fit does not allow to fit m ore than 51 of the corresponding
doublet intensity to the quartet line position, even if we shift the quartet lines by
the uncertainty of the doublet lines. Assuming an initially equal population of
doublet and quartet states we conclude that the fluorescence yield of S (1), ^n
(1) exceeds 0.95. For C IV and 0 VItoo, the nixed auartet/doublet spectrum shows
only doublet lines for these peaks and about the same estimate for the
fluorescence yield is obtained. What concerns the configuration Is2s3p, the energy
difference between quartet and doublet peak is only about 200 meV for all three
Ions, which makes a quantitative estimate of the fluorescence yield by a
comparison of relative peak intensities impossible. However, we can state that the
ls2s^S3p - peak seen in the mixed spectrum stays for all ions safely within the
experimental uncertainty of the doublet peak (+ lOOmeV) on the position of the
doublet peak. This indicates at least that the quartet peak does not autoionize
strongly, because we expect not only an Intensity comparable to the doublet peak
but strong cascade contributions from the Is2s4s3ls2s4d quartet states as well
(Raudinet-Fobinet et aL 1985); thus, the peak position should vary according to
whether n'=4 states are populated (N5+ - H2) or not (N5 + - He), which is not the
case. Note that our analysis indicates that the tentative peak assignment for the
mixed spectrum given by Bordenave-M ontesquieu et aL 1985 (which uses quartet
peaks) should be modified.

c) the group Is2p3fc'

Comparison of this group shows again, that the mixed spectrum can be described
by the doublet energies taken from the N°+ - spectrum with only slight ad-
justments in relative Intensity: the peaks labelled 3-7, 3-8 which contain mainly
states with 1P-core decrease in intensity. This holds for C IV and 0 VI as well The
question than raises, whether by a fortulHous coincidence (which had to occur for
all systems) quartet peaks fall close to doublet peaks. We have to deal with five
quartet peaks for which autoionisatlon is not forbidden: Is2p3s ^P0, Is2p3p ' 'D, ''S
and Is2p3d 4F°, ^P0. For all three ions, Is2p3s is lower than the first doublet peak



(3-4). For C IV, the other quartet states are situated within 0.4 eV around the
doublet peaks, for NV and OVIonly the Is2p3p ^S is close to 3-4 (about 0.2 eV) and
the Is2p3d ^F° close to 3-5 (again about 0.2 eV). However, the small uncertainty
of the quartet peaks, the limited uncertainty of our doublet peaks (< ISO meV) and
the fact that there is no dramatic change of the relative peak Intensities inside
the range of the quartet peaks makes it in our view highly improbable that strong
quartet peaks would replace doublet peaks. Again, our finding would be consistent
with the hypothesis that all five quartet peaks had a fluorescence .yield
approaching unity.

6) the grouo 1S2S4JI'

Here as well the doublet peaks are sufficient to reproduce the mixed
spectrum simply by adjusting relative intensities. Resides that, none of the known
quartet peaks coincides with one of our doublet pealts, and the "peak labeled 4-1 is
at higher energy than Is2s4p ^P°, which m eans that at least we can definitely rule
out Is2s4s S. Hence, we again suppose, that the peaks of the mixed spectrum
should be attributed to doublet states only.

e) higher levels

As the autoionizatfon probability for higher levels decreases roughly as
l/r? (Bely-Dubau et aL 1981) whereas the dipole transition probability does not
(Planke et aL 1985b, Laughlin and Fairley 1987), a fluorescence yield of nearly
100% for the 1S2JI3£Quartet terms would suggest a similar high fluorescence
yield for all higher quartet states.

In conclusion, we may say, that the mixed spectra contain only peaks
which are also present in the pure doublet spectrum.

A comparison of the N - He doublet spectrum with a spectrum of the
N -Ar-eystem yielded the same results: although quartet states may be populated
in case of the latter system, the peak structure of the electron spectra of the two
systems is identical for groups ls2jm'Ji' with n1 > 2, proving that Instates (n' > 2)
have a fluorescence yield close to one. 0m findings s -e consistent with a very
recent theoretical calculation (Chen 1986) of lifetimes for autoionisation and
radiative decay (the latter are found to be in excellent agreement with directly
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measured lifetimes (Blanke et aL 1985b)): for Z= 6 -• 8, the fluorescence yield of
any quartet
roughly 0.6.
any quartet state ls2x.3Jt' exceeds 0.9, except for F , where it amounts to

V.5 The Is2£2£' doublet states

As can be seen from fig. 5-5, doublet states Is2i2l' are strongly
populated in case of the N^+ - Fg-system. Since these states lie outside the
reaction window we assume that they are fed by cascades. R ADIATIVE cascades
have been observed in optical emission spectra of Li-like ions with lower Z
(Cederquist and Mannervik 1985, Agentoft and Andersen 1985). For Pe+ and B2+ a
radiative cascade

2P + (ls2p3pO)3d 2no + ( ls2p2) 2Pj

has been found (Agentoft and Andersen 1985). There are no calculations available
for the L-X-ray branching of the radiative doublet decay In C IV, N V and 0 VL A
calculation for Me VHE (Chen 1977) shows that L-X-ray branching could be
appreciable for (ls2p)3P3d 2D° and the (ls2p)3P3p 2P configurations. Cederquist
and Mannervlk (1985) have for Li I demonstrated radiative decay from these (and
higher 2D°, 2P) states, which even populates Is2s3s3d, ls2s^S3p. Therefore, we
attribute the weak K-LL-decay seen In the spectrum of N"+ on He to radiative
decay of these states. The contribution to the total spectrum is small; the

*) We think that Is2p3d UP° is the state SeHJn et aL (SeHin 1973, Pegg et aL 1973)
have seen in their delayed electron spectra of beam-foil excited 0^+: lifetime,
fluorescence yield and electron energy would fit this assignment better than the
original Is2p3p P assignment. The lifetime of 1.1 ns they report would be in
agreement with the value of 1.5 ns given by Chen (1986). The extremely long
lifetime for the i(P0-state calculated by Pairley and Laughlln (1987) is probably
not correct: such a long lifetime would have distinctly shown up in the
measurements of Sellin et aL We would like to point out that the quartet Intensity
detected in their experiment amounts only to a fraction of some percent of the
direct autotonising decay; hence, their measurement would stSl be consistent with
a fluorescence yield for all quartet states of nearly one.
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5.8 Decay schem e for triply excited Be-like ions.
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apparent signal amounts to 9 % of the total signal due to ls2jjnV (n'>2)-decay.+'.

For the spectrum of M^+ on H2, however, the signal due to Is2x,2«,' 2L
states amounts to a fraction of nearly ^0% (upper bound estimate 52%) of the
signal due to ls?.in'V (n'>2>etates, with a strong ls2s2-2S-peak not present In the
spectrum of N on Fe. Ifc seems quite improbable, that this additional intensity is
caused by radiative cascades, because the Intensity of the 3p3x. lines - compared
to the total Intensity of Is2i>n'ji'(n'>2)-]ines - Is about the same for both systems
and certainly not larger for M^+ on H -̂ Thus, there must he an additional feeding
mechanism for the considered doublet states which is only available for the He'-
like-projjctlles: AUTOIONIZING DECAY from triply excited Pe-Hke ions, which
are created by double capture to the metastable ion, i.e. the decay

Is2l3l'r\l" + Is2s,m2/ i v\jle (5.7)

The strength of this autolonizLng cascade could be determined if one measured the
high energy electron emitted in the second step In coincidence with the target ion.

Let us first consider the production of these states: according to Slater's
rule (Slater 1930, Huang 1977) we estimate-for N ^ - t h e 1S2A 3 £'n"£ "-states to
be situated 340-380 eV above Is . The reaction window for double capture from
H2 by N^+(ls2s %) indeed predicts double capture to states approximately 350 +
20 eV above Is . Pig. 5.8 shows the spectra already shown in fig. 5.6 again
together with the reactton window for single capture of the outer electron (dashed
line) and double capture (solid line); the relative areas under the curves
correspond to the relative cross sections as predicted by the RCB-modeL
Obviously, a large part of the window coincides with the position of the triply
excited states As the spin of the captured electrons Is preserved, we expect only
triplet states to be populated (cf. the case C on He in ChJV.2). For other
systems, the enhancement of the 1S2A2JI' doublet Intensity relative to the weak
doublet population seen in H-like ions corresponds to the position of the reaction
window: it 1B weak for 0 on He and N^+ on He, strong for 0^+ on Hp. This
supports our Interpretation.

Triply excited states with three electrons in n'=2 (which are e.g.
populated in collisions of C^+with He, cf. chapterIV.2) have been studied both

*' This constitutes only a lower bound, since we cannot observe radiative decay

which populated the state Is2p2 2P; assuming that 2P gets no more than the sum
o o p

of Is2p D, ^S, an upper bound estimate would be 15 % .
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Pig. 5-9 Same as fig. 5.5 with reaction windows plotted. SoUd Hne: double
capture; dashed line: single capture (outer electron). Reaction windows
and range of electron energies rfhich should result from decay of
Is2£3£ln"£"are shown for the final state ls2e £e, in order to IDustnate
that decay to 1S2A2A) is energetically possible.
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experimentally and theoretically (for a review see Bruch and Chung 1984), but
there Is little known about the decay of higher excited states. Pig. 5.9 shows
schematically the two competing decay modes: K-LX-decay to Is 3A and L-MX-
decay to Is2l2l\ IT the general rule applies that autoionJzatJon prefers slow
electrons (Fano and Cooper 1965) - which was observed in all systems studied in
chapter IV - the L-MX-decay should be the dominant decay channel. Clearly, the
decay will not only populate doublet states, but may proceed to quartet states as
welL A dominant decay to the Is2x,2«,?-states could explain, why no specific lines
due to double capture are observed in the spectra of He-like metastable ions
(except for the Is2 A2«,'2 amines seen in CZ|+on Fe).*S^

There is still another experimental evidence which supports the assump-
tion of an electron cascade from Be-like ions: we note that there are two ^p°_
peaks in the spectrum of N^+ on Hj. The one with the lower electron energy is
usually assigned as ris(2s2p)^P0?^P°i the other one - which is the only one present
in the spectrum due to N5+ on Fe - r.ls(2s2p)1P°!2P°. Let us denote the case with
the triplet coupling as P°, the case of the singlet coupling as 2P^. The abscence
of 2?° to t h e spectrum of N^+ on He (and C^+ on He too, see chapter IV.3)
demonstrate * again that the spin of the captured electrons is not changed,
whereas the presence of 2P°in the spectrum of N^+ on H2 seems to be at variance
with spin conservation: capturing to Is2s^,s an electron with an electron spin
parallel to that one of the 2s-electron would always result in a quartet state.
Bely-Dubau et aL (1981) have in their calculations shown, however, that there is
strong configuration interaction between states with a ls2p^P- and a ls2s1S-core.
Thus, states with a S-core could be populated, if by 2s-2p-excitation (see chapter
IV. 2), which is strong for N^+ on H2, states with a ^p-core are reached.

However, a possible radiative decay of states with a S-core has direct
access to the singly excited system and therefore L-X-ray cascades will be quite
improbable. Thus, one should attribute the specific occurence of ^P£ in the
spectrum of N^+ on F2 to the suspected autoionizing cascade from Be-like ions:
the configuration mixing then occured in a Be-like ion [(ls2p)3p!3nnV and the
autoionization could then populate the state P°. This interpretation is supported

' Decay to final Is 2instates, which was Invoked by Bordenave-M ontesquieu et
aL 1985 to explain some weak features just above the Is2s 3.S -tonization limit,
would involve a stDl larger electron ener-gy and is most probably of minor
importance.
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by the finding, that 2P° is distinctly weaker populated in the spectra of the

systems N^+-¥\e ana 0 -He, where - In agreement with the position of the

reaction window - the additional doublet contribution to Is2s,2&' Is weak as welL

In conclusion, the observed spectra provide strong experimental evidence for the

production of triply excited states In coHistons of He-like metastable ions with

two-electron targets and their decay via a L-M x * K-LX autoionization cascade.

V.6 Some consequences

Let us summarize the consequences from our experimental findings in

four points:

(1) Due to the contamination of the N6+~beam with N5+(ls2s)1'^S the K-LX-

cross section given by Rordenave-Montesqieu et aL lQfi'Sb are too high; we

derive a K-LX-cross section (using the calibration discussed in chapter IV. h)

o = (0.75+0.19).10~l6cm2.

The intensity of the extracted double collision signal enables us to estimate a

cross section for single capture by N^4(ls2s):'-'3s from He. We found a cross

section which is roughly equal to the one for single capture by N^+(ls ) from

He (Dijckamp et aL 1985). Using this value, we can estimate the

content of the N^+-beam supplied by our ECR-source: We obtain a value of

approximately 5$, which agrees fairly well with estimates from other work

(Defrance et aL 1985). Because of the rather long transit time of ions from

the ECR-eource to our reaction volume - i t Is considerably longer than the

(2 SKUfetime-the metastable component will be exclusively 2^S.

(2) Assignments of the ls2jm'A' - (n' > 2) -peaks in electron spectra of Li-like Ions

to quartet peaks are probably wrong: at least peaks Is2s3s and Is2s3d should

be attributed to doublet states only

(3) The population of states originally produced in the collision will in general be

drastically changed by radiative decay or quartet and doublet states;

therefore, n'-distributlQns, angular momentum substate distributions or the

angular distribution of the emitted electrons (Bordenave-Montesquieii et aL

1985c) contain - in general - only indirect Information about the capture

process.

(4) How much of the intensity of the originally populated quartet or doublet state
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will show up in an electron spectrum, depends on the branching Into li-X-ray
and K-X-ray emission. Cross sections derived from electron spectra alone,
therefore, constitute only lower bounds for the capture cross section to
doubly excited states.

(5) Lasant schemes have been proposed (Helman et aL 1983, Bruch et aLl 0 ^) ,
which use the metastabflity of the (ls2s2p)i*Po state to pump to (ls2p2)2P,
from where the lasing transition starts. (The 2P state has a fluorescence yield
of nearly 100$). In the light of our finding, that 4P° gets nearly the total
intensity of all quartet states, these schemes should be reconsidered.

V.7 Conclusion

In conclusion we have demonstrated that the spin of the captured
electron Is not changed in slow collisions of multiply charged H-like ions. Taken
the experimental evidence that this holds as well for He-like ions (groundstate
ions and m etastables") we suggest to see this as a a general feature for all collision
systems involving light multiply charged ions. By an appropriate choice of the
target, it Is therefore possible to obtain electron spectra which consist only of
doublet lines. We have used these "pure" doublet spectra to show the absence of
the quartet lines Is2s3s and Is2s3d in eases where quartet population is not
forbidden by spin conservation. Por all Is2s,n«,'- states up to 1S2S4JI' we find strong
evidence that the fluorescence yield should be close to unity. This result Is
consistent with a recent theoretical calculation of lifetimes. We suggest that the
Is2s2p P°, Is2p P are populated by radiative cascades from these higher
quartet levels. For the observed ls2s.2V doublet intensity outside the reaction
window we assume Indirect population from higher states as well viz. by radiative
cascades or by autolonlzing decay of triply excited Be-like ions.
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.Rig. 6.1 Autoionizing K-LX decay of N^+(ls2jm'Jl') produced In coUlstons of
N5+ (Is2s3s) with H2 ; collision energy 50 keV.
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r,H AFTER VI

Light cor&-excited Li-like tons (ls2inV):_
electron_spectroscopy_of the doublet term system

VL1 Introduction

During the last few years considerable efforts, both theoretically and
experimentally, were made to establish energy values and transition rates for the
Li-like doubly excited (Is2fcn'£') states. Most of the experimental work has been
confined to the quartet states, which are accessible to optical spectroscopy due to
their high fluorescence yield. Little is known about the doublet system, where the
dominant decay mode is autoionization. Electron spectroscopy on fast ion beams
has been performed with sufficient accuracy (+ 0.5 eV ) only for autoionization of
R in and C IV (RjzSdbro et aL 1979, Chung and Pruch 1983, Fruch et aL 1985); the
autoionizing decay of P VTT has been determined with insufficient resolution only
(Newcomb et aL 1984) and the measurement suffers from an error in energy
calibration (comoare Terasawa et aL 1983, Martinson et aL 1983). -Pori some
selected states which decay as well by K-X-ray emission K-X-ray wavelengths are
available either measured in laser produced plasmas (Peacock et aL 1973, Nicolosi
and Tondello 1977) or on fast beams (Bruch et aL 1984, Matthews et aL 1973). In
this chapter we report electron energies of autoionizing doublet states
ls2A2fc'and Is2s3i!.'in C IV, N V and 0 VI.

VL2 Experimental method

The autoionjzing states are produced in electron capture reactions from
the interaction of a slow (%on <; 5 keV/amu) charge selected beam of multiply
charged ions with thin gas targets (typically ana < 5*10 > with o the cross section,
n the target density, s. the interaction length). The emitted electrons are detected
by a cylindrical electrostatic mirror analyzer (CRMA) (see chapter ID which
accepts electrons under an angle of 50" + 2" with respect to the beam axis. The
spectrometer resolution is typically A Rpw H ^/F, < 5«lflr3. ip̂ Q a ctual resolution is
limited by Doppler broadening. However, due to the high spectral resolution a
substructure is observed in the Doppler- broadened peaks: there appear two
maxima with a sharp dip in between (fjg.fi.1). The two maxima are due to the
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Fig. 6.2 Spin-conserving capture allows separation of otherwise blended UnevS: K-

LX decay of f,^+(ls2jin'J!,'), produced by double capture from He (projectile C^+

62.5 keV) or by single capture from H2 (pro^ctlLe CZf+, 40keV).
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finite divergence of the ion bean (maximum divergence angle + 10 mrad); they

correspond to the cases that the velocity component of the ion in the direction of

the emitted electron is at its maximum or minimum, Le. electron and emitting; ion

moving in the same or in opposite azimuthal directions, respectively. The dip in

between corresponds to a Floppier angle of 5"" precisely, and i t is this well-

defined energy position which is used for evaluation. Where peaks started partly to

overlap, the precise peak position was determined by a fit of the peak shape

(taken from well isolated peaks) to our spectra. Note that since we work with slow

ion beams the Dopplershlft amounts only to a fraction of the emitter rest frame

energy and is therefore less a source of uncertainty than with fast beams (RjzSdbro

et aL 1979, Rruch et a l 19^5).

We calibrated our relative energy scale to the differences of the (center

of gravity) energies of the peak Is2s2p ^P° in 0 IV, N V and 0 VL The three most

recent theoretical calculations agree on these differences within + 50 meV -The

relative scale obtained in this way was then fixed to the P°-value for C IV which

has been recommended as a calibration point (Rruch et aL 1985). .Actually, our

unfixed energy scale met this value within "SO meV.

Let us briefly com ment on some special features of our method : we use

two-electron targets (Re, Hj); Li-like ions can then be produced either via double

capture by H-like ions (C- , N , 0 ), or via single capture by core-excited He-

like ions (configuration Is2s S). We have demonstrated that the spin of the

captured electrons is not changed in the collision (chapter V), which means that

double capture from the singlet targets He or H2 can only yield doublet states.

Quartet terms are populated in single capture reactions,but we have shown (see

chapter V) that the quartet states Is2s3&' do not autoionize at all, which means

we have to deal only with the Is2p2 ^P and Is2s2p ^P° quartet states. The specific

peaks due to Be-like ions - like in C on He - can be easily identified because

they appear in the spectra produced by H-Uke ions only when a multi-electron

target like neon or argon is used.

With this approach : - two-electron targets, two primary charge states,

and at least two different targets - the charge state of the emitting ion can be

unambigously identified. Moreover, spin selective capture allows separation of

peaks which would otherwise be blended, such as Is2s S and Is2s2p ^P° or

Cls(2s2p) XPl 2P° and Is2p2 ^P, as is shown in fig.6.2 for the C IV ion.

Note that this unambiguous definition of the emitting ion has not been

possible in previous investigations of the Li-like doublet term system: as examples

we show in fig. 6.3 a X-ray spectrum, taken in a laser-produced plasm a (Peacock
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Fig. 6.3 X-ray spectrum showing lines from C IV and C V, taken in a lasers-

produced plasma; for key letters see table 6.3. (Prom Peacock 1973.)

3 9 - 5 4 0 - 0 W 4 0 - 5 y 4 1 0 4*1-5 « Z 0
W a v e l e n g t h ( A )

Fig. 6.4 Electron spectrum resulting from collisions of 0+(300 keV) with

(Prom F<zfdbro et aL 1973.)

290
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et aL1973) and In fin. 6.-M an electron spectrum from measurements on a fast C+-
beam ROOkeV) passing through a CF^-target (R(zfdbro et aL 1970). X-ray
spectroscopy is hampered by blending of lines which belong to well separated
terms but which decay to different final states; In this, electron spectroscopy has
the advantage, that the final state Is the same for all core-excited doublet terms
and the lines appear separated. The method used by Rstfdbro et aL, however, has
the disadvantage, that all the lines from the different Cq+-charge states are
present in the spectrum: as a coasequence, peak assignement has to rely strongly
on calculations and blending of lines cannot be excluded.

VL3 Results

The electron energies (which correspond to term energies above the Is

He-like ground state, because the autoionisation proceeds to the ls2e s.Q contin-

uum ) are obtained from the spectra in the following way: the energy difference

between the peak considered and the Is2s2p P°-peak is added to the energy of

(see table 1), which is an averaged value from more than ten measurements.
We have corrected our energies for possible post-collision-interaction shifts,
which will occur due to the very short lifetimes of some doublet states; for this
correction we used the lifetimes as calculated by Chen 1986; for the quartet
states his lifetimes are in good agreement with experimentally determined life-
times (FOanke et aL 1985) and the lifetimes of the doublet states agree (for the
short-lived states) with a calculation by Phalla et al (1975). The resulting
correction is largest for the Is2p D state and does not exceed 100 meV; for
states Is2s3s.' it Is negligible compared to our error bars.

Error bars refer to the difference in energy between the peak considered
and the state P°. They are calculated by

e2 = 2 * (d/2)2 + s2 + c2(4) (6.1)

where e the uncertainty of the energy difference between the term energy and

the energy of Is2s2p P°

d the energy interval, which corresponds to the scanning step of the
cylinder voltage

s one standard deviation of the average of usually more than five
different measurements
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TAPLF 6.1

rm energies (In eV) of states Is2fcn'fc' above Is

Results of this work

term r, IV N V 0 VI

Is2s2p 229.639 315.93 416.08

Is2s2 2S

ris(2s2p)3P°"' 2\

ris(2s2p)1P°l 2P°

Is2p2 2D

Is2p2 2S

1S2S 3S3S 2S

ls2s3S3p2P

ls2s3S3d2D

TABLE 6.2

227.00 + 0.1

235.15 + 0.3

238.90 + 0.07

241.93 + 0.1

248.10 + 0.1

270.74 + 0.15

271.95 + 0.1

274.33 + 0.1

312.88 + 0.7

323.23 + 0.08

327.17 + 0.15

331.18 + 0.13

338.72 + 0.1

376.80 + 0.15

378.18 + 0.15

381.23 + 0.1

412.67 + 0.08

424.81 + 0.08

429.38 + 0.15

434.31 + 0.08

442.92 + 0.08

500.40 + 0.15

501.90 + 0.1

505.57 + 0.1

Term enersies (In eV) of states \s,2%xv V above Is :

Weighted average of all experimental data for C TV

Is2s2p 'V

Is2s2 2S

[ls(2s2p)3P°]

[ls(2s2p)1P°l

Is2p2 2D

Is2p2 2S

ls2s3S3s 2S

ls2s3S3p 2P

ls2s3S3d 2D

2po

2pO

experiment

calibrated to

Chung 198t

227.06 +/- 0.09

235.40 +/- 0.04

238.92 +/- 0.04

241.98 +/- 0.04

248.25 +/- 0.10

270.70 +/- 0.15

271.98 +/- 0.10

274.29 +/- 0.10

A

229.64

227.17

235.55
239.01

242.08

248.25

270.91

271.93

274.47

theory

B

229.66

226.59

235.25

238.81

241.79

248.03

k70.40

271.78

274.39

A: Chung 1985

B: Vainshtein and Safronova 1978, 1980
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c the error Inherent to the calibration of the relative energy scale (see

chapter H 9).

Our results are presented in table 6.1 and compared with other experimental and
theoretical work In figs. 6.5-6.7.

VL4 Discussion

For C IV, excellent agreement Is obtained with the energies measured by
Bruch et aL (1985); our 2P°(1) value Is certainly less precise due to the very low
Intensity It has for carbon. Prom the values of Bruch et aL (1985), Peacock et al
(1973), Nicolosiand Tondello (1977), together with our energies we have formed a
weighted average (table 6.2), which should be regarded as the best set of
experimental values available for G IV. For all systems, good agreement Is
obtained between the (absolute) energies derived from K-X-ray wavelengths and
our energy values, which means that the energy scale we use agrees with an
absolute energy scale within the common error bars. The S(l)-value in N V
derived from optical spectroscopy (Nicolosi and monde01o 1977), is given for
completeness only: the authors state that due to blending it should he less
accurate.

'Theoretical calculations with which we compare are a semiempirical
Hartree-Fock calculation with relativistic corrections by fiabriel (1Q72), a
calculation using a Z-dependent perturbation theory with relativistic effects
Included by Valnshtein and Rafronova (1978,1980), a relatlvlstic multi-
conflguratlori variatlonal m =thod developed by Chung (Chung and Bruch 1983,
Chung 1984, Bruch et aL 1985) and a very recent multiconflgurational Pirac-Fock
calculation by Chen (1986), the latter fully relativistic and Including PFP correc-
tions. The absolute values ejaculated by Chen (1986) are In disagreement with all
available experimental data. In figs. 6.5 - 6.8 his calculation is shown recalibrated
to the ^-va lues given by Chung (1984): then the states with a ^S-core agree
quite well with the experimental energies, but for all other states the differences
are large (up to 2 eV). We suggest that correlation effects have not been
accounted for properly. It has been noted previously (Chung 1984) that multicon-
figurational Dlrac Fock (MCDF) calculations cannot easily compute correlation
effects to high accuracy. Chung (1984) states, that for calculating correlation
effects a nonrelativistlc variational method would be most suited; Indeed, his
calculation for C IV is in very close agreement with the experimental spectrum \,

'̂ ee table 6.2). h
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6.5 - 6.7

energies from other work compared to our measurements.
The vertical scale gives the published values minus the present results.

Idne symbols: experimental work. Area symboils: theoretical work. Dashed line
only to f̂ uade the eye.
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N. J . P e a c o c k ec a l . : J . P h y s . B 6 ( 1 9 7 3 ) , L 2 9 8 - 3 0 4

D- L . M a t t h e w s e t a l . : P h y s . R e v . A 8 ( 1 9 8 0 ) , 1 3 9 7 - 1 4 0 2

opt.

0

Gabriel 1972 (Mon.Not.Roy.Astr.Soc. 160, 99-119)

semieinpirical Hartree-Fock

Vainshteln/Safronova 1979 (At.Nucl.Dat.Tbls 25, 311-385)

(At.Nucl.Dat.Tbls 21, 49-68 )

Z expansion

Chung 1985 (R.Bruch ec al., loc.cit.)

relacivistic multiconfiguration wariationai method

Chen 1986 (At.Nucl.Dac.Tbls. 34, 301-356)

multiconf. Dirac-Fock, QED-corr.
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TABLE 6.3

Wavelengths ( in A) of dielectronic satellite lines: this work

transition

a) - d)

e) - I)")

j) - 1)

in) - n)

o) - p )

q) - r)

s) - t)

u) - v)**>

crv*>
ill. 37

41.98

41.54

40.685 + 0.013

43.726 + 0.014

40.684

41.343

(calibration point)

N V

—

29.875
29.586

29.063

30.937
29.169

29.442

29.961

0 VI

—

22.328

22.124

21.789

23.012

22.025

21.848

22.372

l]ncertainties range between 0.005A and 0.01A; only values >0.01A are

listed.

' averaged set of all available experimental data, cf. table 6.2

' cf. the high precision measurements of the Po- P transition by

Livingston and Perry 1978, which fixes the wavelength difference of

these lines

TABLE 6.4

Annotation of dielectronic satellite lines (Oabriel 1972|

annotation

a) - d)

e) - i)

j) - 1)

m) - n)

o) - p)

q) - P)

s) - t)

u) - v)

w)

x) - y )

z)

lower state

Li-like

Is22p 2P°

Is22p 2P°

Is22p 2P°

Is22p 2P°

Is22p 2P°

Is22s 2S

Is22s 2S

Is22s 2S

He-like

Is2 IS

Is2 lS

is2 1S

higher state

states

Is2p2 2P

Is2p2 4P

Is2p2 2D

Is2p2 2S
2 2

[ls(2s2p)1P°l2P°
[ls(2s2p)3pO]2po

Is2s2p 4P°

states

Is2p l?°
Is2p 3po

Is2s 3S
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The 7,-expanston method used hy Valnshteln and Safronova (1978) yielded
values nearly as close to experiment (except for the Is2s S state, which Is off by
about 0.5 eV in all systems). This was quite surprising, because the authors state
that the values given by Gabriel (1972) should be superior for low Z-values, which
Is obviously not the case. Actually, the values of Gabriel compare quite badly with
experiment.

So far, we have no explanation for the difference between theory and
experiment seen for the Is2s3d ^D-state in N V and 0 VL Plendlng by a quartet
state (Is2s3d ^D) can be excluded.

VL5 Dlelectronlc satellite lines

The lines due to K-X-ray emission from the doublet states Is2£2x,' are
known as "dielsctronlc satellite lines". Relative intensities of these lines and
relative intensities as compared to the so-called "diagrammatic Unes" due to
emission from He-Uke ions are widely used In plasma diagnostics (see Gabriel
1972, Gabriel and PhUUps 1979, Suckewer 1981, KSUne et aL 1982, 1983,
Rartiromo 1987) to determine electron temperature and electron density. An
evaluation of such relative Intensities has mostly to rely on knovm wavelengths,
because - especially for low 71-values - the peaks In question will partly overlap
with diagrammatic lines and usually constitute a weak signal superimposed on a
strong background (cf. e. g. fig. 6.3, or the solar flare spectrum of silicon In fig. 4
of Gabriel 1972). ]h what follows, we compare wavelengths of dielectronic
satellite lines derived from our measurement of electron energies with
calculations and the wavelengths measured by Nicolosi and TondeHo 1977. We
have converted the electron energies to wavelengths, using center of gravity
energies for the final states (taken from Bashldn and Stonerl978) and a conversion
factor A|-.-,= 1.23985 »10 /EreV-i The resulting wavelengths are listed in table
6.3 where we use the usual annotation introduced by Gabriel (1972); table 6.4 gives
an identification of the key letters.

Pigs. 6.8 - 6.10 show the different results In comparison; the Unewidth
with which experimentally determined lines are plotted, corresponds to their
experimental uncertainty. Note that the present results from electron
spectroscopy yield a\A = 1/3000 ... 1/5000, which Is about the state-of the-art-
resoluttonin X-ray spectroscopy (cf. e.g. Kallne 1983). As all calculations - except
the one of Chung (1985) - originally report wavelengths, none of the theoretical
values has been recalibrated. We include for 0 VI the results of Rely-Pubau et aL
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SS. 6.8-6.10 Wavelengths of dielectronic satellite lines

1s2pz

Dielectronic satellite lines

1s2p*

1s(2s2p)

(VVP° (3PVP°

1s2s2p

V
Chen (1986)

m-nl |q-r s-flla-d

1. I . . .11 . i

j - 1 e - i l

1s2sz

2S

Vainshfein / Saf ronove
(1978)

Chung (1985)

u-v lo-p
weighted average experiment I

. . I
40-5 41 41-5 42

Wavelength

42 5 43 43-5 44A

Dielectronic satellite lines NY
1s2p2 1s2p2

1s(2s2p)
2S 2P 2D

1s2s2p

V

1s2s2

Chen (1986)

i :

i
m-n

,a-d
Iq-r s-t j-l e-il

Vainshtein/Safronova
(1978)

Nicolosi/Tondello i
(1977) j

THIS WORK
o-P

29 295 30
Wavelength

305 31 A
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They use a ^omas-Fermi model potential (including the dominant

relativistic Interactions) and have corrected their results by the usual double-

difference-m ethod (Le. they correct for the difference between calculated and

experimental wavelengths of the diagrammatic Hnes, which yields for 0 VI a

correction of about 0.5 A).

The comparison may be sum marized as follows:
P P

(1) good agreement between all theoretical values Is seen for the states 0, P

and [ l s ^ p ) 1 ? 0 12P° (denoted 2P°) ; 2P° and 2D are In good agreement with

experimental values, in CIV 2P as welL A slight shift of about 0.03 A to higher

wavelengths in the measurements of Nicolosiand TondeHo (1977) would bring

the 2P-peak in N V and 0 VIin agreement as well (and all their other values

In better agreement with our experimental values).

(2) Again, the values of Vainshtein and Safronova (1978/1980) and Chung (1985)

are in a;ood agreement with the experim ental results, as already discussed in

section VIA

(3) The deviations of the other theoretical results from the experimental values

have generally the same systematics for all systems. Remarkable are the

large deviations which occur for both 2S - states. I t is well known, that these

states show strong configuration interaction (Chen et aL 1984); however, the

calculated value for the repulsion between the two states (which is caused by

the interaction) seems to be too high. What concerns the quartet states, we

note that the wavelength difference between lines emitted from P° and

from Pis fixed by the highly accurate experim ental transition wavelengths

4pO_4p obtained by Livingston and Berry (1978). The present resiflts from

electron spectroscopy agree within their error bars with the results of

Livingston and Berry, whereas the theoretical results of Chen(1986) and Bely-

Dubau et aL (19 81) do not.

In conclusion, we derive from our electron energies a set of accurate

wavelengths for the dielectronic satellite lines. The comparison with caleulatioris

shows that correlation effects play an important role for the range of Z

considered and will clearly dominate all relativistic corrections to the binding

energy. Therefore, what concerns the binding energies, the most accurate results

will be achieved if - in a nonrelativistic calculation - configuration interaction is

included as far as possible and relativistic corrections are handled by a

perturbative approach.
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Dielectronic satellite lines
1s2p2 1s2s2p 1s.2p2 1s2s2p

2 p 0

1s2s
2,-

Chen (1986)

Bely-Dubau et al. C1981)

Vainshtein /Safronova (1978)

Nicolosi/Tondello (1977)

m-nl |s- t q-rl a-d e-il lu-v
I I THIS WORK

i i i i i t _

lo-p

Jl
21.8 220 222 22-4 226

Wavelength
22-8 23-0 A

P5g. 6.10
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A ppendix chapter VI

As has been stated already in chapter V, the electron spectra In the
energy range that corresponds to decay of (ls?p)^P3a?, (1S2S)1S3JI' and (ls2p11P3«,'
states show nearly Identical peak structures for 0 TV, N V and 0 VL The peaks are
only partly resolved; five peaks were sufficient to fit this part of the spectrum
(cf. chapter V.3). Equally, two peaks were sufficient to fit the unresolved
Qs2s3S)4£ group.

In table 6.5 we ]ist the energy values of these peaks, together with a
tentative peak assignment; the latter is for C TM in agreement with the assignment
given by Peacock et aL (1973) for (3P)2P°, (3P)2D and (3S)4p. (3P)2D In C IV
agrees well with a calculation by Bhatia (1978). For all systems, (1P)2P° would
agree with the experimental results by Nicolosi and TondeHo (1977), and all values
with a P-core with the calculation of Chen (1986). Surprisingly enough, the values
of Vainshtein and Safronova (1980) deviate by 1-2 eV and would suggest a different
assignment.

Certainly, we cannot exclude masking of less intense peaks. The
fluorescence yields calculated by Chen (1986), however, would support our finding,
that there are only a few autoionfcing peaks, for the Is2p 1»^P and Is2s 1S core.
Table 6.6 shows a list of the calculated fluorescence yields (for the sake of brevity
we list a statistical average over the ,}-substates). Obvioiisly, strong configuration
mixing occurs with states, for which autoiordzation is forbidden in LS-counTing.

; Just before this thesis went to print, Prof.Dr. Safronova sent me the results of
her most recent calculation, which agree much better with our tentative peak
assignment. The values are listed in brackets in table 6.5. The new calculation
includes a Lamb-shift correction.
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TABLE 6.5

Ling positions ( in eV above Is ) beyond Is2s3d D

[ 1 » theoretical values by Safronova (1987)

tentative assignenent

C IV N V 0 VI

core state

3Do
P

lpO

3 S

3s

3p

3d

3 s

3p

3p

3p

4 P

4d

2pO

2n

V
2po

2D

2Fo

2S

2 po

2 D . 4 f 2F°

277.55 + 0 .

[277.381

25

278.80 + 0 .1

[278.711

279.80 + 0.

[279.74]

281.2 + 0.

[281.41]

282.35 + 0 .

[282.53]

284.3 + 0 .

[284.141

285.35 + 0.

[284.73]

25

25

1

25

1

385.4 + 0.2

[3«4.88l

386.6 ± 0 . 1

[386.76]

387.75 + O.I

[387.99]

389.76 + 0.2

[390.06]

391.53 + 0.1

[391.65]

397.28 + O.I

[397.04]

398.13 + 0.1

[397.88]

510.45 + 0.2

[509.81]

512.02 + 0.2

[512.27]

513.0 + 0.25

[513.69]

515.35 + 0.2

( 5 i 6 . I 4 J

518.25 + 0.2

[518.18]

528.6 + 0.2

[528.681

530.0 + 0.2

[529.79]
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TABLE 6.6

Fluorescence .yield for Is2fc3a.' ?L states (Chen 1986)

Values statistically averaged over fine structure components

* is used for > 0.99

- i s used for 4 0.01

State 0IV N V 0 VI

1S core 2n
2p
2S

0.97

0.06

0.01

0.96

0.15

0.015

0.96

0.32

0.02

3P core 2 P° -

2D - - 0.025
2 P
2s
2po

2Do

2pO

core 2p0

2n
2P
2S

2po

2Do

2po

*

0.18

0.91
y.

0.52

0.16

0.03

0.04

0.12
I t

0.70

0.29

0.92
*

0.72

0.23

0.05

0.08

0.17
y.

0.85

0.41

0.93
i t

0.85

0.32

0.08

0.14

0.25
i

0.93
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chapter VH

JfT̂LM autoiorrization in few-electron systems

This chapter deals with the LM M-autoionization, i. e. the decay
(3*3*0 ->• 2a" and [corel3il3£' * [core]2£"

of few-electron ions created in slow collisions of multiply charged ions with He
and H2. We treat He-llke configurations (section VH.1), Re-like configurations (Le.
[corel=[ls2la section VIL2) and Li-like configurations (Le. [coreWlsl, section
VH3). In section VH.1 experimental electron energies of Ci|+(3*3JlO decay are
compared with theoretical values. In section VTL2 and section VXL3 we derive term
energy estimates for the Be-and Li-like configurations with outer electrons
(3£3£f) and use them to interprete the experlmental spectra.

We recall from chapter I, that these autoionlzlng states will lead to
resonances In the cross section for Inner-shell excitation by electron impact. Such
resonances have - in the case of H-Uke and He-like targets (i.e. autolonlzlng He-
like and Li-Hike ion) - been shown to make considerable contributions to the cross
section; this may enhance the excitation rate coefficients used in plasma models
by a significant factor (Hayes and Seaton 1978, Pradhan et aL 1981). (For the
systems considered here, the counter-balancing effect of dielectronic
recombination (Presnyakov and Umov 1975) wil be small, because all ions
autoionize strongly, see e.g. the results of Datz et aL 1987.)

VIL1 Doubly excited He-like systems: the system C^Ql^ft')

Doubly excited two-electron systems have received considerable attention in the
recent past. A correct description of these states requires a drastic departure
from the independent particle approximation. Various theoretical approaches, how
to treat the collective motion of the electron cloud, have been proposed and
extensively discussed in literature. Lin and coworkers have used a so-called

hyperspherical approach, which treats the correlated motion of the electrons In
2 2 1

the two coordinates R=(r, + r ? ) ? (the "hypershere'radius) and a^arctanft^/r^),
with v, the electron coordinates (Lin 1984; for a review see Lin 1986). They assign
angular correlation quantum numbers K and T and a radial correlation quantum
number A to the doubly excited states (Lin 1984, Lin 1987); the different doubly
excited states are in the scheme of the new quantum numbers then ordered in
super-multiplets which show the same structure as the rotation bending-vibration
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spectrum of a linear three-atomic molecule XY2- Such an ordering had already

earlier been proposed by Ferrick and Kellman (1975). Ezra and Berry (1983a,b) and

Krause et aL (1987) have extensively studied this analogy between the modes of

motion of a (near rigid) rotator and the collective modes of electron motion in a

doubly excited two-electron system. Recently, this "floppy-molecule"-model was

as well applied to the motion of the two outermost electrons in alkaline earth

atoms (Krause and Berry 1985) and alkali negative ions (Krause and Rerry 1986).

lachello and Rau (1981) have in a group-theoretical approach streased the aspects

of two electrons as a tightly correlated pair, which - for doubly excited states

with a core - splits off the remaining states and gets an own collective mode of

motion; they pointed out the analogy between such a paired state and Cooper-

pairs in an electron gas.

However, there Is Interest In the doubly excited states from practical points

of view as well: in the excitation of multiply charged ions by electrons, the

autoionlzing states show up as resonances in the scattering cross section. Vor

example, autoionlzing He-like states (3K.3JI') are resonances in the scattering of

electrons and H-like ions and may significantly contribute to the cross section for

1S-2A excitation (Hayes and Seaton 1978). Accurate rate coefficients for the

excitation of positive ions by electron impact, on the other hand, are required for

the interpretation and diagnostics of high temperature plasmas, especially for the

determination of radiative losses in tokamak plasmas which are brought about by

impurity Ions (Pradhan et aL 1981).

Electron spectroscopy of doubly excited states created in capture reactions

may here contribute valuable information, because not only energies - Le. the

positions of the resonances - can be measured, but the lifetimes of the doubly

excited states - i.e. the widths of the resonances - as well, if one performs

measurements at different collision velocities. The information on the lifetime is

obtained from the post-collision-lnteraction (PCI) effect: because the

autoionization takes place in the field of the target ion, the emitted electrons are

slowed down; as the electron is emitted by the fast moving projectile ion, the time

at which the autoionization occurs corresponds to a certain distance to the target

ion and accordingly to a certain shift in energy. There results an electron peak,

which has its maximum shifted by an amount of AE towards lower electron

energies than the nominal energy; A E is given (in a.u.) by (qT the charge of the

target ion, i the lifetime, v the collision velocity, v and i In a.u.)

AE = -j^~ (7.D
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The peak width Is Increased: i t amounts (In a.u.) to the natural peak width of the

considered state multiplied by a factor of 1.07/v (Morgenstern et aL 1977,1980).

Thus, by varying the collision velocity, one can determine both lifetimes and

energies in electron spectroscopy.

Numerous calculations on energies and lifetimes of doubly excited states

have been reported, mostly done for He. For higher Z-values, calculations of

states were done only for some selected states, and i t was not until
5+recently that a complete set of all (3&3&1) states became available, viz. for M

(3 A3*') states (Oza 1987, Ho 1987).

Three methods of approximation are currently used in calculations, which

may be characterized by their computational' Ansatz' (Ho 19831:

- 1 - the doubly excited state is treated as a resonance in electron scattering

- 2 - the doubly excited state is regarded as a quasibound state inside the

scattering continuum

- 3 - the doubly excited state is related to the complex eigenvalue of the

Hamfltonian.

lh (-1-), the details of the resonance can he analyzed in terms of the Breit-Wigner

formula, once the scattering wave functions in the vicinity of the resonance are

obtained (usually a close-coupling approach is used, see e.g. Oza 1986). Small

resonance widths, Le. autoionizing states with long lifetimes are more difficult to

detect; the reverse is the case in electron spectroscopy: states with long lifetimes

yield sharp, narrow peaks

To (-2-) belong all calculations based on the Peshbach-formalism: by the use of

suited projection operators, the Hubert space is divided into a closed channel

(projector 0) and into an open channel (projsctor P). The resonance position is

then approximated by an eigenvalue (QHO) of the closed part of the HamDtonian

H; the resonance width is the result of the interaction of the open and closed

channels of the wave function, and is related to the off-diagonal matrix element

P H 0. A variant of the Peshbach-m ethod is the so-called truncated diagonalisation

method: there, the basis set is constructed from a (truncated) set of hydrogenlike

wavefunctions (for a description of this method see LApsky and Coneely 1976,

1978).

To (-3-) belongs the complex-coordinate-rotatJon method (Ho 1981, 1983), which,

after a complex rotation of the electron coordinates (r •»• r e i Q for 0 > 0 and real),

directly searches for the complex eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian; the real part of

this eigenvalue is the resonance position, the imaginary part is half the
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10

13C6+ (60keV) on H

IB 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34

EMITTER FRflME ENERGY(EV)

Fig. 7.1 L-M M-decay of C W, produced In collisions of C6+ with H2. The
vertical Unes Indicate electron energies which are calculated from
theoretical binding energies and lifetimes.
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autoionizing width. An advantage of this method Is, that It uses only bound
wavefunctions; calculations as listed under (-1-) and (-2-) Imply the use of
continuum wavefunctions In different degrees of sophistication (cf. Bachau 1984).
Mostly, the resonance positions derived by the complex coordinate method are
considered to be the most precise ones; here as well, states with long lifetimes
(> 5000 a.u.) are difficult to detect.

In what follows, we compare with calculations by Oza 1987 (close-coupling
scattering calulation, as -1-), Idpsky et aL 1977 and Bachau 1984 (truncated
dlagonaHsation method, as -2-) and Ho 1979, 19R0 (as -3-). Because for the system
2 which we have measured, no complete set of term-values (3*3)1') is available,
we have for some states extrapolated the values of the energy position K,
assuming a functional dependence of E on the nuclear charge Z of the form

E = (Z-a)2 (7.2).

(a is a constant, specific for a certain state.) The values of a were determined
from a fit to the theoretical E-valnes of N5+ (Oza 1987, Ho 1987), Be 2 + and B3+

(Idpsky et aL 1977). For states which have to be extrapolated we use the Efetimes
as given for N^+, because one notes from literature (Ho 1979, Bachau 1984,

Table 7.1

notation doubly excited states (3*3*')

symbolic hydrogenllke
i 19&4notation of

3(2,0)+

3(2,0)+

3(1,1)+

3(1,D+

3(0,2)+

3(0,0)+

3(1,1)+

3(2,0)+

3(0,0)+

3(2,0)"

3(-2,0)+

Lin 19i

h

lpO

lDo

ID
ls
lpo

2D
lpO

is

i4

3s2

3P2

3S3P

3p3d

3s3d

3P2

3p3d

3d2

3d2

3p3d

3d2

annotation

1S(1)
1D(1)

lpO(l)

lDo

XD(2)
1S(2)

lpo

V,
D(3)

lpO

1S(3)

short form
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TABLE 7.2

COMPARISON OF ELECTRON ENERGIES FOR

AE = E(3*3a') - E(2p) in eV

x = lifetime In a.u.
ecalc = e l e c t r o n energy (AE) including PCI-shlft (v=0.43 a.u.)
eexp = experimental electron energy in eV

State reference AE T ecalc eexp (±°-09)

lp

lp.

D

v
la

(1) R
H

(2) B
H

(3) H

°(D B
H

3(2) B
H

(1) B x

H/0'

(2) B
H/0

(3) 0< „
H/0'

H/0

H/0*

Bachau 1984
Ho 1979

21.46
21.43

25.63
25.52

32.89

23.44
23.40

30.25
30.03

22.49

25.43

28.65
28.88

27.32
27.32

27.15
27.08

164
211

47
52

3700

64
71

232
256

113
(155)

81
(85.5)

233
286

76
80

50
40

21.08
21.13

24.25
24.31

32.87

22.46
22.51

29.98
29.78

21.93
(22.10)

24.65
(24.70)

28.38
28.66

26.49
26.53

25.89
25.50

H^O : extrapolated
0" : extrapolated

21.35

(blended)

(calibration point)

22.75

29.55

22.45

24.90

28.65

26.40

26.05

from Ho 1987
from Oza 1987
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Ho 1980) that the lifetimes of the other states depend only weakly on the nuclear

charge Z.
Table 7.1 gives the different notations for the (3A3A') states. *) Pig. 7.1

shows the group O&3JI') from a measurement of ^C on Hg which we presented
already In chapter 17.2. Theoretical peak positions Including PCI-shifts are shown
as vertical lines; the positions shown are the results calculated by Ho or the values
extrapolated from his work on N^+ (Ho 1987). Note, that due to spin conservation
only singlet states are observed. Table 7.2 compares our experimental electron

energies with electron energies derived from the theoretical binding energies,
whereby we assume decay to (2p) (the energy difference (2sM2p)is about 50 meV;
(2p) 3s known to be the dominant final channel for the first two states of 1S, 1P°
and 1-D, see Bachau 1984). We Include the PCtehlft for our collision velocity of

0.43 a.u. for decay in a field of a doubly charged ion.* "' States for which we had
to use an extrapolation are marked by an asterisk. VJe have fixed our* energy scale

to the theoretical electron energy for the long-lived state ^S(3) reported by Ho
(1979). In fact, this value was met by our "normal" calibration (cf. chapter H.9)
within 100 meV. Fig. 7-2 gives a graphical representation of the listing of table
7.2., In terms of binding energies. Taken the large PCI-ehifts, the agreement

between the theoretical results and the experimental electron energies may be
considered as quite good. Typically, differences are about or less than two times

the estimated experimental uncertainty of 90 meV, if we compare with the values
of Ho (1979), except for D(l), where it amounts to about four times the
experimental uncertainty. Note that the electron energy values are very sensitive

to small changes in the short lifetimes: e.g., the difference of about 5 % for the

The hydrogen-like assignment is taken from Ezra and Berry 1983b; we
checked whether the partial widths given by Bachau 1984 for decay to (2s) and (2p)
support that assignment; contrary to Kzra and Berry (1983b) we decided to assign
1D(2) as (3s3d), because a major fraction of the decay proceeds to (2s), and 1D(1)
as (3p^), because It shows only weak decay to (2s).

" ' In our case, the target charge Is made up by two protons, which are
situated at least at a distance of 10 a. u. from the projsctfLe (this is about the
distance of the outer barrier crossing). For the short decay times considered here,
the distance of the two protons will stDl be the equilibrium distance they had In
the H2-molecule, Le. roughly 1.5 a.u*, which means that we may consider them in
good approximation as one doubly charged atomic ion.
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C4+(3l3l') ; v = 0.43a.u.
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Fig. 7.2 Comparison of theoretical binding energies and binding energies derived
from experimental electron energies. To the theoretical energies the PCI-shift is
added (second column); the resulting values were indicated in fig. 7.1
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two different theoretical Hfetim es of the well, resolved state 1D(2), 81 a. u. and
85.5 suu., yields a difference in peak energy which is about 60 5! of our
experimental uncertainty. The predicted long lifetimes (1D°, 1S(3)) show cleanly
up as small linewidths of these peaks, whereas e.g. the D(2) peak Is distinctly
broadened. The present comparison would - for the values which are not
extrapolated - favour the theoretical results of Ho (1979) Note, that the
experimental energies suggest, that the short lifetimes we use for P° and ^O are
Indeed justified.

Prom fig. 7.1 we note, that the Intensity of the peaks 1D(3), 1P°(2) and 1S(3)
is distinctly lower than the intensity of the other peaks. This is, as we will see,
found as well for the analogous states Is2(3 «,3X.') 1R(3), 1P°(2) and 1S(3) in Be-Hke
Ions produced by double capture. In the molecular model description, these are
states in higher bending vibration states, whereby no or - in the case of P° only
HtHe - angular momentum results along the figure axis from the bending
vibrations (Ezra and Berry 1933b). These states seem difficult to realize in a
double capture reaction. However, we have to note, that the shape (or: the
correlatton structure) reflects the interplay between interelectronic repulsion, the
kinetic energy of the electrons and their orbital angular momentum (cf. Krause
and Berry 1986). Because for a higher nuclear charge Z the kinetic energy o^ the
electrons Is raised, the correlation structure may vary with Z. Thus, we may not a
priori attribute correlation patterns, which are usually described for Z=2, to peaks
In our C, (31.311.') spectrum. Ezra and Berry (1983a) have shown for some states
(2JI2A') that Indeed significant changes in the mode of the collective motion occur
with Increasing Z, either towards an independent-particle coupling or towards a
different collective mode. They showed as well, that the changes in correlation
structure do nearly not change the (Z-scaled) spacings of term energies.

The state 1S(3) is clearly present In our spectrum. Oza (1987) reported, that
he could not detect a resonance in his close-coupling calculation for this state in
N-*+. This state has an extraordinarily long lifetime. Ezra and Berry (1983a) have
studied the analogous peak (2p2) 1 s for Z-valnes between 2 and 10; they found a
significant change In the mode of collective motion with increasing Z. For higher
Z-values, tne electron density Is pILed up at the same side of the nucleus, whereby
both electrons have about the same distance to the nucleus ("one electron on top
of the other"). They ascribed a high intereLectronic repulsion energy to these
states and termed them 'antt-Wannler'-states, because the two electrons are not
at opposite sides of the nucleus and the lifetim e of such states are expected to be
long. The latter Is probably due to the fact, that the realized correlation structure
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He Li + Be2 +

4.4

FIG. 8. Conditional probability densitiesp(r1,0,!|r2=a) for the "2p!" 'S'slate. Nuclear charge Z=2 (He), 3 (Li+), 4
(Be2+), and 10 (Ne8+). Radial coordinates have been scaled to facilitate comparison of wave-function shapes; r2 has its
most probable value in each case.

Pig. 7.2a Taken from Ezra and Rerry (1983a). r denotes the radial coordinate of

the 'outer' electron, Q the interelectronlc angle with respect to the nucleus.

(termed 'anttwtor1 structure in Ezra and Berry 1983a1 allows spatial overlap
onlyfor a fraction of the orbiting tlm e, when the electrons are very close to the
nucleus; there, the kinetic energies of both electrons are large and change quite
rapidly, which is an unfavourable situation for momentum transfer.

In the description of IacheHo and Rau (1981) such states are the most 'paired'
states which, - due to their high interelectronlc repulsion energy - have the lowest
binding energy within their (nAnJl') group. Clearly the 1S(3) state considered here
is of such a type, and again for the most highly excited •'•S state in (HlHV) a
significantly higher lifetime is calculated (Ho 1980). Inspection of the lifetime of
such antl-Wannier states as function of the nuclear charge Z (values given in Ho
1979, Ho 1980, Bachau 198*0 shows that the lifetime grows with increasing Z; this
increase is slowed down if Z approaches Z=10, and the change in lifetime
correlates nicely with the change in shape which is shown in Ezra and Berry
(1983a) for the (2p2) *S state. IWs suggests, that the change in lifetlm e reflects
the change in correlation structure. A comparison of the lifetimes for different
states at Z=2 (compflated In Shearer-lzumi 1977) and Z=5-10 (Ho 1979, 1980;
Bachau 1974) shows, that the variatton with Z Is not strong, but not at all uniform
for different states. This would correspond to the variation in correlation pattern
with Z, which is different for different states.
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It seems worthwhile to determine experimentally for some selected states
accurate lifetimes for different Z-values. This Is likely to be the more crucial test
to theory than an agreement In energy values: after all, the change In correlation
structure - which we associate with a variation in lifetim e - for a certain state
occurs, because the ratio of Interelfictronic repulsion energy and kinetic electron
energy changes. Hence, a measurement of lifetimes as function of Z would provide
direct information on the interelfictronic repulsion. For the short lifetimes
considered here, electron spectroscopy of doubly excited states created in double
capture reactions should allow to determine lifetimes quite accurately. Such
experiments should be performed either by 0"-spectroscopy or with very slow ions
in order to minimize the peak-broadening which results from the Doppler-effect.

VTL2 Pe-Uke states

Fig. 7.3 shows the L-M l« spectra, i e. the decay ls23^3Jlt * Is22i" of the Be-like
ions C HE, N IV, 0 V and Ne VH in an isoelectronic plot. We have used this
isoelfictronic comparison, to determine the positions of the dominant lines for

p
decay to the final state Is 2s. In short, these peaks can be recognized by the
following procedure: as we see from fig. 7.3, the structures of the spectra which
belong to cores with different charge q are very similar, i.e, we recognize peaks
which correspond to each other. We connect the energy position in spectra of
different q for corresponding peaks by straight lines. Inside one group Gan'i') with
fixed n', then, the gradient of these straight lines varies smoothly and in one
direction, if the corresponding peaks belong to the same final state; an abrupt
change in the gradient Indicates either, that the corresponding peak belongs to a
different final state or that a new n'-series is started. It may be noted, that above
n'=5 the peak-assignment becomes difficult, because different (initial and final)
states start to overlap. However, in the Isoelectronic comparison we can use the
positions of the clearly resolved Ne VH spectrum as starting point: for Ne VH, the

Q 1

system of MeOT on H2 provides us with a spectrum, where the Intensity of

Is 3 Jin'Jl' groups Is Increasing towards higher n'-values, and thus a com parison with

the Ne^+ spectrum allows us to separate the ls'^fc'U1 + ls^2s contribution from

1S23A5«. • Is22p (see fig. 7.H). Once again, we note on this enlarged energy scale

the well resolved ls2iU4&' •> ls22*"tranStfclons in the spectrum of Ne^+on H2.
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Be~like(1s23lnT)-^(1s22l")

- .13 -.12 -.11 -.10 - .09
RED. BIND. ENERGY (fl .U.)

- . 0 7

Fig. 7.3 Isoelectronlc plot of the spectra due to L-MX-decay of Re-like ions
(ls^Sin'A1), resulting from double capture to He-like tons. Targets Indicated
In brackets. Reduced binding energy = [electron energy minus binding energy
of the final state with respect to the Is2-core"l divided by fq-0.45)2; q the
charge of the ls^ core.
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Pig. 7.5 shows the group ls23fl3Jt'on the same isolectronie scale as In fig.
7.3. For each system, we see clearly 6 different peak groups for the decay to
Is22p, denoted s, a, b, c, d and e, and up to 5 different corresponding groups for
decay to Is22s, denoted by the capitals S, A, P, C and T). Note that the position of
the latter peaks are unambigously defined by the Is 2s- lsc2p energy difference,
which Is taken as statistical average over the P$ ,„ , ,? -etates; for two systems
the peak "s" Is not clearly visible : for 0 HI the approximate value derived from
isoelectronic comparison was in agreement with a measurement of Stolterfoht et
aL (1987); for Ne VH we have to rely on Jsoelectronlc comparison alone.

KVI 6016

Ne6+(1s2ntn'l')—Ne7+ds22l")

80 90 100 110 1Z0 130

EMITTER FRHME ENERGY[EV)
HO

Fig. 7.4 Enlarged detail of the Ne VTI spectrum, showing L-NN and L-MX
Q 1

decay, resulting from collisions of Ne° with He and H2. Using "differential
screening estimates" for the L-N N peaks asslgnm ent of the Initial states Is as
follow: T = Is24s2 !«, U = V « 1D, W D,
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7.5 Same as fig. 7.3, showing L-W M group orfly. StnalL key letters: decay

to (ls^2p), capital key letters: decay to
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We want to assign to these peak groups sjngle configurations; the
configurations in the present case are the analogous ones to those we treated
already in the 02t+ case (table 7.1): we have a (ls2)1S core with the configurations
listed in table 7.1 built upon it. Because there are nearly no calculations available
we looked for an approach to estimate the binding energies of these configurations
(3#3#') to the Is core (In the following, we mean by 'binding energy' the binding
energy of the two outer electrons to the core or to the nucleus). A widely used
approach is the 'quantum-defect' representation of two electrons (nl),(nl') in a field
of a core with charge q: the inner electron Is taken as a hydrogen-Hke state with
inner principal quantum number n; the outer electron Is represented by a
hydrogen-like state in the field of charge (q-1) with an effective quantum number
n*; n'-n» is the quantum defect, which accounts for effects of correlation and
Incomplete shielding. Thus, the total binding energy is

E= - — V - -k=ii (7.3)
2 n 2 (n %)

An approach like the one of Slater (1930) uses a screened core charge and integer
principal quantum numbers, Le. the binding energy K is described by

p y n
r, — — x "" p \l'^l

2 n 2 n
with 1-dependent effective screening constants c.^ ^n i ' depends o n (hi) of the
inner electron). Read (1977) considers the case of two outer electrons withe the
same principal quantum number; he suggests a formulae, In which one screening
constant t, js used for the mutual screening of the electrons; the fact, taht -
dependent on their orbital angular momentum, they may or may not penetrate the
core, is taken into account by different quantum defects Sni^i, 1- e. :

2 2
F, = _ (q - c) _ (q - c)
"~2(n-&rf ' 2 ( n - 6 n l , ) 2

(7.5)

Read (1977) considered In detail several configurations with outer electrons
(nzns,1) and various cores and found, that such a parametrfzation yielded good
agreement with spectroscopical values. We present here a different approach,
which stresses the point of the correlation between the two electrons: We use
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mAPLE7.3

BINDING ENERGY (in eV) OF OUTER ELECTRONS IN (1S23JH3A')

VALUES FROM "PIFFERENTIAL SCREENING ESTIMATE"

ion C III N IV 0 V Ne VII

state

ls^s'- 1sfi)

Is23s3p 1P°(1)
Is23p2 lT)(l)

Is23p3d V

1 s .id Cr

ls^d^ XD(3)
Is23p3d 1P°(2)

Is23d2 XS(3)

As

Ap

- 47.04

- 44.55
- 43.89

- 42.34
- 41.97
- 41.69

- 40.17
- 39.62

- 38.62
- 38.67

- 36.03

1.9

0.65

- 74.00

- 70.81
- 69.9R

- 67.98
- 67.48
- 67.08

- 65.02
- 64.45

- 63.00
- 63.03

- 59.60

2.55

0.85

- 107.00

- 103.12
- 102.20

- 99.73
- 99.04
- 98.53

- 96.26
- 95.40

- 93.54
- 93.31

- 98.57

3.0

1.1

- 193

- 187
- 184

- 181
- 180,
- 180

- 175.
- 174.

- 172.
- 172.

- 167.

5.

1.

.20

.04

.94

.20

.62

.09

,20
,90

54
.19

05

1
A

7

-f-
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known binding energies of doubly excited He-llke states (partly extrapolated as
described in section VH.1) from the work of Upsky et aL 1977, Pachau 1984 and
Ho 1979 (for consistency, we keep to the values of Ho for all states he has directly
calculated). To these energy values, only small «.- dependent corrections are added

The prescription for our procedure is as follows:

- use for the binding energies of Fe-like states resulting from double capture to
the ion Aq+(ls2) the binding energies of doubly excited He-like states for an Ion
with nuclear charge Z = q

- assign - formally - to all He-like doubly excited states hydrogen-like
configurations as given in table 7.1
- for each s-electron contained in the configuration, raise the binding energy by

an amount of AS

- for each p-electron contained in the configuration, raise the binding energy by
an amount of A p.

The resultant binding energy Is taken as binding energy of the Is23s.3£'-state to
the (Is2)-core.l- e. the binding energy Is given by

E Us23*3*') = - E (3A3*')z=q + A * l n n e r + A i o u t e r ,
(7.6)

The calculation of A s and A p is as follows:
we note, that following the prescription, the difference in binding energy

between (ls23s2)1S and (3s2)1S amounts to 2 A s.
we Identify the lowest peak of the (Is 3A3H1 group In the Be-like spectra as
(Is 3s ) S. Note, that this peak appears twice: one line due to decay to Is 2p
(key letter s) and a second one due to decay to (Is 2s) (key letter S). Roth
peaks are separated by the known (Is 2p-ls22s) energy difference.

- from the energy position of the peaks s,S we calculate an binding energy for
(Is 3s ) S ; then the difference between this binding energy and the one for
(3s ) of the corresponding He-like Ion equals two times As.

- Apistakenas Ap=0.35 As; this choice is motivated by a comparison of known

With these prescriptions, As turned out to vary roughly as q1'^ (q the charge of
the core).

The physics behind these corrections is, that for the s- and p- electrons the
core does not shield the nuclear charge fully, whereas for d electrons the shielding
should be nearly complete. Thus, configurations, which "contain" s and p-electrons
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TABLE 7.4

PEAK GROTIPS OF Be-LIKE STATES C l s 2 3 U O :

BINDING ENERGY (IN EV) AS DERIVED FROM ELECTRON ENERGIES

autoionizine ion: C2+ N3+ 0 4 + Ne 6 +

collision velocity (a.u.) 0.37 0.3R 0.5'. 0.43

key letter
s

a 1
a 2

b 1
b 2

c

d

e

uncertainty: + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.15 + 0.15

TABLE 7.5

ASSIGNMENT OF PEAK GROUPS TO STATF.S CIs23&3&''

key letter states contained
of peak group in peak group

-47 .

-44.

- 4 2 .
- 4 1 .

-40 .

-39 .

(_

3

4

0
8

4

1

)

-74.4

-71.4 +0.5
-70.75 "

-67.7
-67.25

-65.45

-63.95

( - )

-107

-103
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- 99
- 98

- 95
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( _

.5

.8

.ft

.25
.75

.9

.25

-193.6 +0.3

-185.6

-180.6
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-273.6
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win be more strongly bound, the effect being distinctly stronger for s-electrons.
We have tested this "differential screening estimate" (DSR), as one could call it,
with known states (ls22l.2V), (Is2*2i) and 2s.2i\ Prom this comparison we can
estimate, that the difference between the PSF-binding energies and the true ones
should be less than 2.5 eV. At first sight, the assignment of hydrogenlike
configurations to the correlated (3£3£') states appears to be a step backwards.
However, we use this hydrogerOike assignment merely to derive the value of a
small correction (it amounts to less than than 5%) to the total binding energy ,
which describes correctly the repulsion of the outer electrons.

In what follows we compare the DSK binding energies with binding energies
which we derived from the electron energies of the peaks s, a, b ... etc. However,
such a comparison has to take Into account the PCT-shift brought about by the -
possibly quite short-lifetimes. Velocity dependent measurements for the systems
N5+ on H2 and 06+ on H2 Indeed showed non-negligible PCI-ehlfts. For M5+ on Ho
e.g., we derived for the N3+(ls23s2 1S) state (peaks s,S) a lifetime of 280+70 a.u.,
which Is quite close to the value of Ci*+(3s2 1S) (see table 7.2). Therefore, we have
assumed, that the lifetimes we used for C (i.e. the ones listed in fig. 7.2) would
be a good first guess for a calculation of the POI-shifts. Admittedly, it is no more
than that: but our main interest here Is the successive ordering and grouping of
states. It seems plausible, that the lifetimes in Is23&3£' are not shorter than the
ones for (3%3£') : the most probable influence of the core Is a better spatial
separation of the electrons due to the differential screening. Thus, our choice
would describe an upper limit for the expected PCI-shlfts, and this makes it useful
for the present comparison.

Figs. 7.6 - 7.9 show in a graphical representation the estimated binding
energies, the binding energies with the PCI-ehift (for the indicated velocity)
added, and the binding energies which are derived from the observed electron
energies of the different peak groups, denoted by their key letters (see fig. 7-5).
Let us first mention that we allowed for one exception to the "rules of the game":
the state D(2) Is calculated using AS/2 Instead of AS. Otherwise this peak would
have been identified with 'bl', the first strong peak In group "b*. However, the
corresponding decay to Is22s (Bl) Is missing, and this suggests strongly to Identify
•bl' with D°, for which state decay to Is22s Is Indeed forbidden. The DSB-values
are listed in table 7.3, table 7.4 gives the binding energies which we derive from
the positions of the experim ental peaks.
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Overlooking figs. 7-6 - 7.9 one recognizes a clear correspondence between
the observed peak groups and the calculated states, which is sum marized in table
7.5. Moreover, correspondences and deviations between peak energies and DSE-
energtes are systematic, i-e. they occur in all spectra in the same manner. Taken
our simple and straightforward procedure, the agreement is quite nice; however,
this cannot be more than a preliminary judgement as long as the lifetimes are not
known. There have no calculations been published for the Be-like states with
which we could compare. From ComUle et aL (19H6) we can take one value, viz.
for the state 1D° In Me^+. This state has such a long lifetime in the He-Uke
(3£3£')-conf3guration, that we may neglect its PCI-shlft here. The binding energy
one calculates from ComUle et aL (1986) is (-180.84 eV), our DSR-value is
(-181.20 eV) and the peak 'bl1 yields (-lR0.fi24p.15 eV). This agreement wlHn +
300m eV is quite gratifying. If Indeed our DSE-^nergies would be correct within
+0.5 eV, one could state, that the lifetimes for 1G, 1F° and 1S(?) are too short
whereas the lifetimes of the other states are - by and large - correct.

We conclude the treatment of the Be-like states with some supplementary
information on the spectra of N IV and 0 V, sum marlzed in three points:

- 1 - For N IV we note an extraordinary high branching ratio for the decay of
(Is23s2) *S to (Is22s): the ratio (decay to (Is22s)) versus (decay to (Is22p)) Is about
(95:5), whereas for peak 'a' this ratio is (30:70) (which is about the value seen for
other peaks and in other spectra). For systems other than N IV, the peak 'S' is
masked by other peaks; the high branching ratio, however, would still be
consistent with our assJgnement. Thus we suggest, that (Is 3s ) has for all systems
a dominant branching to (Is22s). It is interesting to note, that already for (3s2) in
He-Uke ions Bachau (1984) calculates the highest (2s) branching of all states
(3A3O; he gives a branching ratio for decay to (2s) vs. decay to (2p) of about
(50:50). From this we would conclude a significant influence of the Is -core on the
coupling and the decay of the 3s electron pair.

-2- Fig. 7.10 and fig. 7.11 show the variation of the (Is23i3i')-group with
collision velocity in measurements N^+ on H2 and 0"+ on R2- Peak fdf stays fairly-
constant and small even at higher velocities: note that 'd' contains the states D(3)
and 1P°(2) which were found to have considerably lower Intensity in the (3l3i'>-
He-like spectrum. Peak 'c' varies strongly with v (note, that a comparison with the
reaction window (see chapter IV) shows, that this increase with v is not triggered
by the v-dependence of the capture reaction window). We have assigned to 'c'
states with the largest total angular momenta (*-F° and *G) possible for 3l3l'-
coupUng. The quite selective Increase of 'c' with v may perhaps be understood, in
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1

terms of a model for single capture recently proposed by Burgdorfer et aL
(1986,1987). They explain the v-dependence of the population of 1-eubstates in an
extension of the barrier model, whereby - roughly spoken - a, substates are
preferentially populated, If Qn a.u.) l = b v (b the Impact parameter which is
taken to be the intemuclear distance of the barrier crossing of the EOB-model,
corrected by a centrifugal part of the potential barrier). Replacing i. by the total
orbital angular momentum L we found that a tentative application of their
formulae would describe the Increase of 'c' quite well. Clearly, more experimental
material would be needed to test this simple tentative explanation of the L-
populatlon in double capture.

- 3 - We have tried to extend the DSB-approach to dominant lines we observed in
the spectrum of the N^+-Ar system and which we attributed to triplet states
(1S23A3A') ^L. Pig 7.12 shows the spectrum resulting from collisions of N^+ on Ar
in comparison with a spectrum resulting flroin W^+ on Hj. T?ig. 7.13 gives a
graphical representation of the calculated RSR-blnding energies and the binding
energies derived from the observed peaks (the same keyletters are used in fig.
7.12 and 7.13). The calculation procedure is just the same as for the singlet states.
This may introduce an error in A s and A p, because shielding of triplet and singlet
states is known to be slightly different (see e.g. Huang 1977). Moreover, there are
some problems with peak assignment: the state ^P which should not autolonize to
(Is22s) is assigned to the group I1 and 'm': however, shifted by the 2s-2p distance,
there appear two very similar peaks, which we therefore termed 'L' and 'M' (see
fig (7-12). Finally, the high branching ratio to (Is22s) seen for triplet peaks is quite
surprising. Thus I think that a definite analysis has to await an unambiguous
identification of the lines which are caused by double capture; this will already be
possible in a target-electron double coincidence experiment.
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TABLE 7.6

BINDING ENERGY (in eV) FOR OUTER ELECTRONS in N IV (Is23jm' )3L

values from "differencial screening estimate" (DSE)

compared with values derived from exoerimental electron energies

(r)SE/PCI : RSE-values including estimated PCI-shifts as in figs. 7.6-7.9 for
v=0.38 a.u., the velocitv at which the spectrum was measured: lifetimes

approximated bv values of He-like ions, see text)

state DSE DSF./PCT key letter exp. value
(+0.1 eV)

3po

3 p ( n
3D

V
3Do
3P°(2)
3F

-72.20

-69.44

-69.24

-6R.10

-66.84

-66.29

-65.55

-72.47

-69.70

-69.24

-fi8.10

-67.13

-66.41

-65.85

k,K -72.4

I -69.24
m -69.54

N -67.74

p -66.4+0.2

JP(2) -63.89 -63.89
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Rig. 7.14 feoelectronic plot of L-MM spectra In U-Hke ions. The collisions

systems are Indicated in brackets. Reduced binding energy Is here: [electron

energy minus total binding energy of the flnalstatel divided by (Z-0.17)2; Z is

the nuclear charge.
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VIL3 la-like states (ls;U 3 &')

We have calculated for Li-like configurations (ls3a3A') binding energy estimates
by the DSB-method as well. The autoionMng decay proceeds to four states:
(ls2s)3S, (ls2s)1S, (ls2p)3P° and (ls2p)1P° (which may be approximated by three
.final states, because (Is2s) S has nearly the same energy as (ls2pVP°). Therefore,
single peak assignement is impossible, and we cannot derive AS in the manner we
did for the Be-like ions. Taken the fact, that the corrections we want to apply to

6-0

4-8

C5+(40keV)
KVI 3748

I ' ' I I I

I I II II II I — 3 P ° , ' S
1s3l3l' i i N n iii i-*'p'

i i I i i i i I i i i t I ,1 i i i I, I, i, i t I i t i i

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
EMITTER FRRME ENERGY(EV)

Rig. 7.15 L-M X-epectrum of C IV. Indicated peak positions L
"differential screening" estimate; others: application of Slater's rules.
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TABLE 7.7

BINDING ENERGY ( i n eV) OP OUTER ELKCTRONS IN (Is3&3&') VALUES FROM

"DIFFERENTIAL SCREWING ESTIMATE" (DSE) AND "FROM PRADHAN ET AL. 198T~

ion C IV N V 0 VI ^

S t a t e DSE P DSE DSE P

I s 3 s 2 2S - 71.52 - 71.50 - 104.00 - 112.60 - 142.95

Is3s3p 2 P° - 69.06 - 69.02 - 101.02 - 139.00 - 138.48

I s 3 p 2 2D - 69.07 - 68.30 - 100.97 - 138.90 ( - 139.47)

Is3p3d 2D° - 67.53 - - 99.13 - 136.77

Is3s3d 2D - 66.67 - 66.79 - 98.06 - 135.58 - 136.37

I s 3 p 2 2S - 66.56 - 65.86 - 97.84 - 135.29 - 134.96

Is3p3d 2 P° - 64.75 - 63.12 - 95.66 - 132.85 - 131.12

Is3d 2 2G - 64.45 - - 95.34 - 132.00

Is3d 2 2D - 63.00 - - 93.54 - 129.98

Is3s3p 2 P° - 62.48 - - 92.76 - 129.39 - 127.95

Is3d 2 2S - 59-58 - - 89.57 - 125.29 - 123.66

As 1.15 1.5 1.8

hp 0.4 0.5 0.6
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the (3*3*') -binding energies are quite small (i.e. an error In these corrections will
not Introduce large errors in the binding energy estimate), we have - quite
arbitrarily - set ASj-j^g =0.6 A s ^ - j ^ and A p ^ - ^ = °-6 APp^^g (for Li-
like and Be-like tons with the same nuclear charge Z). The resultant binding
energy values for states for which the two outer electrons have a singlet coupling
are listed In table 7.7. For OVI and C IV we can compare with a distorted-wave
scattering calculation by Pradhan et aL (1981). The agreement is quite good: the
difference between our DSR-values and their calculations is for all states less than
2 eV. However, Pradhan et aL give an uncertainty estimate for their values of at
least 1 eV. Therefore, this agreement Is actually no decisive justification for the
DSB-approacn. Pig. 7.14 shows the group (Is3*3*')in an Isoelectronlc comparison;
we denote distinctly separable peak groups by key letters; the states attributed to
these peaks are listed in table 7.8.

TABLE 7.8

DISTRIBUTION SCHEME OF AtlTOIONIZING DECAY Is3*3*'

the table gives the key letter of the peak group to

which the autoionization electron belongs

final state 1P° 3?°, 1S 3S
initial state

Is3s2 2S X R D

Is3p3d 2D°
Is3s3d jp
Is3p2 2S

Is3d2 2S F H (blended)

1
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Pig. 7.16 L-M X-spectrum of N V resuLtJng from collisions of N^+ with H2 and

He. Peak group limits are Indicated for final state (Is2p)3p°.
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Pig. 7.17 Same as fig. 7.16 for 0 Viand (^respectively.
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Such a 'distribution scheme' may be used to determine the dominant decay
channel We think that there Is evidence, that decay to ^?°Asis dominant: peak
'B', e.g., which is assigned (Is3s? 1S •*• Is2p3p°), is much stronger than the
analogous peak 'X' for decay to 1P°; peak '0' should be of the same order of
magnitude as peaks 'C and 'D1, If decay to ^S was as strong as decay to 3pO/ls>

Fig. 7.15 shows the total spectrum of L-MX-decay of 0 IV (ls3An'ji') resulting
from collisions of C^+ with Hj with an explicit indication of calculated electron
energies for all final states. The shape and the position of the peak group for

decay of Qs'SlklS) would suggest dominant decay to 'p°/^5? as welL (We obtain
limits of (ls3an'A')-groups from binding energy estimates using Slater's rules
(.Slater 1930); see chapter IV.ld). In Pig. 7.16 and fig. 7.17, finally, we show the

spectrum resulting from L-MX decay in N V (ls3«n'*T) and 0 VI Qs3«n'Jir),
observed in collisions of N^+ and 0 7 + with He and H2. The limits of the different
(ls3An'i')-groups are only Indicated for decay to 3p°/!\S. As may be seen, the peak

structure of the experimental spectrum corresponds nicely to these limits. Thus,
we are led to the conclusion, that (Is2p)3p° is most probably the dominant decay
channel for states (Is3*3*') L. This could at least partly be ascribed to the

relatively large statistical weight of this state. Note, that this would mean that

the contributions of the (Is3£3#')-resonances in the scattering of electrons on He-
like ions would enhance mostly the (Is Mls2p)-excitatlon cross section.

IT one wants to measure the (Is3£n'je')-spectrum for a single wdl-defined
decay channel, one has to exploit the differential m etastabUlty of the final states.
(ls2s)^S is a very long-lived state with lifetimes in the order of milliseconds,
whereas typical lifetimes for the other final states are below one microsecond (cf.
table n.2). Thus, it should be possible, to measure - selectively - an electron
spectrum in coincidence with the ions in the final state (ls2spS.A specific
"metastable ion-detector" has not yet been realized; still, very recent experiments
(Meyer et a l 1987, de Zwart 1987) have demonstrated, that (grazing)incidence of
metastablfi ions with inner-shell vacancies on a (clean) metal surface leads to
typical electron peaks resulting from the filling of the vacancy. Moreover, the
electron spectra shown e.g. in Meyer et aL (1987) suggest, that only minor
contributions from impact of ground state ions fall Into the spectral region of the
K-LX - decay. Therefore, electrons from this spectral region could serve as
metastable Indicators. A measurement of the L-M X-spectrum in coincidence with
these electrons should yield a well resolved L-M X-spectrum for decay to (Is2s)3s
only; thus, accurate term energies and - in principle - lifetimes for decay to
(ls2sPS could be determined
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Slow collisions (v « 1 a-u.) between multiply charged ions and neutral pas
targets have two aspects: first, there Is a transfer of electrons to excited
(proJsctlLe or target) states; secondly, these states decay, either by autolonlzatton
or by radiative emission or by a combination of both processes. The transfer Is
well, described by the three' baste parameters pro.fcctDe charge q, ionlzation
potentials of the target and collision velocity v. The decay depends on the
electronic configuration of the created product ion; the decay may be described
by the autoionization width r « and the fluorescence yield OJ of the populated
state and other states which are Involved In a possible decay cascade; if we
consider decay of excited projectile states the primary charge q enters only
indirecfly as Z-dependence of V . and u.

Flectron spectroscopy provides a look to both aspects of the process,
transfer and decay. The results of chapter TV show, that the extended classical
barrier model gives a good description of the transfer In the case of double
capture. Even in the few cases that systems are found at variance with the FCF-
model, the model provides a good starting point for a modified description.

For the systems considered so far, the results for multi-electron capture are
consistent with the ECB-predictions; i t will be the task of future double and triple
coincidence spectroscopy to test the model In detalL In this, doubly-differential
translational energy spectroscopy wHL provide valuable complementary
Information (see chapter I). In the case of electron spectroscopy, the systems
which will be used for such Investigations have to be chosen carefully in order to
ensure simple decay schemes. In chapter V it has been demonstrated, that
branching to different decay channels may spoil the Information on the transfer
process considerably even in the - rather sim pie - case of three and four-electron
ions. Therefore, one should preferentially use bare ion projectiles in multi-
electron capture investigations; then the quite well known decay patterns of e.g.
Li-Uke ions (as described in chapter V) can be used for an Interpretation of the
spectra.

It would be useful to consider first separately in selected systems closely
related to known ones (e.g. Is2i3i.1n"i" or 3£3£W)to which extent the decav of
N-fold excited states proceeds via emission of (N-l) electrons (In cases whre this
Is energetically possible'), as suggested by the experimental results in chapter IV
and chapter V. 5.

Finally, high precision spectroscopy of two-electron ions created In double-
capture by bare Ions ft-om a two-electron target enables one to determine precise
lifetimes of these states. (This was discussed in chapter vn). For such
measurements one has to vary the collision velocity in the range O.K v < 0.4 a.u.,
whereby extension to still lower velocities would be desirable. Typical
uncertainties In the peak energy of+^0 meV and an energy resolution of less than
5 10~J are needed. Variation of the nuclear charge in the range 4 < Z < 10 would
provide an unique possibility to test theoretical models for these highly correlated
electron states. Such measurements could be extended to the case of triply
excited states produced by capture of three electrons to a bare ioaThls would
provide Information on the symmetries and correlations which govern the
movement of three electrons.
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SAMENVATTING

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift Is etektronvangst in langzame (v « 1

a.u.) botsingen tussen hooggeladen lonen en neutrale gas targets, waarbij

elektronen geëmitteerd worden, d.w.z. reacties van het type

Aq+ + B • A (q~k)+ + P1+ + (l-k)e-

Gemeten wordt de energie van de vrijgekomen elektronen onder een hoek

van "50" met de bundelas. Hoofdzakelijk wordt erinvanfçst van twee elektronen In

botsingen met twee-elektronen targets (He, F9) bestudeerd; het geëmitteerde

elektron is dan afkomstig van een dubbel aangeslagen projektiettoestand. Dit soort

toestanden kan ook worden verkregen, wanneer men een reeds aangeslagen projek-

tiel In een metastabieis toestand gebruikt; de dubbel aangeslagen projektleltoe-

stand Is dan het gevolg van een ëën-elektron invangst. Voor het hier beschreven

onderzoek zijn de volgende projektlelen gebruikt: het naakte ion C , de water-

stofächtige en heliumachtige lonen van de elementen C, N en 0, heliumachtlg

Ne^+ en neonachtlg Ar^+; metingen zijn ook verricht met de aangelagen, metasta-

biele pro^köelen c5+(2s), helium achtige ionen met de configuratie (Is2ŝ ?>) en

metastabiels Ar (...2p^3s). Alle systemen zijn gemeten bij een botsingssnelheid

van ruwweg 0.35 a.u.; bovendien zijn er voor bepaalde projeköelen (C^+, N^+ en

0 ) nog metingen verricht bij verschillende botsingssnelheden v tussen v=0.15

a.u. en v=O.5"5 a.u.

"M eerste Instantie zijn de elektronenspektra gebruikt, om te bepalen in

welke toestanden de elektronen ingevangen worden. Daarbij worden de meetresul-

taten vergeleken met een onlangs voorgesteld klassiek model voor (multt-telektron

vangst ('extended classical barrier (KCB) '-model), dat mede naar aanleiding van de

hier gepresenteerde metingen ontwikkeld werd. Dit model neemt aan, dat de elek-

tronen één na de ander overgedragen worden aan het projekttel (twee-etaps'-

proces); het voorspelt de toestanden waarin de elektronen worden Ingevangen,

d.w.z. de kans, dat bepaalde Mndlngsenergieën gerealiseerd worden. Ren dergeHJce

verdeling van bindingsenergieën wordt in een autolonisafcie spectrum direkt ge-

meten. Het model gebruikt in z!£i berekeningen geen vrije parameter; de

ladingvan het projektlel, de ionlsatie potentialen van het target en de

botsingssnelheid zijl de enige benodigde parameters. De voorspellingen van het

model zijn in goede overeenstemming met de experimentele spectra; alleen voor

bepaalde He-achtige
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projsktlelen en voor het systeem C^+-He worden toestanden bevolkt, die op een
ëên-etaps-proces wijzen. Verder laten de metingen zien, dat de spin van de
ingevangen elektronen behouden blijft.

De gemeten botsingsdoorsneden liggen In de orde van ï r r^cm 2 . Voor de
meeste systemen met H^ als target zijn de botstngsdoonsneden ongeveer een
factor twee hoger dan men zou verwachten op grond van komplementaire
meetresultaten-

Vervolgens zijn ook de term energieën van de dubbel geëx citeerde
product-ionen zelf bestudeerd en de manier, waarop dit soort toestanden kan
vervallen. In het algemeen laten de metingen zien, dat het autoioniserende verval
voornam elijk naar enkelvoudig aangeslagen toestanden gaat, die direct onder de
autoioniserende toestand liggen. Verder tonen de metingen aan, dat drievoudig
aangeslagen toestanden vervallen onder achtereenvolgende emissie van twee
elektronen, zodra die energetisch m ogeHjk zijn.

.Speciale aandacht wordt aan de Tj-achtip;e lonen net de configuratie
(ls2lnfV) gegeven. Uit de gemeten elektronenspektra blijkt, dat er geen elek-
tronen geëmitteerd worden uit kwartet-toestanden (Is2in'l') met n>3, hetgeen
betekent, dat deze toestanden een fluorescentie yield van nagenoeg 100 % hebben.
Voor de autoioniserende doublet-toestanden (Is2£n'£f) met n'=?,3 zijn er uit de
gemeten spektra nauwkeurige term energieën bepaald voor de ionen C. IV, N V en 0
VX Voor een ondubbelzinnige identificatie van deze double1>toestanden is gebruik
gemaakt van het feit, dat de spin van de Ingevangen elektronen behouden büjrt;
Vergelijdng met atomaire struktuurberekenlgen laat zien, dat de term energieën,
die multi-configurattonele Dirac-Wock berekeningen aangeven, afwijken van de
experimenteel bepaalde energieën; andere berekeningsmethoden zoals b.v. de 1/Z
ontwikkeling geven energieën, die In goede overeenstemming zijn met de experi-
menteel gevonden waarden.

Tenslotte Is het L-w M verval In welrdR-elektronen systemen bestudeerd.
Voor 0 '+ COPQ!) beschrijven theoretische term energieën en levensduren - zoals die
bijv. d.m.v. de komplexe koördinaten rotatie berekend z i j i - het gem eten elektron
spektrum vrij goed. Voor Machtige ionen (ls3Ä3Af) en Be-achtlge lonen (1S^3Ä,3Ä')

wordt een eenvoudige procedure voor de berekeningen van hun term energieën be-
schreven. Deze methode voorspelt elektronenenergieën, die in redelijke overeen-
stem ming met de experimenteel gevonden waarden zijn. De overeenstemming
wordt beter, mits men korrekües van de elektronenenergie ten gevolge van - de

I korte - levensduren in rekening brengt.
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STELL1NGEN PROPOSITIONS

behorend bijhet proefschrift belonging to the thesis

ELECTRON CAPTURE TO AUTOIOfilZIh G STATES
of MULTIPLY CHARGED IONS

door by

Michael Mack

Utrecht, 17 juni!987

1) The cross section for autoionizing two-electron capture in collisions of

multiply charged ions A^+ with molecular hydrogen contributes appreciably to

the charge-changing cross section A^ •*• A ^ . This point has been

overlooked by Kimura and Lane (1987) who compare directly theoretical one-

electron capture cross sections with experimental charge-changing cross

sections.

Kimura, U. and N. F. Lane 1987, Phys. Rev. A 35, 70-78
this thesis, chapter IV

2) Multi-configurational Dimc-Fock (MCDF)-calaulations are not suited for the

calculation of term energies of doubly excited states in few-electron systems,

because they cannot compute the correlation effects properly; fully

relativistia M CDF-calculations as e.g. by Chen et al. 1982, on the other hand,

are well suited for a calculation of the lifetimes of such states.

Chen, M. H., B. Crasemannand H. Hark 1982, Phys. Rev. A26, 1441-51
this thesis, chapter VI

3) In an Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source (ECR1S) of the 'Minimafios'

type, optimum charge state distributions in the production of multiply

chargedione with nuclear charges Z<10 are obtained with lie as mixgas.

Hack, M., J. Have man, h. Hoekstraand A. G. brentje 1986
Contributed papers 7th Intern. Workshop on ECR sources JueUch 1986

4) He-Uke tone show the same one-electron capture cross section and the same

range of binding energies of preferentially populated states Creaction

window') irrespective whether the configuration is (Is2) or ils2s 3S).

Druetta, M., S. Martin and J. Deeesquettes 19873

VucLlnetr. Meth. B26, 268-273
thie thesis, chapterIV and V



5) Mann and Schulte (1987) arrive partly at wrong conclusions in their analysis of

electron spectra resulting from collisions of 0 with H% because they use

the adiabatic ionisation potentials of H2 and not the Franck-Condon factor

weighted mean 'vertical'transition energies.

Mann, K. and h. Schulte 1987, Z. Phys. D4,

6) I'ransen and laaffe (1980) calculate a gain in transmission for a modified

cylindrical electrostatic mirror analyser, which uses a third concentric

cylinder between inner and outev cylinder. In practice, this gain will be

cancelled by the need to cover the slits in the additional cylinder by meshes.

Fransen, W. andJ. 2'aaffe 1S80, J. Phys. E, 719-72J

7) Because double electron capture in colHeione of multiply charged ions with

neutral gas targets preserves the spin of the captured electrons, there wiLl be

no he states populated in collisions of lie with tie. This has been

overlooked in the analysis of lie states resulting from He -tie collisions

presented by CornUZe et aL 1986.

CornHle, A/., J.Vubau,F. Bely-bubau, S.Bliman, V.UitP,, M.Mayo,
J. J. Bonnet, M. Bonnefoy, M. Chassevent and A . Fleury 1986,

J. Fhys. Bl9~, L293-398;
tlris thesis, chapter V

8) A figure stating the predictive power of a latency increase in the visually

evoked cortical potential (VECP) for diagnosis of neurological disesases is

useless, if one does not specify to which (pub)set of patient povulation this

value refers; if it is referred to the complete set of patients which undergo a

registration of the VEVP, such a figure wiUin general be specific for the

clinical site in question and is not ao mpurable to data of other hospitals.

Roevev, J., M. Bach, M. Hack and M. Oechwald 1983
Fortschr, Ophthalmol. 79, 606-608

9) Pollution of the environment cannot be fought efficiently as long as public

opinion becomes not concerned about the cumulative effect of different

harmful substances.

10) The excessive press coverage of air crashes, capsizing of ferries and similar

disasters seems misplaced in the light of the fact, that the number of people

starving to death amounte daily to an airciush involving more than 200 jumbo-

gete whereby all passengers - half of the m children below 12 years - are killed.
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Parts of chapter IV in:

M. Mack and A. Niehaus 1987
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M. Mack
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B23, 74-85

An abrigded version of chapter V in:

M. Mack and A. Niehaus 1987
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B23, 109-116

An abridged version of chapter VI in:

M. Mack and A. Niehaus
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B23, 291-296

Results on the performance of the ion source for
multiply charged ions obtained in connection with
the work reported in this thesis are published in:

M. Mack, J. Haveman, R. Hoekstra and A. G. Drentje 1986
in: "Contributed papers 7th workshop on ECR-sources",
(ed. H. Beuscher), Julich Conference Reports 57, p. 152-176



ERRATA

Unfortunately, unconnected versions of chapterHI and IV were given to print.

Below aorreetione for the most severe omissions are listed. Besides that, the
—26 2multipUaation sign is missing in most expressions Kke 5» 10 cm which is

printedas 5 10~16 cm2.

CHAPTER ni

p. 55 eq. (3.4)

p. 55 Une 8

p. 57 Une 25

p. 58 line 1

Une 25

p. 60 Une 5

eq. (3.14)

line 11/12

p. 61 eq. (3.19)

p. 63 eq. (3.21)

Une 9

eq. (3.22)

p. 64 Une 7/8

Une 11

line 12

p. 66 eq. (3.33)

p. 68 Une 14/15

CHAPTERN

p. 73

p. 81

line 4

Une 16

line 19

Une 24

line 10

: -IP -

:"The electron is assumed to be transferred.."

•."...which has raised its charge by one unit and this

corresponds..."

:"... has a finite probability..."

:"... in which r electrons are captured..."

:"...therefore, the charge of the target..."

>-' ~ \ 7/9 7/?
q + t

:" that the energy is independent of..."

t + v.
: d (rt) 1/2 - mO

"fit*
"...that states lying ..."

MT" »At - 1
b meas

"..and a time dependent..."
"...if we identify 'a' with (dVy'dt)..."

"...equivalent to relation (3.24)..."

T/2* >- n3/(q/

"... in a suitable intermediate...

.•"...except for the case of an outer e - electron..."

:"...where the outer electron is an s-electron..."

•."...that for all (npn'e) ..."

:"...For more complex systems and n •* n' ..."

: projectile

V;.



*

p. 81 line 27 :"... under emission of electrons with comparatively high

energies..."

p. 83 One 31 : peak assignment

line 34 : ionization potential

p. 102 last line :"... (increase of abcut a factor of two from v-0.35 a.u. to

v=0.S2 a.u.)..."

p. Ill line 24 : metastable states

p. 113 line 5 : "Processes which would feed..."

p. 115 1st footnote, line 3: "....losing transition

(...2p63d) 2D + (...2p53s3d) 3D°/n..."
Of C

p. 123 line 20 :"The system C6+-tie is ..."

p. 129 line 5 : collision velocities

p. 131 line 2 :"...(the principal quantum number of the separate particle

states is taken as continuous number)..."

* * 1/2
p. 132 formula : R* = t t 2 (<1'* >

2 Z2

p. 133 line 5 :"...by an amount of t£ and the other electron decreases

its binding energy by hE ..."

p. 141 footnote, last line : "...sum of ADC and SC arose sections which should

indeed be comparable with the charge-changing cross section. "

p. 143 line 9 -."...they are given..."

add to references chapter IV:

Bordenave-Montesquieu, A., A. Gleizesand P. Benoit-Cattvn 1982
Phys. Rev. A2S, 245

Danared, H., H. Anderssson, u'. Astner, A. Barany,
P. Defrance and S. Rachafil98?

J. Phys. B20, L165-170

Hvelplund et al. 198 7: in press, quoted by Danared et al. 198 7


